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Marriages.

[HE CHURCHES.
E. Luce will preach at Poor’s
at 2.MO p. m.

I

"uiuiay

Winslow will preach in the
‘olhouse next Sunday after-

I

of Hampden will ocP at the Northport auditorium
morning and evening.
ivnton

Cunningham, a former resipreach in Grange
ielmout, Sunday Aug. 11th at

d

n.'int, will

Mower occupied the pulpit at
ptist church in Waterville Sunof Rev. E. C. Whittemore, who

I

ication.
will hold its regular meeting
evening, August 14th, at 7.30 at
Mrs. J. W. Joues, 33 High St.

•h

be a morning service of the
Episcopal church in the vestry
-relational church next Sunday,
Ail are cordially
.1. at 10.30 a. m.
be present.
-:ian Scientists hold services in
■7 Main street, every Sunday
'clock and Wednesday evenclock, to \skich all are cordially
service at the Baptist church
•4*. a. m. and 7.30 p. m. by Rev.
of Burlington, Vt. Sunday

Prayer meeting Thursday
are free; all are wel-

"'M.

Seats
I...

Wilson of Belfast, who is
pari of his vacation here, lias
nted to occupy the Cougreganext Sunday, August 11. This
it wiii be very gratifying to

worshipping there, who
the former pastor, in very
Fort Fairfield Correspondence
mereial.
:.on

'i'H,

Holden, pastor of St. Paul's
Square, London, will be

t

-'nan

.bis

He is announced
at the Geaer■;i
for Christian workers at
Mas>., and will probably lecture
e Post Conference which will !
.12 the end of August and first
■or.
On August lltli he will'
l»o summer session of Columbia
summer.

leading speakers

••

the Methodist church
.’.u. llth, will be as follows: at
preaching by the pastor, Rev.
it 12 o’clock, Bible school;
uce
evangelistic service; chorus
at

es

<2
•"

.2

lay, Aug. 13th, at 7.30 p. m.,
ie devotional service, foliowmatters. Thursday evening,
Friday, men’s meeting. All

these services. Seats free.
S. will meet at Mrs. Frank
Friday at 2.30 p. m.
to

M.

The
school Convention.
ention of the Waldo County
"i Association
will be held in
't 14th.
Following is the proFOBENOON.
>ervice,

ieu

uj

irev.

i>.

u.

Report of Secretary and
eport of Schools by Districts.
ess of Welcome, Miss
Carrie
Response, Rev. Wm. Vaughan.
ess.

ussiou:
Benefits of District
opened by Dr. E. II. Buyiug''mntiss.
Teacher’s Meeting: Possible?
Practical? 0. E. Frost.
Normal Course for Teachers,
White.
ulress: How far is Scientific
Necessary to a correct Interf the Scriptures? Rev. A. E.
■

i

p.iintment of Committees,
our

dijmer.

AFTERNOON.

■

■•"tiuual Service, led by. Rev. W.
prayer, Rev. A. E. Luee.
ussion:
Problems of the Priner—How to meet them, opened
Maud E. Mathews.
-Mission:
The Graded Sunday
ued by H. E. Lufkin, Dr. T. N.
—iitial Forces of the Sunday
at Relation of Church Members
'■lay School, Rev. J. W. Vaughan.
lation of Parents, Rev. E. C.
Qualifications of Teachers, Rev.
■

Quarrie.

!

■Missions: Missions ill the Sunday
'.cued by II. M. Prentiss, Rev. J.

Psychology and Morals,
McElhiney.
[■"its of Committees, Election of
iniiiislied business,offering.
.'•diction, Rev. J. L. Corson.
■Ire**:

;

aim.
iing

session will be held. Every
tlie county will send as large a
possible. Everybody invited.
dinner.

■

|

|
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IkANSFERS
t

IN REAL ESTATE.

Pillowing transfers in real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry
■"“ids for the week ending Aug. 5, 1907:
'bam Dodge, Islesboro, to Fields S.
11
-ton. New York ; land in Islesboro.
'!nry W Dodge, Troy, to Carrie S. Wey"-di, do.; land and buildings in Troy.
alter T. Edmonds, Burnham, to Wii-

f

""'

"ffin, do.; land in Troy.
"bis li., Harriet S., J. R., and Jessie R.
'u"
to David E. Bird, Belfast;
“J1 ■>' Belfast.
E. Grant, Searsport, to Frank S.
Brewer; land in Searsport.
ailes W. Lancaster, Belfast, to Asa R.
i,
et al., Knox; laud and buildings in
■

H. McLellan, Belfast, to Bertrand
land in Belfast,
u .lb Nealley, et al., New York, to Ashur
"nf'ayo, Monroe; land in Monroe.
W. Oakes, et al., Skowhegan,'to
"'ard Brown, Mt. Desert; land in Belfast.
■

“Jds, do.;

;v'Ul

BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY, AUGUST 8.
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those who expect to rnarrv —I guess that
1 *uess tu;u
y
includes most all.
G1TY
law a woman lost her
ialfr.tu“S10"
legal
identity by marriage. She could not
BY HON. R. F. DUNTON OF BELFAST.
or possess any
The August meeting of the oity council
property, and marriage
The speaker of the day at the observance operated as an absolute gift of all
of her was held Monday evening, Aug. 5th, Mayor
in Hope. August 1st, of the 100th birthday
She was his, and Hanson
presiding. The records of the last
hls- Such was the law
of Hon. Abner Dunton was K. F. Dunton, of .l- J!
wttA
this State when
Uncle Abner was elected meeting were read and approved. Roll of
Esq., of this city whose historical address to the Legislature of 1844. When that ses- accounts No. 5 was
passed. Following ,are
sion of the Legislature
was not only a fine tribute to the hero of
closed there was a the amounts under the various
approprialaw
our
upou
statute
books securing to
the occasion, but contained many other
tions
married women tbeir rights in
property.
points of a historical nature which were
So far as 1 am able to learn, this is the Contingent.$ 765 80
listened to with extreme interest.
Mr. hrst law that was ever enacted
giving to Highways. 3841 57
Dunton said, iu part:
married women the legal right to possess Fire department. 382 26
their
own
It is indeed a rare event which we celeFree library.
property.
288 38
brate today. The table of expectation of
General school purposes.
55 25
HIS WOBK AS COMMTSSIONEB.
life used by insurance companies construcSchool
27 50
contingent.
When Uncle Abner was elected county
ted from the American table of mortality, commissioner of
29 94
Waldo county in 1847, the Cemetery.
based ou actual statistics, shows that of
2 23
Insurance.
Repairs,
county had no court house or jail worthy
Paupers. 650 00
100,000 persons of the age of ten years only the name. At the close of his term
of serthree are expected to live until 90 years of vice six
years later, Waldo county had a
S6042 93
age, and three are expected to die at that court house and
jail which were said at
The man who the time to be
age, so there the table ends.
The two night watchmen were granted
equal to any in the State.
lives to be one hundred years of age is one
They have served their purpose well and tw'o weeks vacation, without deduction of
in many thousands,—1 do not know Low still stand as monuments to
the faithful and
many.
efficient service of the officers who caused wages.
If it were only the fact that a man has them to be built.
The committee on iinance was authorized
reached the age of 100 years, it would be a
The office of county commissioner was a to examine the books of the collector of
very extraordinary event; but that we have very important one at the time Uncle Abtaxes for 1906 aud the city treasurer’s acamong us a man in the full possession of all ner served
the board. The county of
his mental faculties and of all the senses Waldo at upon
that time included Appleton, counts with same and ascertain the amount
with which his Creator endowed him, with
Hope and Camden, in addition to the terri- due the oity from said collector at once, acintellect unimpaired and retentive memory,
tory now embraced within the limits of that cording to the provisions of an order
prelooking back upon the scenes and incidents, county. This was
during the period of the
the friendships and companionships, the
Provided, that the colcounty’s greatest development. Farms were viously passed.
joys and sorrows of a hundred years, is being cleared and buildings erected, and lector shall not be required to make a full
It seems almost incredible; roads had to be built to enable
wonderful.
the settlers settlement so far as relates to non-resident
yet such is the fact.
to reach the marts of trade and commerce—
taxes on real estate not paid at time of setI wonder if all of us fully comprehend the of course
all
wanted public roads.
they
years that this man has lived. A few comI have examined the records and find that tlement until the time provided by law for
parisons may serve to demonstrate. Nine at the first meeting of the county commis- the sale of said real estate
by the collector
years ago there died across the water a sioners alter Uncle Abner’s election, 2'6 for the
non-payment of taxes.
man who for many years before his death
for roads were acted upon, and at
petitions
An order was passed that the city treashad been known and honored throughout the
August term, 1849, 57 petitions for the
the world as tile “Grand Old Man of Eng- laying
out, altering and discontinuing of urer be authorized to credit the collector of
land,” and a grand old man he was; yet the highways, and for increase of
damages taxes for 11K>7 with $630, the amount taxed
“Grand Old Alan of Hope” was two years were filed. There was
something doing be- against the Belfast Water Co., and said colmd when William E. Gladstone was born. fore the board of
commissioners
in
county
In ls'oi the venerable Queen of England those
days. The duties of their office took lector was authorized to give the company
passed away, she was Queen of England them to all parts of the county and brought a receipt, the collector to have no commisbefore most of us were born, and very few them in contact with the
people of all sec- sion.
of those present can remember her corona- tions.
no man was
then better
tion. Abner Dunton was 12 years old when known Probably
wa»
passeu mat me major ue
personally throughout the length
Queen Victoria was born. Forty-two years and breadth of the county than the man
instructed to draw an order to Maurice VV.
in
ago the life work of Abraham Lincoln was whose honor we have met
The Lord for $3.25 for cash paid for ticket to
today.
ended by the bullet of the assassin. All
many roads which Uncle Abner helped to Boston
bought for Arthur W. Carnes of Toportraits of him as President show the fur- lay out in the county of W aldo attest
his
rowed cheek and wrinkled brow indicating wisdom and
and are lasting ledo, 0., a cripple, applying for assistance.
good
judgment,
the approach of old age. Abner Dunton is memorials of his faithful
An order was passed that the compensapublic service.
two years older than
Abraham Lincoln
imo fUlctlL tlliuug U1 pruE'ououvt
K.v if
livri.w*
tion of the city engineer be fixed at S3 per
ple, assembled to do him
near the
The Declaration of Independence was but place of his birth and in the honor,
for time actually employed on sewers.
town where his day
82 years old and many of the signers were
An order was passed that a committee
long life has been spent, speaks louder than
still living, the Constitution of the United any words that I can
utter, of the rectitude consisting of the Mayor, one Alderman and
States was but 20 years old, and Washing- of his
life, his wurth as a man, aud the es- two
ion had been dead only eight years, when teem iu
Councilmen be appointed to draft resowhich he is held by those who have
Uncle Abner was born.
known him longest and best.
lutions of respect to the late Augustine P.
PROLIFIC IN EVENTS.
We congratulate Uncle Abner that he is Mansfield and
present the same at the
The year 1807 was very prolific in import- 100 years young, rather than 100 years old, September meeting.
We
today.
him
that
he
has
congratulate
ant events.
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
The Boot & Shoe Workers Union of Beland John Greenleaf Whittier were born that borne the spirit of youth through the years
of age aud has kept in close companionship fast petitioned for permission to occupy
year. One hundred years ago this very
with
old
and
the
We
the
first
steamboat
was
young
month
through
years.
successfully
Congress street between Bradbury and
congratulate him upon the life he has lived,
operated on the Hudson River by Robert the
good work he has done, the friends he Salmond streets on Monday p. m., SeptemFulton.
The first railway line in the United States has made, and upon his sous and their ber 2nd, and that the street be closed to
families who have done so much to make travel
was a short stretch of track laid by Silas
during that time. The petition was
Whitney on Beacon street in Boston in 1807. his declining years so happy. Well might
In the same year Lewis and Clark, return- Uncle Abner respond to the congratula- granted.
Elnatha W. Bobbins petitioned the board
ing from their long journey of 9,000 miles, tions of his many friends iu the words
which had occupied three years time, made which Robert Browning puts in the mouth to lay out for him a private way from the
of the ancient sage, Rabbi Ben Ezra:
a detailed report of their explorations, fursoutherly end of the town way known as
nishing the first definite information of the “Grow old along with me!
The best is yet to be.
the Ames road across land of T. C. Nickercondition
of
the
geographical extent and
The last of life for which the first was made.”
Great Northwest Territory which we had
son to land of the petitioner, known as the
recently purchased from France.
The petition was referred to
Crosby lot.
In June 1807, Napoleon Bonaparte, at the
the committee on highways.
THE NEWS OE
zenith of his power and fame, having subdued Austria and Prussia and accomplished
The resignation of Elisha W. Ellis as a
the dissolution of the Holy Roman Empire,
Mrs. Dow is selling millinery at reduced member of the school committee from Ward
held his famous conference with the Czar of
rates.
5, to take effect at once, was read and acRussia on a raft moored in the Niemen RivDr. Kilgore has his auto iu running order cepted.
er, and there these rulers formed an alliauce,
and made their pians to conquer the whole again.
IN MUNICIPAL OFFICERS.
world and divide it between them.
Everybody goes raspberryiug these days.
In 1807 the Orders in Council of Great
On motion it was voted that the street
Britain and the Decrees of Napoleon had The berries are said to be very plentiful.'
commissioner attend to the gathering of
virtually put all European ports under a paJohn Hobbs has just returned from a trip bridge statistics as asked for by the State
per blockade, and during that year 194
to liar Harbor, where he sold several horses.
American vessels were seized by the BritHighway Commissioner, and employ such
Mr. and Mrs. George and spending a few assistance as may be necessary.
ish and a large number by the French for alleged violation of the neutrality laws. As a weeks at her uid home, the James Gibbs
On motion it was voted that the finance
farm.
measure of retaliation, under President Jeffcommittee visit the city treasurer and inerson's recommendation, our Congress laid
Rev.
F.
W.
former
Barker,our
now
pastor,
an
em bargo
on shippin g, and for fifteen I
in Amesbury, Mass., is rejoicing in the birth struct him to personally attend to his duties
months not an American vessel carried our
iu order that his bond may be valid.
of a son.
surplus products to any foreign port or reOn motion it was voted that the committee
turned therefrom laden with manufactured
Postmaster Lane lately bought of Grangoods. H istory informs us that during this ville Morrill one of the horses driven on the on sewers be instructed to employ an engiperiop “ships with their cargoes rotted m Monroe stage route.
neer and proceed to the building of a sewer
port, thousands of seamen were thrown out
News has been received of the death at on Park street, as per plans of Parks &
of employment, industry was at a standstill,
tlie
of
Mrs.
Bangor hospital
and general business stagnation prevailed
Simpson, Wheeler.
known here as Grace Boody.
throughout the country.”
IN JOINT CONVENTION.
has
Isaac
the
best garden in town.
RESULTS OF EMBARGO.
Staples
The
name of Maurice W. Lord was preHe
can be found in it most any morning
!
getYet in its cousegueuces the laying of this
an appetite for breakfast.
sented to fill the vacancy in the board of
embargo proved to be one of the most im- ting up
portant acts in all of our economic history ;
There were no services at Union church assessors and on vote being taken he was
for while it struck down commerce for the
last Sunday, as the pastor, Rev. J. \Y. unanimously elected assessor to fiil the untime being, it laid the foundation for Ameri- Vaughan, is taking his vacation.
expired term.
can manufactures and made us independent
E. C. Holbrook is at his old stand in the
It was voted that the committee on cityof Europe industrially as we were politically. Previous to this time we were depend- hay field at Riley Wiggiu's, where he goes property be instructed to have the city marseason
for
a
little outing.
ent upon Great Britain for our china, glass, every
shal’s office repaired.
crockery, hardware, edge tools, cotton,
The Ladies’ Aid served ice cream in the
Adjourned to meet Tuesday evening, Sepwoolen and leather goods and many other |
last week instead of on the lawn as
vestry
As soon as the emarticles of daily use.
tember 3rd, at 7 p. m.
was intended, as the weather was not suitwere
formed
for
was
laid, companies
bargo
able.
the manufacture of cotton, woolen and other
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Morrill and son Hugh,
goods, and associations were organized
Mrs. C. M. Chase returned Wednesday
whose members pledged themselves to use are spending a fortnight’s vacation at the
none but American made goods, if they
camp of the Castine Alumni Association at from Billerica, where she had been spend25
be
had
at
not
more
than
cent,
could
per
Saudypoint.
ing a few weeks_James Bolau aud family
advance on the cost of foreign goods,
Walter Gibbs is spending his vacation returned to their home in Somerville last
The embargo was lifted ill 1809, but our
strained relations with Great Britain, which from the road in chicken farming. He aud week after visiting his mother and other
culminated in the War of 1812, and the war N. Webb of Jackson are in company aud relatives here_Mrs. K C. Young is visithave about 3,000 chicks.
itself, prevented free commercial inter- they
ing in Boston_F. W. Kelley has returned
course with Europe until the close of the
There was a family reunion at the home
to his brother in Boston.
war in 1815, and gave additional stimulus to
of Augustus Payson, August 5th. All their from a visit
The return children were present but James, who is in Miss May Sanborn and Mrs. Daniel Nason
our manufacturing industries.
"I"
Jfcavt
j'Ul
Boston, aud all the grandchildren out one. and little daughter of Bangor were the
liritish trade was followed by the arrival
Mrs. Brown, formerly Clara Springer, is guests of Mrs. A. R. Fellows Wednesday.
of ileels of British merchantmen loaded
with the products of British mills. They at home, called here by the sickness of her Miss Sanborn, who is an accomplished
cause in charge of supercargoes and agents grandmother, Mrs. Sylvian Lang, who is
pianist, gave an informal musicale in the
of the mills and factories, and were sent to expected to live but a short time. Mr. B. is
afternoon_Oliver Atwood was at home
the auction rooms and sold for what they pastor of a church iu Buxton, Me.
Frank Sheldon of
last week over Sunday
would bring, to the ruin of the business of
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Weymouth and their
of his cousiu,
the American manufacturers.
three children from Chicago, who have Malden, Mass., is the guest
It was under these circumstances that
been visiting relatives iu this vicinity, Miss Blanche Shaw....Mrs. Stanley and
Congress passed the tariff law of 181(1, which started for the west on
Mrs. daughter of Pennsylvania are visiting her
Monday
was the first systematically planned for the
Weymouth was formerly known here as
protection of American manufacturers. It Olive Payson.
brothers, Frank aud Silas Kelley—Mrs.
will thus be seen that causes which directly
\V. F. Runuells of Newburyport called on
led tip to the passage of the first protective
Mrs. Judson
friends in town last week
Castine Alumni Encampment.
tariff law originated in th'e year Uncle Abborn.
ner was
Colson and two children of Boston are at
Many times since this
question lias been an issue in our national
Sandtpojkt, Mb., August 3, 1907. The the home of her father, E. C. Young—
politics, and this man remembers them all. “Castine Alumni
Camp” was opened Wed- Raymond Duuton of Port Chester, N. Y.,
The end is not yet.
Railroads, steamboats, telegraph and tel- nesday, July 31st, with a goodly number in is visiting his father, 6. H. Duntou...,W.
ephone lines and other great inventions and attendance. The new dormitory is very T. Atwood of Boston visited Mr. and Mrs.
discoveries too uumerous to mention have attractive and convenient. The views from
0. Moody and other relatives in town
Those J.
come into use within the recollection of
its windows are beautiful indeed.
Uncle Abner, and many other interesting who have already arrived are Mr. and Mrs. last week_Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Williams
events occurring in the year of his birth W. J. Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. C. P. De- have moved into the McGee house.
might be mentioned, but time will not suffice. Laittre, Prof, and Mrs. Fletcher, Prof. Dr. J. H. Baker was thrown from his
[ Here follows a brief biographical sketch Richardson, Rev. and Mrs. Payson and son
of Abner Duntoii, prepared by Uncle Abner, Carle, Miss Emma Marrow and Gertrude carriage while driving last Friday and
himself.]
Osgood, Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Merrill and quite badly lamed but not seriously injured
A PERSONAL TRIBUTE.
son, Miss Philbrook, Miss Helen Braga,
and it is hoped that he will soon be about
I suppose that Uncle Abner's boyhood Miss Emily Smith, Miss Florence Carle and
again_Miss Frances llanseom is visiting
Fowler.
Miss
Persis
days differed but little from those of the
friends in town_Mrs. Georgie Plummer
average country boy of his time. It was
Elliott has arrived from Brunswick, Ga.,
WEDDING BELLS.
undoubtedly the constant daily round of
toil and study and play of the healthy, acto visit her mother, Mrs. Julia Plummer....
tive and ambitious boy.
He must have
William F. Syl- The Epworth League gave a lawn party
Sy^vester-Coombs.
kept busy most of the time, for in addition
to helping his father upon the farm he had vester and Miss Mary Coombs, both for- Tuesday evening aud held a sale of ice
acquired sufficient education to teach school, merly of this city, were married July 30th, cream, cake, sherbet, etc., at the vestry Sat.
and had learned a useful trade before he in Waltham, Mass., where they are em_
Rev. H. B. IJaskell, P. E.,
urday evening
was twenty-one years old.
He must have
watch factory. Taey arrived occupied the Methodist pulpit Sunday aud
been a good school teacher, for he taught ployed in the
fourteen terms of school in his younger in Belfast last ween and after spending a held a quarterly conference Saturday evendays, and we know that the services of the few days with relatives went to Quantaba- ing, and Rev. W. A. Luce, who with his
poor school teacher are not required for so cook for their honeymoon.
The bride is a family is spending a few days at
Northport^
many terms.
of the late Philip Coombs, and the preached for the presiding elder there_
daughter
over
a
I
travelled
times
wheD
Many
boy
these hill from my home at the foot of the groom a son of Mr. and Mrs. John Sylves- Mrs. Elmira Miller died at her home in
further slope, a distance of five miles or ter and until recently had been employed Goshen July 24th. She had been in poor
more, to get Uncle Abner to measure my
in the Leonard & Barrows shoe factory. health for a long time but the end came sudfeet and make my boots. I know that he
made good boots; they were a perfect fit Their many friends extend congratulations denly at last. She leaves five daughters:
The stock was selected, and best wishes.
and wore well.
Mrs. Ida Emerson, who lives on the home
and the work done upon honor, just like
Mrs. Weymouth and Mrs. Ritchie of
place;
was a
He
did.
that
Uncle
else
everything
A New Attraction at the Bangor Fair.
Dover; Mrs. Richardson of Lynn and Mrs.
good shoemaker.
The records which he fcgpt as town clerk,
Blanche Clark of this town; also one son,
A trotting ostrich with a track record ol
I am told, are models of accuracy and neatis the most recent attraction secured
Hiram Miller of Lynn, and a sister, Mrs.
2.20
ness.
The interests of the town were well look- by Gen. Mgr. A. S. Field for the Easterr Augusta Lord of this place. Mrs. Millet
the last week of August.
ed after during the twelve years that be Maine State fair
leaves many friends. Her second husband
Five exhibitions will be given daily and then
served as selectman.
will
be
two
bareback
riding exhibitions was the late John W. Miller, who for many
He rendered faithful service to the State
stands nearly eight feet higl years was a teacher and school supervisor.
as a member of the Legislature, and during The ostrich
the two terms which he served many wise and weighs almost 400 pounds. A 2.13 clas: Rev. Frank S. Dolliff officiated at the
of
a
for
$250 is to be added to the funeral, which was held at her home Sun.
purse
laws were enacted. 1 particularly wish to
mention one passed iu 1844, which is of racing card, under the same oonditioni day. All of her children and many othei
relatives and friends were present.
special interest to married women and to governing the other races.
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OBIUJARY.
Maria A., wife of George G. Pierce of this
city, died at her home, No. 13 Cedar street,
Monday morning, Aug. 3th, at 2.30 o’clock,
after a prolonged and severe illness which
she endured with courage and cheerfulness
and always with the thought of the comforts of those about her and fully appreciating their earnest efforts to relieve her
suffering. She was born in Washington,
Maine, Sept. 20, 1844, the daughter of the
late William M. and Martha J. (Weeks)
Rust, aud came with her parents to this
city when eight years of age aud it has been
her home since, with the exception of a
short residence in Chicago after her marShe was very fond of music and
riage.
attended the Bangor Conservatory of Music.
She was a member of the North church
parish and a constant attendant at its services while in health, and was also an
interested member of the Travellers’ Club.
Sbe is survived by ber husband and one
brother, Eugene Rust of Kansas City, Mo.,
who, with his wife, has been with ber fur
three weeks, coming directly to Belfast
Mr. Pierce’s brother
from a trip abroad.
aud his wife, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Pierce of
Chicago, have been here for the past week.
The deceased was a most estimable woman,
with a pleasant word for every one she met'
true to her friends and devoted to her home
T te sympathy of
aud all its interests.
many is extended to the bereaved family.
The funeral took place at 3 o’clock Tuesday
afternoon and was conducted by her former
pastor, Rev. Georges. Mills of Bennington,
Misses Marian Wells and Alice Poor
Vt,
aud Mr. Ralph L. Morse rendered vocal selections.
There was a large attendance of
friends of the family and a profusion of
beautiful Bowers bore fragrant witness to
their sympathy.
uison aieu

July .list at tne
home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank B. Strout in
East Belfast, where she was boarding, after
an illness of nearly twelve years.
She was
born in Belfast 88 years ago, a daughter of
Francis and Hannah Stephenson, and was
the wife of William S. Olson, a well known
farmer of South Belfast, where they owned
aud carried on a farm for many years. One of
a family of ten children she is survived only
by a brother, A.K.P. Stephenson of this city.
She was au earnest and devout member of the
Methodist church aDd, with her husband,
was a regular attendant at the services until her health prevented her from coming to
the city. She was a whole-souled Christian
woman, a veritable mother in Israel. Rev.
William Vaughan offered prayer at the
home Thursday morning and services were
held at the Methodist church conducted by
Rev. Albert E. Luce. The many beautiful
ttow'ers testified to the high esteem in which
she was held. The interment was in Union
cemetery, North Belfast.
mts. saran n..

James Monroe Neailey, who died July
in Ellsworth, was for several years a
resident of Belfast, living in the house since
owned and occupied by the late Everett S.
Carter, on Cedar street. Mr. Neailey was
a master ship carpenter, aud was “boss’’ on
several of the large ships built in the Carter
yard in the ’60s. W’heu the war broke out
he was a member of the Belfast band, and
with the other members of that organization he was enrolled Jan. 15, 1801, in Co.
K of the 4th Maine infantry.
11 is instrument not being needed iu the regimental
band he became a corporal, but was disII is son, Joseph W’.
charged Sept. 7, 180’-'.
Neailey of Ellsworth, spent his boyhood
here, and attended the public schools.

31st

Mrs. Grace A. Simpson, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. W. R. Boody of Pittsfield, died at
Eastern Maine General Hospital in Bangor
Aug. 4th, aged 20 years. She was taken to
the hospital last week from Pittsfield, where
she had been for the past few weeks at the
home of her mother. Her husband and her
mother were with her when she died. The
body was brought to Pittsfield for burial on
the Sunday night Pullman. Mrs. Simpson
leaves a husband, A. If. Simpson of Unity,
Mr. aud Mrs. VV. R. Boody, her parents,
one brother, Jesse Boody of Pittsfield, and
one sister, Mrs. May Tuttle of Boston.
tropgins, tne oldest merchant
of Ellsworth and for many years a Republican leader in Hancock county, died last
Saturday night, following a long illness.
He was 79 years of age, and a widow, son
and daughter survive.
Ainert iu.

NORTHPORT CAMPGROUND.
There has been but little said in the papers this season about Nortbport, but it is
still on the map and while there is but little
doing in a social way the usual number of
people are here and everyone seems content. Among the more recent arri-als are
Mrs. R. A. Springer of Toledo, 0., who is a
guest at White Rock cottage, and Mrs. Isabel Buker Chase of Washington, D. C.
Mrs. W. A. Paul of Dorchester, Mass., and
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Winslow and daughter
Eliza both of Westfield, Mass., are guests
of Rev. G. G. Winslow at the Orient cottage
The untiring superintendent
of
the
grounds, C. 0. Dickey, is a busy man,
faithfully looking after the interests of all
and his services are much appreciated.
There has been preaching iu the auditorium each Sunday since J aly 7th and all
of the services have been well attended.
Rev. C. A. Meservey of North Augusta,
Rev. II. D. French of Hampden, Rev. Harry
Hill of Searsport, Rev. A. E. Luce of Belfast and Rev. W. A. Luce of Winterport
have officiated.
Rev. Mr. Snow of Brooklyn, N. Y., who was here during July,
rendered valuable assistance in leading
song services and playing the piano.
The
alert superintendent lias a large chorus
led
G.
W. Winslow', which is
started,
by
greatly adding to the interest of the Sunday
work.
YACHTS AND BOATS.

PERSONAL.
Miss Nancy Bailey is visiting Mrs. J. S.
in Rockland.

Willoughby

Miss Ada Taft of Howard, R. I., is at the
Revere House for a week.
Rev. E. S. Philbrook of Sanford arrived

Monday and joined his wife here.

handsome launch built for E. S. Pitcher
put overboard last Thursday. The
boat was designed by Leroy Coombs and
partly built by him last season, and was
finished by W. A. Macomber. Saturday a
eabin launch for F. R. Wiggin of the Waldo
Trust Co. was launched from Maoomber’s.
The hull was built by W. A. Macomber and
G. L. Field, and Mr. Wiggin did some of the
work himself. She will be used in going to
and from his cottage on the east side and
for trips on the bay and river.
A

waB

Mrs. Maria Smith is in Prospect for a
short stay.
Mrs. E. S. Pitcher and daughter Gladys
are
visiting friends at Fmund Pond,
Maine.
Horace Grant has gone to Brockton,
Mass., where lie has employment in a shoe
factory.

re-

Mrs. F. C. Gay anc family of New l'ork
arrived last week to visit her mother, Sirs.
Belief S. Brier.

Miss Alice Burt has gone to Bath to attend the shipping ter-centennial.

Miss J. A. Palmer of Chelmsford, Mass,
is visiting Sirs. Frank Miller at No. 62 Con-

Miss Alice Stanley and Miss Margaret
Annis of Camden spent Sunday in Belfast.

gress street.

Mr. and Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest have
turned from their wedding trip.

A. Knight was at home over Sunday
from Hallowed, where he has employment.
Mr. aud Mrs. F. R. Griffin of Weed,
Calif., are visiting in Northport and vicinA.

ity.
Miss Addie V. Partridge of Sandypoiut
spent last Sunday with relatives in this

city.
Henry B. Hail of Dorchester, Mass., is
making his annual visit to his boy hood’s
home.
Mr. aud Mrs.

Madison, Me.,
ding trip.

Ilarry L. Merrithew of

are

in Belfast on their wed-

Mr. aud Mrs. G. L. Hammonds of Chicago,
111., are spending their annual vacation in
Searspurt and vicinity.
Mrs. George Starkey of Washington, D.
C., is at C. E. Johnson’s for iier annual
visit to her old home.
x*.

i-.

summer

family

at

maun,

a

well

Known

-soriupoil

resideut, spent Sunday with his
the Campground.

Miss Alice A. Hills arrived Tuesday from
Boston to spend her vacation with her sister, Mrs. Marion E. Brown.
Mrs. Garrett Y ouug, accompanied by
Miss Isaphine Patterson, is spending ten
days in Boston and Xew Y'ork.
Fields C. Pendleton of Xew Y'ork, who
has been visiting his former home in Islesboro, left Monday for Xew Y'ork.
Miss Myrtle Xash returned home Monday
from a two weeks’ vacation spent with her
sister, Miss Cecilia Xash, in Boston.
Herbert K.

Hills returned to Portland
town.
He is
as machinist.

Tuesday after a short visit in
employed by the Portland Co.

Lieut-Commauder William V. Pratt arrived Saturday fiom Annapolis for several
weeks' stay at The Homestead, Primrose
Bill.
Mrs. It. C. Leonard, who has a position in
the State school in Meriden, Conn., arrived
last Sunday to spend her vacation in Belfast.
Mrs. John 1. Snow and children of Rockland returned home last Thursday after a
week’s visit with her father, George A.
Gilchrest.
Mrs. Sumner Lothrop, two children and
her mother, of Orange, X. J., are guests of
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Pote.
Mr. Lothrop
will come inter.
Mrs. Helen M. Houston and Mrs. F. C.
Rich of Xorthfiekl, Vt., are spending two
weeks with Mrs. F. W. Daggett in this city
and Xorthport.
Mr. and Mrs. Allison Post Swan and
Miss Swan, of Oyster Bay are the guests of
Mrs. Alien McLane at her summer home on

Xorthport

avenue.

Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Hill of EnM Corinth,
who have been the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
1. L. Perry at their East side lesideuce, returned to theii home on Monday.

Capt. Wellington White is visiting his
mother, Mrs. Margaret S. White. He commands the steamer Miami which plies be-

Rev. I). L. Wilson is spending part of his
vacation with friends in Aroostook. He is
accompanied by his little sou, Cuthbert.
Sir. and Mrs. Gejrge A. Leavitt, family
and guests, are at the Leavitt cottage, at
Northport Campgrjuud, for a short stay.
Sirs. Annie L. SlcCeenof Waltham, Mass.,
arrived last week and is the guest of her
brother, Henry C. Burgess, in East Belfast.
Sirs. Henry H. Deiuet and daughter, Miss
who iud spent a week or two
in Belfast, went ti Castiue
Saturday fur a
short stay.

Slary-Louise,

Miss Gertrude J., daughter of Mr. and
Sirs. 11. Si. $t. Clair of Beverly, Mass, is
the guest of Miss Sue M. Partridge at 5
Court street.

Congressman Burleigh lias recommended
the appointment of Ellery W. Wentworth
as
postmaster at W inthrop in place t£
Elliott Wood, dece tsed.
Aiiss E. Louise Pitcher returned to Boslast Saturday after spending two weeks
vacation with her parents, Air. and Mrs.
Lewis Pitcher in Northport.

ton

Miss Marguerite D. Pilsbury ieaves today
for Andover to join a party of young people
who are to be the guests of Mr. aud Mrs.
John F. Talbot for a week.
Rev. John VY. Hatch, presiding elder of
the Bangor district, East Maine Conference:
has been visiting his old home in Maysville,
now a part of Presque Isle.
Ross Brier, an employe of the New England Telephone and Telegraph company,
has returned to Waterville, after visiting
his father and friends in Belfast.
Mrs. Herman Stevens and little child arrived last week from Mattapan, Mass., and
are the guests of Mrs. Steven’s parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Howard F. Mason.
Mrs. Amos Bailey and son Osgood of
are the guests of Mrs. Bailey ’s
mother and aunt, Mrs. Joseph Osgood and
Miss Resina Hanson, East Belfast.

Lynn, Mass.,

Albert \V. Stevens, U. of AI. '07, was in
lie is employed at Isleboro
town Tuesday
the naphtha boat ow ned by the Russell
family of Florida.—Bangor Commercial.

on

Dana Lawrence and suns Robert anti
Leonard have returned to their home in
Greenwich, R. I., after a visit of a few days
with Rev. William Vaughan aud family.
Senator aud Mrs. Eugene Hale are the
guests of the Rev. Dr. Roderick Terry a'
Newport. Eugene Hale, Jr., married Miss
Terry, daughter of the distinguished divine.
Aiiss Edith G. Folwell of Philadelphia
who is spending the season at the Folwell
summer home at Isola Bella, was the guest,
last Friday ami Saturday of Aiiss M. Helen
Bird.
Hosea W. Rhoades is at home from Lee,
lie has
Me., for a vacation of one month.
been supplying the Baptist puipit in Lee
several mouths, and is now engaged as pas-

for a year.
Mr. and Airs. Charles F. Wades of Somerville, Aiass., are guests of Airs. W ildes’
nephew, Harry P. Bagley, and family in
Auburn, Ale. They expect to be ill Belfast
tor

in about ten days.

Florida and West India ports.
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Field of Bangor spent
Sunday,in Belfast,the guests of Mr.and Mrs.
W.H.Clifford, Xorthport Avenue. Mr. Field
is General Manager of the Eastern Maine
State Fair.

Aiiss Myrtle Herrick, who has been spenu
ing her vacation with relatives in Belfast
and Northport, returned by Sunday's boat
to Rockland, where she is bookkeeper in

Dr. and Mrs. John Stevens and son of
Rockland were in town the first of the week.
Dr. Stevens has not fully recovered from
the accident some three months ago and
still uses crutches.

Alls. Ralph Cross Johnson was mentioned
jn Bar Harbor despatches last week as one
of those to drive to Seal Harbor to attend
the reception given by Rear Admiral and
Airs. A. S. Crowninshieldat The Anchorage,

tween

Albert Marshall Ripley and Miss Isabelle
Ames, whose marriage takes place in Matinicus today, August 8th, will have the
distinction of being the first couple wedded
in a Matiuicus church.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Brown of Dorchester, Mass., are guests of Mr. ami Mrs. Jordan W. Coombs, Mrs. Brown’s parents.
Miss Doris Coombs, who has been their
guest for six weeks, is also at home.
Misses Florence and XinaShuteand Leon
■Shute arrived last week from Waltham,
where they are employed, to spend their
vacation in East Belfast at the home of
their parents, Capt. and Mrs. Thomas L.
Shute.

Ralph O'Counell arrived Tuesday from
Rochester, N. Y., where he ha- charge of
the gent’s furuishb.g department ina large
clothing store, to spend a two weeks’ vacation with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
O’Connell.
Miss Cora A. Crawford of boston, who
has been visiting friends in Knox county, is
the guest of her grandmother and aunts on
Miller street before going to her father’s
cottage at Lakeside, belgrade, for the remainder of the season.

A.

J. liird & Co.'s store.

their summer villa.

Benjamin l llazeltine of Wheeling, West
Va., Reginald llazeltine of Boston and
Walter Hadley of McKeysport, fa., arrived
by Friday morning’s boat to be tbe guests
of Mrs. Camilla A. llazeltine in Belfast and
Porcupine Lodge, Pitcher’s Pond

at

Mrs. Essie P. Carle, her mother, Mrs.
Sarah E. l’ierce, and her sister. Miss Mary
Pierce of Boston, are spending the month of
August at the Battery. They are now at
the Pitcher cottage for two weeks and w ill
then occupy the Pottle cottage for the remainder of the month.

.X^rs. Charles Richards and daughter,
Miss Louise W. Richards, and Miss Nellie
Hopkins left Friday fur l.-lesboro, where
they will be joined by Massachusetts relatives and spend the month of August in a
cottage at Ryder’s Cove.
Mr. and Mrs. M. T. Marshall of New York

City arrived by last Saturday evening’s
train and have rooms at the Marshall house,
Their son, a senior in
Church street.
Columbia college, is spending his vacation
on a ranch in New Mexico with a college
chum.
68

Rev. and Mrs. R. B. Mathews and family
Mr. and Mrs. Ray P. Stevens are visiting
Mr. Stevens is j arrived in Rockland July 30th from Ellsher relatives in Islesboro.
the president of the Lehigh Valley Transit worth to make a short visit with Mr.
Company, which operates about 150 miles of Mathews’ brother, Fred W. Mathews, at
electric railway from Philadelphia to Penn- the Narragansett before going to Newcastle
sylvania towns, and three electric light and Damariscotta, where they will spend
their vacation.
companies in the Lehigh Valley.
Misses Madge and Winnie Sanborn went
Skowhegau last week to visit their sister, Miss Essie Sanborn, who is the manager of the Western Union telegraph office
iu that place. Miss Madge returned home
Monday but Miss Winnie will remain for
some time as an assistant in the telegraph
office.

William II. Farnham, the CheXsea repte”
sentative of the Boston Post, is visiting his
Her hussister, Mrs. Elizabeth Smyth.
band, Fred E. Smyth, is a prominent contractor and builder iu Boston.
They recently bought the Fred C. Pendleton house
on Northport avenue and are giving it a

Samuel Fessenden of Stamford for more
than 30 years a controlling factor in Connecticut politics, has announced his retirement from active political life. The strain
of political Campaigning, he says, he finds
too strenuous for his health. Mr. Fessenden
came into national prominence In 1884, when
he ran the Blaine campaign.

Harold M. Ellis of ninghatn, Mass., formerly of Belfast, who graduated last June
from the University of Maine alter three
years’ work, and made the honorary society,
Phi Kappa Phi, has been elected one of the
teachers of the Orono High school. Mr. Ellis will devote his spare time to working;
toward his Masters’ degree.

Mr. and Mrs. W. Sylvester, Mr. and Mrs.
A. W. Coombs and daughter Madeline, Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Webber, Mr. and Mrs. C. M.
Smalley and daughter, Ruth, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Sylvester, Mrs. Stephen Pierce and
daughter Maude, Masters King Pierce,
Harold Coombs and little Miss Marguerite
Coombs are at the Critchett cottage, Quantabacook, for a week.

Some of the well-known people summering at Dark Harbor, are Miss Evelyn Ames,
daughter of Mrs. Oliver Ames; Miss Rose
E. Cleveland, sister of ex-President Grover
Cleveland; Miss Emily Sloane, daughter of
Henry T. Sloane; the Misses Mary and
Dorothy Forbes, Miss Elinor Quincy, Miss
Elizabeth Lawrence, Miss Marion Lewie

to

Schooner yacht Elfin, Freeland Jones,
Esq.,of Bangor owner, was in port last Saturday and sailed for Bucks Harbor.
The yawl rigged yacht Griselda, 10 tons,
was hauled out at the Duplex Roller Bushing Co. last Saturday to have a gasolene
engine installed. She was the first craft to
be hauled out on the new railway. The
Griselda is a very handsome boat, an ideal
cruiser, having fine accomodations and a
handy rig.
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thorough renovation.

and Miss Clara Shattuck.
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The cubic air space should lie well up
to 240 feet for each pupil, but with an
average attendance of 110 it is only 170
feet, wbicli would be tolerable with a
good system of ventilation. But systems
of ventilation are more satisfactory
when the cubic air space per pupil is
up to about what it should be.
The lighting iu this room is bad. Cross
lights are trying to the eyes. Direct
sunshine enters the windows during all
parts of the school day. The window
tops are very low, exceedingly low for
the width of the room. Taking into
account the lowness of the window
tops, the amount of light with all windows unobstructed by shades or otherwise is probably about one-half of what
it should be.
The actual proportion of
window surface to floor surface is less
than 1 to 12. There is a wide space
above the windows, three feet and a
half, which might have been utilized
for increased height of windows.
Some suggestions might be made for
the improvement of this room, but they
would be as impracticable and uneconomic as those suggested for the rooms
on the first floor.
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School

He.

Dk ru Silt:—I have the honor to make
the following report to you on the results of my examination of the High
School Building in your city and of the
Grammar School Building on the same
lot near it.
HIGH

SCHOOL.

The high school building is ancient.
It was built,*I have been told, in 1840,
not for the special purpose of a school
building, but as a court house. It is a
brick building 40x00 feet outside dimensions, and three stories high.
BASEMENT.

The basement or cellar is faulty. Its
RECITATION ROOMS.
ceiling is too low, it is not well lighted,
The recitation rooms are poorly lightit is damp.
The water closets for the
ed, unventilated, and unsuitable for ocboys are insufficient in number, only cupancy by pupils for considerable petwo, and they are of the old-fashioned riods of
time, particularly when they
long hopper’ construction with Iheir come to them
from a room whose attraps set below the cemented lloor. if
mosphere is just as badly polluted.
they have any. They are dirty and ill
Hall.—Just in the narrow hall on this
kept. That will undoubtedly remain floor, where the outpouring throng from
the record until ihe school is supplied
these rooms and the downpouring flood
with fixtures which are modern and
of children from the room above meets,
command the respect of the boys, and
is where, in case of fire, or an alarm of

which do not render the efforts of the
fire, there is the greatest danger of seriFor the girls there are
yanitor futile.
ous calamity.
Here about 150 young
just three closet bowls, for an average
with ordinary school attendof 114 girls in the four rooms on the people,
would
meet
in a frantic crush.
ance,
three tloors.
The condition of things there struck
A light, dry, clean basement beneath
me as offering a first class opportunity
a sclioolhouse is always desirable, befor a disaster.
cause the building above it when artiThird Floor—On this floor there is
ficially heated acts, as a whole, as a only one school room, the size of which
due. drawing the air from the basement
is 40 feet long by 2S feet wide. The
into the room above, and this irreteacher’s desk is in front. The floor
spective of stairways, doors and other space here is ample for 45 pupils
large openings. If the air of the baseattending. But there is no
ment is polluted with undesirable ema- ordinarily
for ventilation.
nations from water closets, urinals or provision
At the rear there is a mullion winunclean ground, or poisoned by the
dow of four sections which, with two
yiroductsof combustion from the heater, other windows on each side of the
these deleterious qualities of the atmoroom, gives a combined window sursphere are pretty rapidly transmitted face of 8i> square feet, which is only
to the rooms above. The truth of this
one-thirteenth of the floor surface.
statement has been verified by liberat- These windows, however, are very low.
in
combasements
ing gases
apparently
The top of the mullion windows being
pletely shut off from the rooms above,
feet above the floor while
and then determining by chemical tests only eight
of the other windows is about
the presence of the gases in the rooms the'top
nine feet and a half. The peculiar con
on the several tloors above.
A clean,
struction of these windows lessens very
dry, and well ventilated basement in a much the efficiency of the light which
school building is an important requirethey might supply. On account of the
ment in school sanitation.
slope of the roof it was necessary to
construct them in the form of dormer
HALLS AND STAIRWAYS.

Bach window, therefore,
windows.
The halls and stairways are unsatis- viewed from the school room is placed
factory and in view of the possibility at the outer end of an alcove which is
of a lire in the building, or of a tire 5 feet 8 inches
deep and only 3 feet and
panic among the pupils, the stairways a half wide. While the lighting of the
or
are
in
a
halls
the
and
landings
upper
rooms below was properly characterized
very dangerous condition. In the event as bad, the lighting of this room may
of a stampede the results would be be
designated as exceedingly bad. It
likely to be disasterous. The condi- is, in fact, so far as I remember, the

tions'

here found constitute a first class

worst lighted school room of the many
which I have had occasion to exaimne.

fire trap.
HEATING

AND

VENTILATION.

CONCLUSIONS.

is by direct steam.
The heating
There is no legitimate provision whatThe number of
ever for ventilation.
cubit feet of air space in the schoolrooms generally is far below that which
is
recognized by all authorities on
schoolhouses and school hygiene as
requisite to healthful conditions, even
when 'a good system of ventilation is
provided. The opening of windows for
the purpose of ventilation is impossible in the coldest weather, particularly
for pupils whose powers of resistance
are lowered by the breathing and the
rebreathing of an inadequate and vitiated air supply.

.My conclusions

mat

mis

rngn

school purposes. The breathing and rebreathing of its polluted atmosphere
cannot fail to have a deleterious effect
upon the health and the physical and
mental development of children or
young people, and in some of them the
deterioration will, in some degree, be

long lasting

SCHOOLROOMS.

or

permanent.

A further result of breathing polluted and lifeless air is that there is offered the most favorable conditions for
the transmission of infection, whether
that of grip, pneumonia, diphtheria, tu.
berculosis or other infectious disease.
While the results of the reception of
most of these infections are soon manifest
that of a tuberculous infection
may show itself years afterward.
During school life the organs of one
of the special senses and the organ
which takes cognizance of the results
of their actuity need sedulous care to
provide favorable conditions for their
work. The increasing number of persons with defective vision who require
the use of glasses in early life is a pretty good indication of the overwork of
young eyes under conditions of strain.
The most potent cause of defective eyes
and eyesight is faulty lighting,-deficiency in ihe amount of light, light in front
of pupils, direct sunshine on desks .light
from right side instead of left, etc. As
regards conditions for brainwork, it
may be said that pupils can accomplisli
much more and do it in a shorter time
and more easily while breathing decently pure air, than they can while under
the toxic inlluence of polluted air.
There results, therefore, in unventilated
school rooms a depreciation in the working capacity of both pupils and teachers which is equivalent to the waste of
school money.
My opinion is that it would be unwise
for your city to try to reconstruct this
building with a view of making it suitable for school purposes. Its structural defects are I believe, too many and
too great to offer any encouragement of

First Floor—There are two schoolthis Iloor of the same size and
shape. J found the dimensions to be
57 feet in length by IS feet in width,
This
with the ceiling 10 feet high.
gives a cubic air space which would
suffice for 2s or 50 pupils if the ventilation were fairly good. But in one room
the average attendance has been 50
pupils and in the other, 34 without ventilation.
The lighting of these rooms is very
faulty. The window surface should
equal* one-fifth of the Iloor surface, but
in each of these two looms the proportion is 1 to !> 12—about one-half of
what it should he.
But thi- is not all. Three of the four
and a half windows in eacli room are
back of ti e pupils. The ceiling is too ;
sow, and still above the windows there i
is a space of 19 inches not utilized for
lighting. This leaves the windows ex- j
tremely low for schoolroom lighting. |
The best light for schoolrooms comes !
from a considerable height, because it is
thrown farther into the room and falls [
at a more favorable angle upon the
desks and the pages of the books.
In these rooms the low windows
supply an inadequate quantity of light
at too low an angle, and as most of the
light comes from the rear of the pupils,
their shadows fall upon their work.
The window and a half in one end of
each of these rooms is too far away
from most of the pupils to be of any success.
rooms on

■

are

School Building, in its present condition, is a very unsuitable building for

j

These two rooms are divided by a
light partition, the upper part of which
is of glass. This glass is of doubtful
The reflection from a solid
utility.
light colored wall would probably be a
greater, though rather small, aid to nie

lighting.

One other serious fault is that direct
sunshine comes into these rooms during school hours; into the left hand
room your back to the building) during
the whole of both sessions, and into the
light hand room during the afternoon
session. This trouble, due to the orienof these
tation
rooms, cannot be
remedied. The resort to window shades
or shutters would only intensify the
dearth of light, while without them,
work in direct sunlight is more trying
and dangerous to the eyes than a
moderate degree of deficiency is.
If it were deemed practicable and
worth the cost these two rooms might
be sufficiently lighted in the following
way:
For tire left hand room, (your back to
the front of the building), close the
window and a half in the southwest
end, place the teacher’s desk in that
end, turn the pupils desks facing the
same end, and then put in a continuous mullion window covering about 25
feet of the left wall, this window surface extending to within six inches of
the ceiling. That would require narrow supports between the individual
parts of the mullion window with a
supporting steel girder above it.
For the right hand room, the same
arrangement of window space in the
right hand, or outer wall. That would
necessitate placing the teacher’s desk
in the front end of the room that the
light, or at least ttte principal light,
might come from the pupil’s left.
Second Floor—On this floor there are
two recitation rooms, hall and stairway, and one large school room.
School Room—The size of this is 37
feet long and the same in width. Here
the ceiliDg is 12 feet 10 inches high.
When there is an average attendance
and all the pupils are in their places,
each pupil has about 12 square feet (3x'4
feet) instead of the 20 feet for each,
which is none too much, inclusive of
aisles and all other unoccupied space,
or space not covered by desks.

Get a free sample of Dr. Shoop’s “Health
Coffee” at our store. If real coffee disturls
your Stomach, your Heart or Kidneys, theu
try this clever Coffee imitation. Dr. Shoop
has closely matched Old Java and Mocha
Coffee in flavor and taste, yet it has not a
single grain of real Coffee in it. Dr. Shoop’s
Health Coffee Imitation is made from pure
toasted graiusor cereals, with Malt, Xuts,
etc.
Made in a minute. Xo tedious wait.
You will surely like it. Sold by J. 11.
Montgomery, Searsport; R. II. Moody, Belfast.

Buy at Home.
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Equal Pay for Equal Service
CORTELYOU FOLLOWS THAT RULE IN

a

vear.

The two government experts in the
identification of paper money that has
been

burned,

mutilated or

otherwise

rendered unfit for currency are women.
Miss Amanda E. Brown was appointed
in 1875 from Livingston county, New
York. She has charge of the identificasmooth traveling sharper may get a
tion of greenbacks and coin certificates,
fair trade once in a while, though the while Mrs. Sarah F. Fitzgerald is the
chances are considerably against such expert in the redemption division of
a result.
The people to’ patronize are the office of the Comptroller of the

those of your own town—those who Currency in the identification of natpay the taxes, support your schools ional bank notes returned for redempand churches, and have an hour or a tion. Mrs. Fitzgerald was appointed in
dollar once in a while for a charity or 1865 when the office of Comptroller of
other public or private good. Don’t be the Currency was first established.
imposed upon by some taking young Each receives a salary of $1,600 a year.
fellow, a stranger, who professes to
Miss S. Alice Sommerville, an emrepresent some great and beneficient ployee in the office of the Auditor of
of
the
dear
for
the
benefit
concern,
the Navy Department, is the only colpublic, but who in reality represents ored woman in the government service
himself and his own pocket first of all. who draws $1,800 a year. She is an exBuy your goods from men who expect pert in handling navy accounts.
to see you again, whose interests are to
By some officials there is still mania great degree yours, and who are al- fested the same prejudice against woto
make
near
good any men employees that was shown at the
ways right
you
possible deficiencies; in other words, time Gen. Spinner, over much opposipatronize your townsmen and neigh- tion, first recognized their qualificabors.—Fort Fairfield Review.
tions. One case has become celebrated
in Washington because of its romantic
I’ll stop your pai 1 free. To show you sequel. Several years ago the then Adfirst—before you spend a penny—what my
utant-General of the Army made a
Pink Pain Tablets can do, 1 will mail you
requisition on the Civil Service Comfree, a Trial Package of them—Dr. Shoop’s mission for a translator. Three persons
Headache Tablets. Neuralgia, Headache,
were certified, as usual, and the first
Toothache, Period pains, etc., are due alone
Dr.
Headache was a young woman who had passed in
to blood

help

Shoop’s

congestion.

Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup is sold under
a positive guarantee to cure constipation,
sick headache, stomach trouble, or any
If it fails, the manuform of indigestion.
What more
facturers refund your money.
can any one do?

several languages and made

a

as

Demand Has Increased Wonderfully Bnt

Supply

Has Not.

The modern world has gaped with
wonder at the fabulous prices which
are paid for an almost invisible speck of
radium. In other days the world wondered just as much when the hunters
for strange things paid a guinea an
ounce for a littie ball of pure elastic
gum to put in their cabinets.
And now that this gum, or rubber, has
become one of the necessities of life
(more than 125,000,000 pounds of it are
used in the world each year) the high-

impurities, still costs
the manufacturer $1.50 a pound, one of
the highest prices paid for any of the
great staple commodities.
Our English name for the substance
is due to the English chemist Priestly.
In 1770, says the Review of Reviews, he
discovered that the material was good
for rubbing out pencil marks, and called
it to the attention of the English for
est

grade,

ment, who needed a translator, asked
that the young woman be certified to
him. She was appointed and showed

RACING AT ROCKLAND.

trans-

The bureau

that purpose and ever since then it has
been known in English as india rubber.
From 1791 to 1S15 a numberof English
chemists tried to use a rubber solution
for the purpose of making waterproof cloth, but quite unsuccessfully.
Charles v Macintosh, whose name has
now become as closely identified with
the industry as that of Goodyear, suc- I
ceeded in 1S23 in dissolving rubber in
benzine, which was the beginning of the
industry of waterproof clothing.
!
In 1832 the house of Chaffee A Haskins of New York founded the Roxbury
India Rubber Company for the purpose
of doing a business of the sort which
Macintosh was doing on the other side.
They, however, did not succeed, but
they had in their employ one Charles
Goodyear, who devoted his life and his
fortune to the discovery of what turned
out to be the most practical of all methods of overcoming the adhesiveness or
stickiness which militated against the
commercial uses of the gum.
Hey wood was the first to discover that
sulphur lessened the sticky quality of
the raw material, but it was left for
Goodyear to demonstrate, in 1339, that
uy

me
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At the Knox Trotting
park, Rockland,
last Friday, says the Rockland Star: "Dorcas H., a clever
bay mare owned by L. L.
Gentner of Belfast, with a mark of 2.09 3 4,
paced an exhibition mile against time and
succeeded iu lowering the track record from
2.17 1-4 to 2.12 3 4. The mare was driven by
Henry Gentner and behaved admirably.
She is by Wiggins, dam by Time Onward."
In the 2.30 class nine started and first money
j went to Torrey L)., owned by E. A. Went! worth of Rockport, and Baby Girl, owned
i by R. D. Waite of Lewiston, kept second
place in all three heats. Time 2.17 1-4.
Bobby Wilkes was fifth in two heats and
| seventh
in the last heat.
The Star says:
|
“Woodbury replaced Henry Gentner as
driver
of
Bobby Wilkes in the last and he
|
was not able to do as well with her as did
the previous driver."
In the 2.30 class Ed
Kirby of Rockland drove the black mare,
May Wonder, owned by >T. L. Pendleton of
Islesboro, and landed her in third place in
the second heat. Time 2.23 1-4.

And

FOR

INDIGESTION
Monroe, Me., Sept.

10,

1906.

“1 have used ‘L. F.’ Atwood’s Bitters in my family for years and find
they are almost an instant cure for
I always
headache and indigestion.
keep them on hand.”
Yours truly, L. A. Colson.
If the stomach is allowed to get out
of order, the whole system suffers.
To enjoy life the stomach must be
tenderly cared for, and there is no

remedv that acts so beneficially as
“I.. F.” Atwood's Bitters. They quickly
adjust the illness and set you right. At
all druggists. 35c.

Lamson & Hubbard

lne rubber remained.
It was
the same value either for

elasticity or
strength, but it was still of
great value, and how to recover it became the question.
This led to a series
of experiments in the devulcanization
of rubber, begun by Helmholtz, which
is now conducted on a large scale by

two processes, one an acid and the
an alkaline process, concerning
the respective merits of which there is
As yet, however,
great controversy.
most of the reclaimed rubber, so called,
is produced by the acid process.

I

offered to select a piano out of an immense stock
one can see all the different grades of pianos, si
some of the

j Latest and Most
I right from the leading factories,

Piles get quick and certain relief from Dr.
Shoop’s Magic Ointment. Its action is positive and certain. Itching, painful, protruding or blind piles disappear like magic by
its use. Large nickel capped glass jars 50
cents. Sold by R. H. Moody.
The New Office Boy—“But what do jer
do w'en yer ain’t got no more gran’mudders
to die?”
The Old Office Boy—“Git granddad to
marry again.”—Cleveland Leader.

Kennedy's Laxative Honey and Tar

an coughs, sod expels Colds from
tfeo system by gently movlag the bowels-

n
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Up-to-Date Cases
where every task

S suited in tone and touch.

X

Besides having the advantage of a large selecti
should attend this sale at this time and purchase
count ot the inMENSE SAVING you can n
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or cannot

We call

THIRTY DAY'S
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Regular Prices

the

style

GRAND

I

to the

Playar,

buying Spring Hats wliy not buy your
outfit—Negligee Shirt.*, Gloves
Hosiery. Neckwear, Underwear, in fact
anything you may need for warm
Our line of Shirts

are

to call at our \\„
them. It will pay you to do so even il
not interested in the purchase of one.

I

and

X

Summer

the

carried—
Coat Shirts with Cuffs attached and
separate, Shirts with Collars and Cuffs
attached.

Dwight

new

J

X and will invite all music lovers

are

When

weather.

thirty

attention to the

we ever

P. Palmer

}

j

see

There will be

X

a

Musicale every

Saturday

i
j

evenir.
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days from

Storer & Clark Interior

! ashionable Hats for 1907.

largest and prettiest

particular

just received, and

I907.*eLainson & Hubbard Hats

obtain here after

1GABLER

Spring Styles

I Staples Plano <£ Music Company j

|

54 Main Street, Belfast, Maine

{

MASONIC TEMPLE.

Kitchen

*

BANGOR DIVISION
On and after June 10,1907, trains connecting
at Burnham and Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
Boston, will

run as

DAILY LINE—SUNDAYS IV

h

!

follows

FROM BELFAST.

Furnishings
ARE ALWAYS IN ORDER.
CARRY A FULL LINE AT

LOWEST

WE

PRICES

PM

7 10
Belfast, depart
12 26
City Point.t7 15 112 30
Waldo.*7 25
Brooks.
7 37
Knox
t7 40
Thorndike.
7 55
8 03
Unity.
Burnham, arrive—. 8 25
Clinton. 8 45
Benton. 8 55
Bangor.10 30

tl2 40
12 62
M 04
1 10
1 18
1 40

A M

Waterville. 9 00

3 15
13 10
20
3 32
t3 44
SfO
3 58
4 20

+3

jw

1

{

Clenwood Stoves

6 15

AM1
12 55
5 30
8 25

COOKING£EASY.

THEY MAKE
GET ONE.

Paint your House
WITH
WE

OUR

CARRY

MIXED PAINTS.
EVERYTHING IN

THE WAY OF PAINTERS’ SUPP LI E

S—OILS,*.

AM

AM

9j(;0

7

45

8

_—

P

Portland.-.....10 30

M

7 CO

100

9 45

4 00
12 40

Bangor

7 00
7 00

j
j

of Rockland’
Loaves Belfastat 4.3*1 p.

m..

I
\

w.

days for Camden. Bock land :m
Eor Ruck-pon. Winterport
111.,

a.

or on

arrival ot steamer

;
:i

days and Sundays.
Steamer “City ot Rockland" -•
port, Xorthpori cun! Hauipdei
dates during July and odd due

i

j
i

j

::ktii;mm;
B Leave Boston at 5.00 p. m. we

days.

Leave Kock-latid. via Camdei
arrival of steamer from I?
and Sundays.
Leave Bangor at 00 p. m weel
days for Rockland and Boston
landings, except Northport. s.-ai
den.
steamer “City of Rockland” wi
port, Sear sport >Il!iiii(iiLii on
dates during July and odd datEyHlrst-dass fare Belfast to !
Way; §6.00round trip.
Ali freight, except live stock, i*
llre.and marine risk.
FRED W. POTE. Agent, B
on

A M

Waterville.

ARE THE BEST.

PM
00

IK. D.
D.

jw

fT.

•?:'&!?*- ■*'»

|

TO BELFAST.

u
Buston,

l

!

6 10 |
6 00

10

4 60
7 55
2 50

.***■

X i

BOO1 Turbine S. S. “Camden" or S'

3.15
2

//

P

PM

Portland. ...12 05
E- D.
3 35
Boston |
Boston,
D. 3 30

p M

t4 07
Benton.
t9 60
t7 05
4 17
Clinton. t7 13
t9 59
4 40
Burnham, depart. 8 40 10 20
4 45
Unity. 8 58 10 45
5 06
Thorndike.
11 ( 0
9 07
t5 14
Kuox. t9 15 111 10
6 30
1130
Brooks. 9 30
to 40
Waldo. t9 40 til 40
C*ty Point. i9 60 til 50 t5 60
11 65
5 55
Belfast, arrive
9 65
fFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Nortl
west, via all routes, for sale by Lewis Sanborn.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager,
F. E. Bgothby. Geu’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.

|j
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VARNISHES,

BRUSHES, ETC.

other

Many will be surprised to learn that
the annual product of the reclaimed
material amounts in the United States
alone to nearly 50,000,000 pounds, and
this must be added to the annual rubber crop as a large factor in determining price. It is used in varying proportions in making compounds for the
manufacture of all grades of goods excepting those requiring the greatest
elasticity and the highest tensile
strength, and has a value, according to
quality and according to range of prices
for new rubber, of between 10 and 15
cents a pound.
No one knows when the rubber particle or molecule really disappears. It
may be powdered and lost through
friction, hut as long as rubber scrap, or
shoddy, exists, the rubber which is in
it also exists in a form susceptible of
re-use.
In this way there has become
established in this country what may
be regarded as a permanent fund of
reclaimed or reclaimable rubber, to
which each year’s new crop is adding.

i|1f

famous artists. Anyone intending to pur
piano any time within the next few years should not fail
examine this stock, as here is an opportunity neu r t
most

AM

not of

:ri

|

for tensile

Curas

Twenty different makes represented in this stock
pianos here that are used and endorsed by some

are

|

plant.

position.

::

This discount will positively be made only for thir
Z so here is your opportunity to select a high grad,
X a moderate priced one out of an immense stock.
price which you cannot obtain anywhere else in Y

life.

It will be readily seen, therefore,
that the industry of the rubber gatherer
is still of the crudest and most primitive kind. It might be compared with
that of the huckleberry picker here.
The result is that the crop cannot be
varied from a large crop to a small
crop in any year, as in the case of
wheat and cotton. The problem is not
one of cultivation, but one almost exclusively of labor on the one hand, and
of pushing farther and farther into the
forests on the other.
The average annual increase of the
Para crop during the last twenty years
has been S per cent., and during the
last five years about 4 per cent. The
largest increase in any single year was
17 per cent. The Congo crop has remained practically the same for the
last seven years and has a tendency to
decrease rather than increase.
It was early found that rubber was
impervious to moth and rust. In its
manufactured form, in combination
with sulphur, it was found after a
while to lose its elasticity and the
fabric of which it was a part to undergo a disintegration, but not a decom-

cordially invite

are

Largest and Most Magnificent Stock
of Pianos EverShown East of Boston,

X Prices Far Below the

ana sul-

The production of rubber is peculiar
in this, that it cannot be compared
with any of the great agricultural
crops—cotton, wheat, corn or rice. If
in any year the price of these advances
materially the result is an invitation to
larger planting, with a succeeding
larger crop and the consequent re-establishment of the balance of price.
As the consuming demand increases
the planting increases.
Such, however, is not the case with
the rubber crop. Cultivated rubber as
yet plays no real part in the world’s
markets, not more than 100 tons having
yet come into consumption in any one
year.
Now, as to the uncultivated plants,
the great trees and vines which yield
the bulk of the product are not available until they are at least tifteen years
of age, and then in the case of the
Hevea may yield for twenty years. In
taking the latex from the Castilloa.
however, as well as from the Landolphia, the custom has been to kill the

The public of Belfast and vicinity
t.) call and see the

X in order to advertise this line of goods, they will

phur

in proper quantities and under
proper temperature the product would
not break at a low temperature and
would not become sticky at a high one.
This was the solution of the problem,
and it is this combination of rubber and
sulphur under the action of different
temperatures resulting in a product of
different hardness and elasticity which
is known as vulcanization.
His discovery places Goodyear among
the greatest of American inventors.
Prior to his time practically no rubber
was used in the United States.
Today
we are using
quite one-half of the
world’s product, and rubber may now
be regarded as a prime necessary of

PlimfI

GREAT

HEADACHE !

free of

percent-

age far in excess of any other competitor. But the Adjutant-Genial declined
to appoint her, frankly giving as his
reason that he did not want a woman.
The case got into the newspapers and a
chief of a bureau in another depart-

.4
♦

only

THE STORY OF RUBBER.

Washington, July 24.
Secretary
Cortelyou lias followed the .rule laid
down by the' late Gen. Spinner, former
treasurer of the United States, that
when a woman employee of the government rendered the same service as a
man she should have equal compensation. The case on which the secretary
passed was that of Miss Margaret V.
Kelly, who for more than a year has
been performing the duties of adjuster
of accounts for the Director of the
Mint. The office was formerly filled by
a man. who draw a salary of $2,000 a
year.
When George E. Roberts, Director of
the Mint, began closing up his affairs,
preparatory to going to Chicago to beof the Commercial
come president
Rational Bank, he took up with Secrethe
case of Miss Kelly,
tary Cortelyou
w'ho had been receiving a salary of
$1,000 a year as a classified employee of
the civil service. The Secretary of the
Treasury is an alumnus of the civil
The only information
service school.
he desired was whether Miss Kelly
was performing the duties of a $2,000
position and doing the work satisfactorily. The Director of the Mint answered that she was, and the only reasons he could offer why she had not
been advanced previously to $2,000 was
that she had not asked for promotion
and was already receiving more than
the average pay for women cjerks.
The Director of the Mint was anxious
that justice be done in the case of Miss
Kelly before he quit office. Secretary
Cortelyou promptly advanced Miss
Kelly to the $2,000 class and appointed
her "adjuster.”
Miss Kelly is one of the most efficient
employees of the treasury. She has
become so familiar with the details of
the mint bureau that she might very
appropriately be called “Assistant to
the Director of the Mint.” The value
of her services is so well understood by
the people who have business with the
mint bureau that when some oflicials
were discussing the question of the appointment of a successor to Mr. Roberts one of them inquired: “Why not
appoint Miss Kelly?” It was agreed
by all present that no more fitting
recognition of ability could be made.
Miss Kelly is not the only woman
employee in the classified service who
receives a salary of $2,000. There are
two experts in the Bureau of Engraving and Printing who draw the same
salary. They are Miss Annie E. Rowe,
chief of the numbering division, who
has 205 employees under her control,
and Miss Anna E. Bealle, chief of the
examining division, who directs the
work of nearly four hundred employees.
Both divisions have charge of the printing, numbering and counting of paper
money. It is delicate and responsible
work.
In the Department of Justice Miss
Anna IF. Shortridge of Brooklyn re
ceives a salary of $2,000 a year. She is
assistant to Solicitor-General Hoyt and
her services are almost indispensable I
1
on account of her familiarity with the
work of drawing legal documents. Miss
Josephine A. Clark, librarian of the !
Department of Agriculture, and Miss
Ora A. Brady, acting cashier of the
Government Printing Office, draw salaries of $2,000 a year each.
Miss Estelle Heel, Superintendent of
Indian Schools, receives a salary of $3,000 a year, but this is a Presidential appointment and not strictly within the
classified service. Miss Reel came to
Washington in the first administration
of President McKinley after she had
been elected Superintendent of Public
Instruction in Wyoming, where women
vote and bold oiiice. She was so sue- :
cessful in her official work as an eduea-!
tor that the interest of President SicKiuley was aroused, and when Senator
Warren recommended her for appointment as chief of the Indian school work
Mr. McKinley gave her the place.
There are several women clerks who
hold responsible positions in the departments. They do special work and
receive salaries of $1,000 and $1,800.
Sliss Anna J. Shirley of West Virginia, 1
who handles the pay-rolls of the chief
clerk of the Pension Bureau, has been
in the government service since 1878.
Miss Mabel Hatcli of New Hampshire,
clerk to the Commissioner of Patents,
has been in office siuce 1877. She lias a
room set apart for her adjoining that
of the commissioner, and her work is
highly specialized and of a confidential
character. She is credited with knowing
more about the details of the Patent
Office than any other person connected
with it.
Miss M. E. Alexander of Philadelphia,
assistant to the Solicitor for Internal
Revenue, has filled the position for several years. Five solicitors have been
appointed siuce she entered the office.
She is a linguist and has a knowledge
of legal and official papers relating to
the solicitor’s office that makes her services very valuable. Miss Clara (treason is the only woman law clerk in the
government service. She is carried on
the rolls of the office of Comptroller of
the Treasury by that title and is said to
be a very competent employee.
Miss Nettie Petterson of Albert Lea,
Minn., and Miss Caroline I. Griesheimer
of Washington, D. C., are specially competent women employees of the Civil
Service Commission and have charge
of examination papers. They receive
the highest salary paid to women in
that bureau, $1,600 a year. Miss Mary
Van Branken of the Internal Revenue
Bureau and Miss Marietta G. Deehan
and Mrs. C. T. Limeburner of the supervising architect’s office each draw
$1,800

not

lator but as an executive.
chief married her.

HIS DEPARTMENT.

Possibly the person who patronizes
the transient dealer, the peddlar or the

Tablets simply kill pain by coaxing away
the unnatural blood pressure. That is all.
Address Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. Sold by
R. H. Moody.

exceptional ability,

PLUMBING A SPECIALTY.

Carriages

Mitchell &. Trussell.

AND

Harnesses.

TRAIN SEP*

PASSENGER

In tffect

Monday, June l

AH’through trains

run

via

N

Junction.

DHI’ARTI Kl*>

(

Leave

Searsport 6.05 a.in., si
arriving at Bangor 7.35 a. ni So. 1.

TRUSSES,

the best line I ever carried j
Belfast, from the best manu- j
facturers in Maine, also from the

[have
Suspensories,
in

I have been in the busi
ness forty-six years, and I think
Please drop in and
1 know a carriage.
I defy competition
look at my stock.
West.

JOCK STRAPS,
..Shoulder
I

Braces..

am agent for all the standard makes
of above goods and warrant them.

CITY DRUG
EDMUND WILSON

STORE,

Belfast, May 16, 1907.—3ui20

eeipt
MANUFACTURING CO.. Props.. Cleveland, OhTo
by R. H. Moody.

j
\

4

I

Leave—Bangor 2.40, So. I.igi.t
*•
Milo 4.19 i). in
Millinoeket
8.10 p. ill., Houlton 7.40 p. Ill
I
p. ill., Presque Isle 9.17 p. ill Cm
Leave—Searsport 3.20 p. in.. Si
arriving at Bangor 4 5o
Lagrange 5.32 j>. in .Milo 6 00 p.

for and

p. in., Greenville 7.50 p.

quality.

REAR WINDSOR HO I EL.

j

in.

ARRIVALS

I

Arrive—Stockton 9.05 a. iu., s
in.
Leaving Milo 6.40 a. ni., Greenv.

!f

Dover Sc Foxcroft 6.20 a in., So. La
m., Bangor 7.50 a. in.
Arrive—Bangor 2.22 p. m. 1
7.40 a. iu., Presque Isle 8.06 a. ill
7.40 a. ill.. Houlton 9.40 a. in.. Fort K
Ashland 6.35 a. in., Millinoeket 11.+1
12.53 p. ni.. So. Lagrange 1.21 p. m.
Arrive—Stockton 8.10 p. in., s.
m. Leaving Caribou 12.01 p. in.. Pie*,
p. m., Fort Fairfield 11.25 a. in., Ilou
Ashland 1.00 p. in., Millinoeket 4.20
5.39 p.m., Kineo 1.45 p. in., Greeiivi
I)ov. r & Foxcroft 5.15 p m So. 1
m., Bangor 6.50 p. in.
W. M. BROWN. General S.ipe
GEO M. HOUGHTON.

j

>

TAX COLLECTOR’S

PROPRIETOR.

I Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile
kOintment will cure Blind,
"Bleeding and Itching
jPiles. li absorbs the tumors,
allays the itching at once, acts
■as a poultice, gives instant reI lief. Dr. Williams’Indian Pile Ointment is prepared for Piles and Itching of the private parts. Every box is
warranted. By druggists, by mail on reof price, oO cents and $1.00.
WILLIAMS
For Sale

on price and

HENRY C. MARDEN,

...AND...

;

i

Dover aid Foxcroft °.13 a.
10.40 a.in Kineo, I2.4iip, m.. Mi!"
liocket 10.20 a. m., Ashland
3.25 i>. m., Houlton 12 25 p. in.’ 1
p. in., Presque Isle 2.03 p. m Cai
in.,

NOTICE.

j

j

Passenger Traffic M

I am now prepared to collect the
taxes for 1907 at my otlice in the MEMORIAL BUILDING. An abatement

j,
id

j

1? '\ \ l^ !

of four % will be made on all taxes
on or before August 15, 1907.

paid

Office hours: 8.30 to 12 si.
C. H. SARGENT, Collector.
Belfast, July 1, 1907.—7w27

I

fngton

Sana*’- New York. N. Y.
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Nursing Mothers

0$ Yachts Short Lived

and

In all stations of life, whose
vigor and
K EILDEGARD ONE OF THI
vitality may have been undermined and
broken
latest samples.
down
over
by
work, exacting
j
social duties, the too frequent
mr yacht Hildegard, onct
bearing of
children,
or other causes, will find in
Dr.
c Edward VII. when lit j
a
Pierce's Favorite Prescription the most
Wales, is now being brok
: potent. Invigorating restorative strengththe
Hackensack river,
up
giver ever devised for their special benemore days only a few sou
hu
Nureingjinothere wfHJind it especialae left of a
that
at
yacht
valuable iK sustaining ©heir strength
;
known all over the yacht- and promotlngVi
itfcundantnourishment
tcc child.
Alter the Prince of Wales
Expectant moVhprc t,-«.
igh with her she was pur- will find it a
the
svstem for baby's coming and
rge .J. Gould, and he aftet
r?hdSc:Dg
the orceal
I
comparatively
s od her to Gen. S. M. Whitpainless^ It
Whitlock, who by the way.
■. il fleet captain of the AtDelicate, n.d'vouj, Ueak women, who
t. iub, and a good one too,
suffer from frequent headaches, backoff the yacht’s keel and ache. dragging-down distress low down
vitii an iron shoe.
He sold in the abdomen, or from painful or irreg'.ch more tlian paid for the ular monthly periods, gnawinj or distressed sensation in stomach, dixzv or
g the changes, and had an !
faint spells, see imaginary specks or
spots
g:ne installed. He. in turn,
floating before eyes, have disagreeable,
.t to Blakeley Hall, arid
pelvic catarrhal drain, prolapsus, anteversion or retroversion or other
•r was sold to
a Hackensack
displacesaid he would convert the ments of womanly organs from weakness
brick schooner. He found of parts will, whether they experience
or only a few of the above
sympfeet draught was too many
toms. find relief and a permanent cure hg
rick schooner, and after
csing faithfully and fairly persistent®
a year he has decided to
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
essel up. He is going to
T^is wurid-fajned specific lor w^m^n’s
■'iiir of the yacht to King weaknesses and peculiar ailments is a
pure glyceric extract of the choicest native. medicinal roots without a drop of
not long lived as a rule,
alcohol in i;s
make-up. All onitsitsingrediew still enrolled that are
ents printed in plain
oottleEnglish
■v
but
are
old,
wru:
years
they
j.er and attested under oath.
Dr.
tne last few years many
Pierce thus invites the fullest investigaof 1 er day has fallen into tion f his formula knowing that it will
be f :nd to contain only the best agents
.e junk dealer and been
known to the most advanced medical
the materia! used in its j
science of all the diiT^reni schools of
pracLead just now is worth ! tice for the cur^
of woman's peculiar
•.. il, and a yacht that lias | weaknesses and
ailments.
j
If you want to know more about the
Arty tons of lead on her
sold and the lead soon ! composition and professional endorsethe hull of ti.e yacht is rnent of the "Favorite Prescription.” send
model a fair one the junk postal card request to Dr. R. Y. Pierce,
Buffalo, N. Y.. for his tree booklet treat.ron ballast ou in ph.ee
*
ing of same.
-,t has been removed and
You can't afford to accept as a substiio some one who simply
tute for this
remedy of knou n composition
a secret nostrum
: cruising,
nut as a rule
of unknown composiken up as soon as the tion. Don't do it.

priceles?kl>«T^h^^te

..

■

off.

tne

latest

vi.ieh

are

yacht register

many and the Genesta and Galatea
have been broken up. The earlier challengers were changed into trading
schooners and the Cambria recently put
into Boston, s-he was trading between
Newfoundland ports and Boston.
One reason for the short lives of
yachts has been that the rules under
whien they were built made it necessary
for designers and builders to turn out
mere racing shells, lightly constructed
and as fast as possible. When they
were beaten their days of usefulness
had gone. They were" not fast enough
to win races, and they were not staunch
enough to make serviceable cruisers.
They were lit only for the junk heap,
and there they went. Rules have been
changed frequently, and yachts that
won races under one rule were put out
of the class with the new one, and, being unable to sell their craft, owners
broke them up rather than pay for

owned in this
Canada. Of these about
we been built in luOO or
About 30 per cent, were
>;«• and in»£*.
About >
,e built between lt-sO and
rest prior to that date.
>aeht on the register is the
-riea, now owned by Butler
:Amous yacht was built in
e then slie has had a varied
ii tlie cup which has been
er and which British and
ts have striven so hard
The America, after being

became

a

blockade

ruu-

civil war.

Then she was
Lighthouse Board, and at
a schoolship for tlie eapolis. It is very doubtful
e old vessel is left, as she
nit and repaired so often,
.i.i a stanch ship and preriginal model, and she is
-niler.
America comes the Xirwas owned by the late
The
Oeorge O. Tyson.
,'rst known as the Julia,

storage.

designed

i..e America, was
'iccrs.
The Xirvana is a
t as the Julia she was a
a boom more than
.gth, which was a wonder~e
she was built
con many a hard fought

slung

days,

dern cup defenders have
nttle longer than that
si put on the Julia.
yntliia, owned by K. L.
Boston, was also built in
ueen known as the Mag; Truant, and is 44 feet
feet on the water line,
e
some line sailing in her
-lill a good cruising boat.
1
rawford owns the schoons
yacht was once the pilot
ye and was built at GreenMr. Crawford purchased
s ago and had tlie interior
.id now uses her in Italian
n cruising in the Meuiter: as a staunch vessel,
ner Wave Crest, another
iier day and now owned
naiiee of Belleville, Out.,
Albertson Bros, at PliilaShe is m feet long and
nable and staunch a cruishe day she was launched,
acht built in IsOo is the
p '.!> feet long. This craft
Ilerreslioft A Mtone at
and is tlie oldest to which
1 I urvucl ..1V

this tirrn has
t the
Herreshoffs have
'-he fastest yachts of all
■■rid. The Violet is owned
h ee of Boston,
sloop Bess, a boat 42 feet
•" feet
on the water line,
She is owned
i.reenport.
.ant of Brooklyn.
In her
a fast racing craft and she
r.zes to her name,
tier
Dauntless also was
This yacht was then
Hirondelle, and she has
iiong this coast and in
aters.
Twice she raced
an, once against the Cambeaten and later against
" lien she was
again beaten,
■■wiled by the late CommoH. Colt and at his death
'i, the Connecticut Hiver.
owned by Mrs. C. L. F.
d is turned into a housei.vs of sailing are over, but
are still sound and she
a
good cruiser if only
The Dauntless sailed
Cenesta for the Cape May
s Beef cups, but lost both
since

j

j

then

1

j

i

j

;

ner Halcyon
vintage. She
"ii

and is

is

another
at

was built
now owned

Vandegift, who

by

has had an

put in.
■ii, now owned by Edward

cine
i

Boston,

was built by David
She is a sloop OS feet
ias been known as the Adand the Addie. The Lona,
milt that same year, still
j:
owned by .1. A. Smyser of
S
'•die was built at Newport.
;
m'
Meteor, formerly the
|
built at Marion, Mass., in
'lest ot the imported yachts
!
ter is tlie steamer Barrai
was formerly the Eauvette
j
e is
an iron vessel,
be all that date earlier than
-xt to these comes the old
!
ner Columbia, a
schooner
the Shadow, a Herreshoff
at was almost
unbeatable, built
““1 the schooner Viking, owaommodore James D. Smith.
t is now an auxiliary and
Z,
"ie smith cruises all
V
along the
*>■ her.
|v
np defenders the Columbia is
|i
yacht.
The Magic, Sappho,
ij
and Mischief have disappearwent
into
trade and were lost
ji
"rs were broken
up. The Puri( .7
t,;o‘.'Tower and Volunteer are still
so';’ me Defender was broken up

i
j

7.

|

'Columbia,

K J'

are

|
|i

|
:

1„ I

,--

Constitution and

standing on the ways and
;t adjust what they will bring for
cm
of the challengers the first
t

When yacht racing first began to
grow in popular favor yachts were well
built. Yachtsmen wanted good cruising boats that were fast, but comfortable craft were most in demand. Then
the craze for speed and light construetion with scant quarters followed, and j
as a result the lives of these vessels
were short.
Now a good rule has been adopted. It !
turns out a vessel of wholesome model
and a speedy one, too. The rule is a i
good one, but it can be improved ori.
and yacht clubs are now studying how
to improve it. The question is all in I
construction, and to get strong yachts
built scantlings have to be considered.
A committee is now at work on this
question, and when it makes its report
it is expected that the construction of
yachts will be so governed that the;
days of the mere racing machine will be
passed. Yachts will be well built. They !
will be staunch, wholesome boats able
to go to sea in any weather, and then
when one has been outbuilt as far as
speed is concerned it will still be marketable because it will be a good cruis-

were

catrimfr m!nP

demands for money

!
for

with assassination
not comp'ied with
8amPle of real Armenian atrocities close
at home.
Current revelation* as to
the charar

fan atroc?t£!> V

8eIf-8ty‘ed “Armenla! patriots
MtrSte”0^
th
m this
city throw an inlan

teresting light upon the'investitrations
made by the HeVald in
Armenfa ome

years ago, when the world was
ringing
with indignant
denunciation of
alleged wauton massacre of Christians
by Turkish soldiers in that country

was

his cradle.

—

th!

Knowing the Herald’s reputation for
independence and fairness, the Sultan
appealed for its aid in ascertaining and
making known to the world the facts

';;<»/

conditions in Armenia
The
Herald sent the late Rev. Dr. George
H. Hepworth with another
impartial
and trained observer to traverse
the
country. Supplied with a guard by the
Sultan and left free to travel and in
vestigate at will, Dr. Hepworth ably
fulfilled his instructions, to learn the
truth, the whole truth and nothing but
the truth.
His special cable despatches and letters to the Herald made plCiu that
turbulence in Armenia- was caused
by
about

of secret
It was

shown that in each of the great capitals
in which Armenians are settled there
were secret bands similar to that now
revealed as having existed in this
city,
and the leaders of these bands were
usually men of education, who lived
and throve upon the funds obtained by
misrepresentation from fellow countrymen or forced from them under threats
of assassination.
These conspirators
flooded Armenia with inflammatory literature and sent their agents there to
incite insurrection.
While these ‘’patriots," together with
tlie missionaries they misled and the
agencies of publicity they maintained,
were telling the world that the Turkish
government encouraged the massacre
of the Armenians because they were
Christians, the investigation of the
Herald showed that the turbulence was
not due to religious animosity, but was
purely revolutionary and incited by the
emissaries of these secret orgaiiizain most villages tlie lurks and
tions.
the Christians, Greek or Armenian,
were found living in perfect amity and
there was no interference with religious belief or observances. The dreadful affair at Trebizond originated in an
attempt made by two emmissaries of
tlie revolutionists to assassinate Bahri
I’acha, after which they sought concealment in the Armenian community.
The Herald's expedition revealed tlie
fact that the Armenian revolutionary
agents were feared and dreaded by
their peaceful fellow countrymen, just
as it now appears they are feared and
dreaded by the peaceful and thrifty
Armenians in New York.
Precisely
the same system of terrorism practiced
in their own country is now shown to
be practiced here on American soil and
in the metropolis of the United States.
The
Herald’s
made
revelations,
through Dr. Hepworth, vindicated tlie
Sultan’s government from the vile
charge of inciting the murder of Christians, and the trade of the revolutionary instigators has never since been "so
lucrative as before."
It is now “up to” the police and our
courts to ciear this city once and for all
of vile wretches who live by misrepresentation, blackmail and assassination.
—New York Herald.
Warning
If you have kidney and bladder trouble
and du nut use Foley’s Kiduey Cure, you
will have only yourself to hiaine for resuits, as it positively cures all forms of kidney and bladder diseases. K. LI. Moody.
Sch. David Faust Libeled.

News.

DELICIO S SO J

Rev. G. A. Chapman preached in Sontl
Montville Sunday, July 28th, in exchang
with Rev. E. H. Denslow.Chester H
Sumner of Schuyler, Nebraska, was her
one day recently....Edward Couch, a for
mer resident of
Appleton, now of Boston
has been in town two weeks calling on oli
friends
Mrs. Carrie Gooch and daughte
of Boston were recently guests of thei
aunt, Mrs. Martha Keene—Mrs. Fraoi
Barker of Salem, Mass., is here for thi
summer....Mrs. Ered Messer of Somerville
Mass., is visiting her mother, Mrs. G. C
Dun ton and sisters.... Mrs. Walter Gnsbei
and children of Agawam, Mass., are guest: 1
of Mrs. Frances Gushee and daughters,Fan
nie and Edith....Mrs. F. Pinkney of Bos
ton has bought the place known as thi
“Capt. Keller place” of T. J. Gushee...
Many of our people went to Hope Thursda;
to attend the celebration of the 100th birth
day of “Uncle” Abner Dunton.- The straw
berry crop has been sold and the busines:
is over for the season. The priees for thi
last week of the sale were much highe
than were realized for the first berries sold
•■•Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Stuart have movei
their goods to Freeport, w here they havi
bought a farm. The last load of goods wen

“?s

political agitators, members
revolutionary associations.

County Correspondence.
APPLETON.

whered!SJ“e8’
are

The famous old two-masted schooner
David Faust, one of tlie last of the old
time Meet of coasters which lias been a
visitant in this port, year in and year
out almost since the time that she was
ing craft.
built in Philadelphia in 1854, has been
libeled, and a keeper placed aboard her
What a New Jersey Editor Says
as she lies at Her dock in Ellsworth,
M. T. Lynch, Editor of the Phillips burg,
where she is now owned. The firm of
N. J., Daily Post, writes: “I have used
Charles II. Curtis & Co., of Ellsworth
many kinds of medicines for coughs and
colds in my family but never anything so who claim that the owners of the vesgood as Foiey's Honey and Tar. I cannot sel owe them 82,000 for supplies put
aboard her, are tlie libelants and tliey
say too much in praise of it-”
took their action through their attorney,
William II. Gulliver of this City.
THE GYPSIES IN ROCKLAND.
Deputy United States Marshal Winfield
S. Hasty made a trip to Ellsworth yesuanu ui gypsies, uumueiing nuout
terday and seized tlie papers, returning
30, a majority being children, encamp- tliis morning on the Sunrise Express.
ed at Juniper Hill last Monday night, The writ is returnable next Tuesday.
and in a pasture on the New Thomas- The Faust is at present owned by the
estates of E. Isaiah Biauchelland John
ton road, near the trotting park, the
West and by Greeley Smith and S. L.
On Tuesday they
following night.
Lord. It is understood that several
paraded the town, and some queer other creditors have claims, and that
stories of their doings are told. They
the amounts in the aggregate would
are evidently real Romany folk—handabout eat up tlie value of the old
some, bold, insolent, picturesque iu schooner.—Portland
Express.
dress, dirty and vile smelling, bright,
kind-hearted, wonderfully clever at a
natural
and educated
TALLY-HO FOR BA3 HARBOR.
trade, and
thieves every one. They have a lan j
When at about 5 o’clock Thursday afterguage that is said to be a Hindu dia- !
lect, indicating that they originally noon a red and black tally-ho coach drawn
Rut for centuries by live spanking docked tailed
came from India.
sorrels, the
this race has existed in Europe and leaders three
abreast, toilel up the Hampever
ever
wandering,
America,
sepa- den road and baited at the
Bangor House,
rate and at war with society, the memthe people sitting out in front forgot their
bers of the communities living by their
It was the first
wits aad never under any circumstances evening papers and stared.
that has visited Bangor in years.
doing a stroke of work of any kind. tully-ho
is
The coach
owned by Edward Browning
They sometimes live in tents, but this of Philadelphia and he is his own whip. In
baud had none, but live in covered the party are Mrs. Browni lg, Master Edwagons, of which they have several, ward Browning and maid, Mr. and Mrs.
drawn by horses that appeared to be Ralph M. Townsend and John F. Meigs, all
Philadelphia. There are two grooms.
good ones and well kept. They trade of The
horses and the coach were shipped
horses whenever they find a customer,
from Philadelphia to Boston, where the trip
and are not known ever to have been
a
is bound for
began week ago. The
cheated. The women, brazen husseys, Bar Harbor and about 8party
30 o’clock Friday
black
hair
their
of
dark
complexion,
morning left for Ellsworth, where a stop
ornamented with silver coins, and car- will be made over night.
The drive from Boston was via Rockland,
rying with them an odor that would
drive a dog out of a lanyard, went Camden and Belfast, and Wednesday Mr.
tried to cross the river at BucksBrowning
about the
streets, entering houses
the
but the coach was too
where they sought a chance to “tell port byfor the ferry boat so the
route to Bar
heavy
ferry
fortunes” of others and make their own Harbor by the road
straight across to Ellsby begging and appropriating such worth had to be abandoned.
A stop was made Wednesday night at
portable property as they might. The
police got after them promptly and W'interport and the party came up to BanMr. Browning
hustled them out of the city limits, but gor Thursday afternoon.
said that he found the Maine roads fairly
from all accounts they did not put in
hut was somewhat disgusted at their
good
without
accumatheir valuable time
hilliuess.
After a
it. Bar Harbor the
They did some party will coach all stay
lating some wealth.
the way back to Philarather clever sleight of hand tricks, delphia, a distance of 660 miles.—Bangor
and nobody can say that the fortunes Commercial.
that they told were not correct, since
THE REFERENDUM ON TRIAL.
they told them in Romany and English
so broken that
nobody could underThe
referendum principle had a trial in
stand it.—Rockland Opinion.
Melrose, when a special election was called
for the disposition of twy bills, one involTen Years In Bed
a loan of $25,000 for city stables, the
“For ten years I was confined to my bed ving
with disease of my kidneys,” writes II A. other for a loan of $10,COO for curbstones.
Gray, J. I’, of Oakville, Iud. "It was so se- So little public interest was manifest that
vere that 1 could not move part of the time.
of the registered 2800 voters, only 804 votes
I consulted the very best medical skill
available, but could get no relief until Fo- were cast, both bills being defeated. Now
ley’s Kidney Cure was recommended to me. if it is necessary for voters at large to pass
It has been a Godsend to me.”
apon matters such as those instanced,
where shall the line be drawn ? If a city
council can not be trusted to deal intelligentA Rath man baa received from W.
ly and in a business-like manner with such
Clark Russel), the famous English simple propositions, what kind of stewardsea
of
writer
stories, a letter iu which ship is to be expected of the members when
the author expressed the greatest in- other concerns come up for action ?
There are times when the referendum
terest in the Tercentennial of Ameriseems to have a standing and recan shipping and enclosed a poem writ- principle
sort to the popular judgment a proper step.
ten by himself in honor of the occasion
But if the
is to be tested only
and to be printed in his new book, when the principle
cowardly city governments seek
“SongBof the Sea.” Mr. Russell asked to evade responsibility, or propositions so
also for information in regard to the simple are passed upon that the submission
good ship “Aryan,” the last full-rigged to popular vote is nothing less than a reflecwooden ship built in America, and tion upon the ability of the men chosen
wrote of his love for the old-fashioned to municipal service, a befitting regard for
would dictate an l abandonwooden sailing ship, one craft of which proprieties
ment of the referendum.—Salem (Mass.)

broken up here,
jawroeks
it *e.!:e sold for about $10,000 each.
have also been broken
I j^kyrieg
1
Meteor is now owned in Ger type
L.

"ARMENIAN ATROCITIES.”

Over-burdened Women

Cool,

j ||»

<j

refreshing soda from our beauti—
ful, sanitary fountain is the best drink for

!I

warm

I!!!

j;

;;

:;:

All kinds of

ill I
II

<»;;

weather.

Learn what real GOOD SODA is
fountain. Also

our

j

2<>

2

♦<

♦

i|

$11

|

i
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||

J

j

Root Beer,

THORNDIKE.
The rainy days aud frequent showers o
last week were a great set back to the farm
ers and did lots of
damage to clover am
other stout grass, while the downpour Snu

j

at.

jl Moxie,

Friday.

day nearly submerged the meadows and in
tervales—Potato hugs are numerous anc
seem to thrive on paris green and bu^
death.
Apples are growing well and a:
yet our orchards are free from the red head
ed, hum '-backed worm, that did so mncl:
damage last year—Raspberries are pleuti
ful, large and luscious. Butter 25 cents pel
lb., eggs 23 cents pel dozen
Mr. and Mrs.
Carlyle aud two children of Boston are
passing a few weeks with Mr. and Sirs.
Fred Cole.Mrs. James Cates, accompanied by her sister, Miss Grace Wing,
passed Saturday aud Sunday with theit
aunt, Mrs. Florence Rose,in Brooks_Mrs.
John Burke and children of Atlantic, Me.,
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Burton Gross....
Miss Carrie A. Ferguson was the guest,
Thursday, of Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Palmer
Mrs. George T. Ward is quite ill with
rheumatic fever. Dr. B. P. Hurd attends
her—Willie P. Higgins, who has been
hereto help his father secure his hay crop,
has returned to his home in Salem, Mass.
.Mr. H. Chase and family of New
Jersey, who are stopping at the Central
House, Unity, called on Mr. and Mrs. Paris
Dyer Saturday.Mr. aud Mrs. H. J.
Stevens of Bangor are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. F. L. l’hilbrick.. Miss Cora Andrews
passed Saturday night and Sunday with her
sister, Mrs. Fred L. Higgins-Dr. A. E.
Kilgore of Brooks was in town last Monday
in consultation with Dr. B. P. Hurd.

fancy drinks.

|

j|
\\

|

j_Ginger Ale.j

|

j

—

...

Aubrey Tower of Philadelphia, Pa., is al
home on a vacation
Mrs. Maude Young
daughter and little son of Shirley, Maine

Mr. Clement Corrected.

COAL

In an article on Boston journalism
Edward H. Clement, in the Mew England Magazine, conveys the idea that
Mugwumpery originated in Boston

about 1S7C> arid was lirst promoted by a
Boston paper.
This is a mistake.
Mugwumpery began away back in the
time of Adam, when the first man
thought he knew more than God.—In
dianapolis Star.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
BUY YOUR WINTER’S COAL.

First Quality Thoroughly Prepared Coal
We are now prepared to receive orders for
Anthracite Coal, and have for
sale the celebrated WYOMING and WILKESBARRE
COALS; also HAZELTON LEHIGH
COAL at the following prices for
and

Wyoming

I

THE PRISON

ROAD

guests of Mrs. Annie Churchill for £
few weeks—Rev. 11. L llolt ol Lewiston
who has been visiting relatives at thi
Center, returned home last w eek_Burtoi
R. Grey, who has had employment on tin
I stmr. Rockland, is taking his vacation_
I Mrs. Maurice Drake and Miss Violi
!
Smith of Boston were guests of Mrs. Anuii
[ Churchill last week_Everett
Scrnton o
Boston is spending a few weeks with hi:
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Scruton_Mis:
Grace E. Miller of Brockton, Mass., whi
has been at home on a two weeks’ vacation
returned Saturday_Miss Adrienne Pen
dleton of Boston is a guest at Benson Hall’s
Mr. and Mrs. Frank reudleton of Cam
den were guests of Mrs. George Mahoney
Saturday....A large party from here at
tended the Dunton centennial ceiebratioi
in Hope August 1st-The many friend:
and relatives of Charles McKinney o:
Woodstock, X. B„ formerly of this place
were pained to learn of his sudden death
which occurred last week.
The sympathy
of the community is extended to both moth
er and sister in
their great bereavement
As the full particulars of bis death hav<
not been learned an obituary will be writ
ten later-Mrs. Percy Drake of Boston i:
spending a few weeks at the Center, th*
guest of Mr. and Sirs. Adelbert Drake...
Miller Rosb has been appointed school sup
eriutendent, vice Dr. Leach resigned....
Mrs. King and two children of Southwesl
Harbor, Me., are visiting Mrs. David Heal
....Benson Hall and his guest, William
Daniels of Boston, were in Rockland Fri
day—Miss Lena Saunders of Bangor is a
guest of Mrs. Annie Churchill....Miss Ella
Pottle of Medford, Mass., arrived Sunday
and is at her old home for a few weeks—
Augustus Cross and little daughter of Boston are visiting at David Cross’.... Burton
R. Grey made a trip to Thomastou Tuesday.
-Dr. Charles Leach w ill leave this week
for South China, Me.
His many friends
here regret his departure, but wish him

The carriage season is now on and we can
show you a complete line of Prison punts,

25 Cents Per Ton Higher

road wagons, Concords and a new style
grocery wagon gotten out this year especially for our trade. Also a good line of New
York and Western carriages.
We

are

selling

a

jg^'Call and

see our

work, all guaran-

From these prices
from date of

stock.

we

delivery.

for

Lehigh Coal.

Coal,

allow 25 cents per ton discount if paid within 30
days

These prices are for orders received previous to Cct. 1st
and delivery previous
reserving the right to advance prices after Oct. 1st without notice.

E. R. CONNER,

to Nov. 1st,

We hope to be favored with your
order, which shall have
in the preparation and delivery.

j

Belfast, Me.

Front Street,

Per Ton for Pea

$5.75

f

lot of Prison harnesses

for both team and light
teed to give satisfaction.

Wilkesbarre:

$7.50 Per Ton Delivered in Barrels and Put In.
$7.00 Per Ton at the Wnarf.

WAGON

—

are

COAL

We also have the Maryland
Company's

—

blacksmith

New Custom Made

best attention

Creek Cumberland Coal for

use.

THE SWAB & SIBLEY COMPANY.

!

CARRIAGES.

Georges

our

Warranted first class in every respect.

Stylish, Comfortable and
BST’Call

at our

Durable.

Depository and examine
tf 10

them.

ISAAC S. STAPLES, Brooks, Me.

THE

WAQUOIT

AT SOUTH SHORE,
NORTHPORT CAMP GROUND,

Stone Jars at M. A. Cook's,
SEARSPORT. MAINE.

Now is the time to hoy your ."TONE ,l.\lis
for the pickling season.
I have
all sizes, from l gallon to ti. the
only store in town that handles a full line of stone
jars.

F1y FaP©r, lO Sheets for 25c.
Important

to Farmers on Rural Routes !
A1I goods ll0upht at mv stort. amount.
mg to 4=1.00 and over will he delivered FI!EE. Send
your order hv vour
mail man, or drop me a postal card, or
telephone 41... and vour
receive prompt attention.

orde’rs'will

SPECIAL SALE

Is open for the season and has beer thoroughly
renovated and repaired. Lobsters and clams are
Fish dinners served every
served in all styles.
Sunday at 12 30. Lunches at short notice.
Bm2l
Telephone 72-4.

MRS. L. C. ROSS

bargains
1 I :.ve

SATURDAY during
somettiiug.

EVERY
in

the summer,

where

urn

w,„ ,i„d

large

line of SOUVENIR GOODS.
Drop in and look them over.
m.:
POST CARDS. 10 for 25 cents- Searsport views, I nave 20,000 to
select from.
I have the McCALL PATTERNS in stock. Also
agent for the Boston
house at

B.y

a

some

Dye

success.

WEDDING BELLS.

Townsend’s Postals

Greenlaw—Connor. A Boston paper
has the following item: “A very pleasant
home wedding took place at the residence of
Hr. George Greenlaw, at West Medford,

Mass.,
Friday evening, July 26. The
contracting parties were Mr. Matthew Y.
Greenlaw of Roekport, Me., and Miss Ethel
Maude Carver of Rockland, Me.” The
bride is a well known and much bploved
daughter of Rev. W. W. Carver, pastor of
the Littlefield Memorial Free Baptist church
of Rockland, and a multitude of friends there
wish her a full measure of happiness and
prosperity. The groom is the son of Capt
W. I’. Greenlaw, of Roekport, and is a young
man highly respected by all who know him
The wedding was followed by a reception
which occurred on Saturday evening. Mr

ARE THE BEST

and Mrs. Greenlaw are expected to arrive at
their home in Rockland soon.

Clifford-Avery.
The home of Mr
and Mrs. George Avery, Prospect, was th<
scene Tuesday noon, July 30th, of a verj
pretty wedding when their only daughter
Lulu Pierce, was united in marriage tc
Edwin True Clifford of Winthrop.
Th<
ceremony was performed by an uncle ol
the bride, Rev. Newell A. Avery, Ashland,
N. H.
The bride was prettily gowned ir
white.
She was attended by her cousin,
Miss Ethel Ridley of Worcester, Mass., and
the best man, her brother, Edward Avery,
Tbe rooms were tastefully decorated in
ferns, potted plants, and cut flowers. The
bride was the recipient of many beautiful
and costly gifts of silver, cut glass, and
linen, showing the high esteem in which
she is held by a large circle of friends.
Mrs. Clifford is a graduate from Abbotl
Academy, Andover, Mass., and for several
years past has taught in the publio schools
of Winthrop, where Mr.’Clifford is superin.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
tendent of schools.
left on tbe Boston boat in the afternoon
and
oonfetti for Owl’s
showers
of
rioe
amid
Head, where they have a summer home,
and will pass several weeks there before
going to Winthrop, where they will reside.

BUILD "“'A MOTOR LAUNCH
Servd for List of

on

11WM »■•...

In the District Court of the United States forth©
Knox District of Maine. Iu Bankruptcy.
In the matter of Charles ) In
B'inkrtintrv
111 bankruptcy.
Edward Britto.a Bankrupt
To the creditors of Charles Edward Britto of
Stockton Springs, in the County of Waldo and
district aforesaid, a bankrupt.
Notice is hereby given that on the seventeenth day of July, A. 1). 1907, the said Charles
Edward Britto was duly adjudicated bankrupt;
and that the first meeting of Iiis creditors will he
held at the office of Lewis F. Starrett, No. 407
Main street, in Rockland, in said district, on the
seventeenth day of August, A. 1). 1907, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, at winch time the said
creditors may attend, prove their claims, appoint
a trustee, examine the Bankrupt and transact
sucli other business as may properly come before said meeting.
LEWIS F. STARRETT,
Referee iu Bankruptcy.
Frank II. Ingraham, Rockland, Maine, and
Isaac W. Dyer, Portland, Maine. Attorneys to
the Bankrupt.

\
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OF

Has taken Room No. 2, Odd Fellows’ block, and
will be in Belfast every Monday. Office hours 10
a. m. to 6 p. m., and 7 to 9 p. in.
Refers to Drs. C. B. Holt, Liberty; Adalbert
Mlllett, Searsmont; D. P. Flanders, Elmer Small
and S. W. Johnson Belfast.
33tf

BELFAST LIVERY CO.

o

vh v

j

%

Insurance and R0a| Estate

Security Bonds

[or Cashiers. Contractors,
Administrators and Ti
Correspondence solicited. Real estate boimhr and sold.

1

French Periodical Drops

lyon’s

Strictly vegetable, perfectly harmless,

sure to
accomplish DESIRED
RESULTS. Greatest known female remedy. Price, $1.50
per bottle.

CAUTION

Send ror Circular

to

rarm

WILLI AMs

Mfu. CO., Sole Agents,
BY

It.

H.

rar'

'.va^up
cfiveland. Ohio.
MOODY.

tor kale.

Se

co n

tl-

n a

ml

goods of every description. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc.
Antique furniture
a specially. If you
have an)thing to

A small farm containing! 5 acres of land with 14
story house with 9 rooms, ell, shed, barn, all connected, and nice lien pen. all in flood repair. Nice
well water in bouse. Orchard of nice apples,
pears, plums aud cherries and small fruits, situsell drop me a
ated in Belfast on Perkins' road, one mile from
postal card and you will receive a prompt rail.
the nostofllce. Apply on the premises.
w. K. CHIPMAN.
I
H. COOMBS.
WALTER
'■!»»_
Corner Cross and Federal Sts.. l!elfa£
Iyl6
1

HORSES WAITED Don’t
By the Belfast Livery Co. Must not be afraid
automobiles.
26tf
Second-band carriages for sale.

BOOKS

REPRESENTING OVEk FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.
Hre, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
insurance and inspection.

SOLD

BANGOR,

HOWTO

Pviblishintt Company

FRED ATWOOD, wSOR1

E. E. BROWN

Specialist In Diseases of the Eye, Ear
Noae and Throat,

Bangor.

SmokeYPipe

When you can buy 100 Sample
Cigar* for 92.00 at

PERRY’S CIGAR FACTORY
hast Belfait.

SUOATS and PIGS
H'or Sale at I’reslon’e Stable In the rear
the Wtndior Home.
2w81

j ( if

control of

Ihe Republican Journal.

a

State

certain railroad; that there-

an

additional expense of about

they had arbitrarily increased the $7,000 a year for the two institutions,
capitalization of that railroad from ( and there will naturally be an increase
BELFAST. THURSDAY, AUUUST 8, 1907.
$39,000,000 to $122,000,000; that at the j from year to year. This will also apply
price of 03, which arbitrarily they had j to the insane, only at much greater
the
Published Every Thursday by
made, they had sold the added securi- cost. The State is already engaged in
ties to themselves; that these securities j road building, paying half the expense
Co.
Journal
Publishing
Republican
thus acquired they had immediately re- of the so-called State roads, and it has
sold to the public at 90 to 96; and that been proposed that it should build and
CHARLES A. PILSBURY. j BusingSUr.
It should be
from these operations they had made maintain the bridges.
This is not t plainly seen that all this is only a shifta net profit of $22,000,000.”
a
Terms—In
advance.
S2.no
mrTioN
Surs<
on ing of tax burdens; that whether the
year: $1.00 for six months; 50 cents tor three hearsay. These tacts were elicited
months.
Of course to pay expenditures in these directions are
ADVERTISING TERMS— For 'lie square, one the witness stand.
Inch lenpith in column, 50 cents for one week and interest on this watered stock the earn- made by the towns, cities, or the State,
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
ings of the road must be greatly in-1 they will have to be met by the people.
Ohio Republicans have endorsed the creased, and if it fails to pay and the | Generally speaking the most strenuous
1 advocates of
paternalism are those who
candidacy of William Howard Taft for stock becomes worthless the loss falls
on the public and not on the syndicate have most to say concerning the inthe presidency.
crease in State expenditures.
But if
who pocketed the $22,000,000.
Peary is going to try it again. Here's
This illustration of “high finance” the State has to assume the whole exDoping lie will get the pole and come may be supplemented by a local ex- pense of caring for the insane and the
home a winner.
ample of less magnitude. This was the inmates of reform schools and build
sale of the Dana Sarsaparilla company and maintain our roads and bridges
asks
be”
“■What ought a democrat to
to a Boston syndicate. The sale was there must necessarily be an increasing
He ought to be a
a Washington paper.
made on a basis of 12 for 1; that is number of officials and larger approGardiner
ReporterRepublican, says the
$1,200 was paid for each $100 share. At priations.

Journal.

that time the company had in bank to
its credit $90,000, and it was currently
reported that this sum was promptly

at

NEWS OF

Maine dogs are to have their day
t\ aterville
the Central Maine fair in
divided among the members of the synthis fall. The exhibit will be confined
dicate. The purchasers also acquired
to dogs owned in Maine.
the plant, material on hand and ac-!
Georgia lias declared for prohibition. counts. They at once issued $200,000
manufacture in preferred S per cent, stock and
The bill prohibiting the
$300,- i
in the OOu in common
stock, and are supposed
and sale of intoxicating liquors
of
to have unloaded this stock on the pubSlate lias passed, and tlie people
to the policy of lic. After a little time the
committed
are
plant was j
Georgia
shut down and the company went out‘
outlawing tlie grog shop.
of business. Xo dividends were ever j
that
A. article in The Outlook states
paid on the preferred or common stock
is
Railroad
the Bangor A Aroostook
and the people who invested in these
out of
the only one in New England,
securities made a total loss. Had they
have
that
lines
shorter
the longer and
deposited the money received from the ]
been started, which today maintains

j

ail independent
Middle
tne

caption

Well, not
w

original stock in one of our
local banks they would now be receiv I
ing forty-eight per cent, per annum on

sale of the

existence.

names a

recent fashion” is

of an item in an exchange.

their investment.

very recent. Middle names
enough more than half a

so

GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP.

ere common

century ago.

Tlie

writer

paternal

s

In the matter of

time
grand lather, dating back of that
a single name—Albut
sons
iiis
gave

bert'

Henry.

Edward,

paternalism,

or, to

the more common expression, government ownership, we are following
use

Wingate and

footsteps of the older countries
Europe, which after paying dear for
their experience, have pronounced muA 11 .lull's nil p, which
pride the distinction of giving birth to nicipal ownership a failure. And no
the Old Home Week idea, 'will have doubt, despite the object lessons furher ninth annual observance Aug. 17-23, nished by other communities and counGovernor Floyd in bis tries, and the warnings of our own
nelusive.
proclamation says: “To all we extend press, paternalism and socialism will

J

in the

oseph.

of

cmuua

twin

Union Harvest Grange, Center Montville,
will resume its work next Saturday night
after a haying recess of four weeks which
this year was none too long owing to the
rainy weather.
Morning Light Grange, Monroe, has not
suspended operations for the mid-summer
season, hut is holding regular, well-attended and interesting meetings. At a recent
session the topic for discussion was the
Orange Hawkweed aud the general opinion
was that thorough clean cultivation is the
only remedy for the evil. Saturday evening, August 3d, the question discussed was,
“Resolved, That a good vegetable garden is
a more valuable feature of a farm than a
good held of corn,” and it was decided in
the affirmative. As it is believed that “a
little rrousense now and then is relished by
the best of men,” the question at the next
meeting will he the frivolous and familiar
inquiry, “Which would you rather do or go
fishing!’” A large and varied assortment
of answers is expected.

Morning Light Grange, Monroe, has adopted the following resolutions of respect:
Whereas, Death has entered our ranks
and removed from our Grange Brother
Howard Moore, therefore, be it
Resolved, That in the death of Brother
Moore, Morning Light Grange has lost a
worthy and honorable member.
Resolved, That as a Grange we give expression of our loss by framing these resolutions and rendering our departed Brother
due respect by draping our charter in
mourning for a period of thirty days. That
we extend to the sorrowing family our deep
sympathy for their loss, and a copy of these

resolutions be sent to them aud a copy
freedom of a land famous in his- have their run, as did the greenback
placed on our records and a copy sent to the
of
and
a
land
10
to
craze
until
the
for
burlocal paper for publication.
Bryan's
1,
beauty;
tory, renowned
Charles Clements, 1 Committee
lofty mountains, green hills and spark- dens upon real estate, which cannot
Lydia Woodman,
!
on
ling waters, of ancient homesteads and escape taxation like stocks and bonds,
Eyie Twombly,
I Resolutions.
will
become
so
that
there
will
be
heavy
honest hearts."
a

revolt and a return to saner methods.

HARRY CLARK’S BELFAST STORE

^RED TAG CLOTHING SALE^
Down
|

THE SEA GIVES UP

j

April 4,1907,

85 Men’s

American Railway Development" in
the August Atlantic:
report a summary of what the school
How far the present tendency tocondition
the
to
as
has
said
committee
wards socialistic corporation control
of the school buildings, hut must defer will
go in this country, no man can
tell. I am inclined to believe that the
this to another week.
jhcocjil

The

Brooklyn Daily Eagle,

Democratic

a

staunch

11ui ivi

icgtoiamc

newspaper, says it “is
that Bryan will be

geueraUv supposed

nominated next year, and it is generalhe make an-

ly believed that, should

a
other canvass for the Presidency,
third defeat will be added to his record.”

Or. as an esteemed contemporary puts
it. “the nomination of Bryan is probable
The
and his election impossible.”
also notes an awakening in the
South. Many of the influential newspapers and some of the conspicuous
Democrats are beginning to ask why it

Eagle

should be taken for granted that the
next election go by
party will let the
default, which is what it will virtually
do should it take its candidate from

Lincoln, Nebraska. This moves the
Eagle to say:
From
This suggests an opportunity.
Bryan himself lias come the weapon
Tie has

with which he may be beaten.
advocated government ownership and
he
apologized. After a brave advance,

Our own legislature last winter made
beaten a retreat ignominious and
humiliating. So sorry is the spectacle some advance toward paternalism. Forlie now presents, that almost any
merly when the insane were committed
prominent Eastern Democrat, taking
to the hospitals by towns the State paid
moment,
the
of
psychological
advantage
can turn the Eastern tide, can swing it
$1.50 per week for their maintenance,
in tiie direction it is taking in the South. the town paying the balance. Where
awaits
The pillory is ready. The topic
they were State paupers the State asits exponent.
sumed the whole charge. Under a law
“HIGH FINANCE.”
passed by the last legislature the State
the whole expense. The tendency will be to increase the numbersent to the hospitals. The legislature
also changed the law in regard to the
assumes

body’s
State School for Boys. Under the for8how by what means the many multi-'
mer law', in certain cases, the town paid
fortheir
millionaires of today acquired
the institution $1 per week for the sup.
tunes. In the August number he says:
port, clothing and education of a boy
“No other men have been so rich as
sent to the school. The legislature has
rich
so
many
some New York men;
changed this law so that, under certain
men have not gathered in another place.
conditions, the State assumes the whole
one
here
count
awe
we
and
With pride
of boys sent to the school. The
to be one expense
man whose wealth is reputed
will, of course, be to increase
tendency
thousand million dollars, five men
in that institution. The
number
;he
whose wealth is estimated at more
of commitments to the Indusexpense
than three hundred millions each, four
;rial School for Girls is also to be borne
thousand men whose wealth is com
commitments
3y the State. Heretofore
As
each.”
more
or
puted at one million
school were largely from the
this
to
were
to how these immense fortunes
the
will suf- ■ities and they cheerfully paid
acquired a single illustration
nominal sum of $1 per week. The new
of
most
prominent
fice. Of one of the
>rder of things will relieve the towns
these multi millionaires it is said that
with three other

men

he had secured

1

ind cities somewhat; but will

and

I
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even
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where prices have always been low.

!

in

this

STRONG

Working Pants and
Dress

ot-lH
clIlH

are

25 °Io

CO “7
5
/

47V.

FOR WORKING MEN

Up Pants

that

Now $7.75,$8 75
Copyright 1906
Kuppenheimer& Co

SUITS

store,

RED TAG PRICES:

B

Regular $7
$9 values

worth

more.

E

79c. Buys the Best $1.00 and $1.50 S!

Men’s Finest $15,

$16.50

a"d

in tlie

city. We have an immense assortment of >1.
Shirts, both light and dark colors—the well known \
Buy shirts now—buy for another summer.

$18 Suits

The

\

everything high class, the styles are the
very latest, and the goods are made up
in the finest manner by some of the best

B. KUPPENHEIMER & CO.,
The famous

39c.

Chicago tailors,

|

have con-

in the

cause

the

]

The Metropolitan brand—both the neg’.i-'
collars, and the soft collar shirts, in light

city.

Extra

*
B.

Men’s Fall

Copyright 1906

Kuppenheimer &. Co.
Chicago

Special. A\fcR\
flKvilL^-v8’
DRESSY ShlRI.
^

!

RED TAG PRICE NOW

\

Raincoats

Men’s 50c. Balhriggan Underwear.39c
Men’s Fancy Hose.
....19c and 12lc.
....

Overcoats
Regular $10, $12.50
and $15 Coats

;

$9.75, $8.75
and 7.75.
SPECIAL LOT OF

The diver was Sat Goodwin of South
Portland.
The searchers were forced tc
abandon work early Sunday afternoon on
account of a southeaster which rolled up
a heavy sea in the bay.
Diver Gordon,
after making three descents anti thoroughly
overhauling the sloop, gave it up and left
for Portland. The sunken sloop Ruth E.
Cumnock was raised by the cutter Woodbury Tuesday and beached. The other two
bodies had not been recovered.

j
|

LONG,

sizes,

Worn as over-

now.

...

Tag Price $5.00

.39c and 79c

for

man

to

any
own.

merly

sold for
to

$15.00

Red Tag Prices

I

now

I

$9.75

and $11.9a

Every Article

_u
he

House

of

;

this S

in

1
Is marked in

plain Red Figures

as

herein advertised.

j

will get the best things, and it behooves everyone
opportunity to save money at our expense to he on

comers

Your choice for this sale $1.19

for an

the sale commences.

Widow Jones’ $5 Suits

now

The low

$3 9 5
--

$2 Soft Hats

now

98c.

light colored
good styles, including a
of $2.00 sample hats,
lot of brown and

That's what

soft hats, all

Men’s Canvas Qloves 7c. per
lot 2=Piece

pair

Special Offer

$5,00
Car, boat

That’s the stuff it ought to bm

i

or

to Out of Town Purcha>

stage fare allowed, also dinner, if your pure:
REMEMBER THIS SALE COMM!

to $20.00 or over.

and STAGE orders receive
our
prompt attention. Any
bought at this sale, not

MAIL

1

Thursday, August 8th.

goods
satistactory on home inspection, can
be exchanged or money refunded.

We want every customer to be satDoan’s Kidney Pills make strong, healthy kidisfied so we can sell them again.
Copyrighted 1906 hy
neys.
Widow Jones of Boston.
Mrs. Mary Smith, formerly of 64 Union street,
Belfast. Me., says: “I have had kidney qomplaint
and backache for a numberof years. Theattacks
for me to give
were so severe that tt was difficult
household work. Added
proper attention to my
caused by
to the suffering was an annoyance
The secretions
weakness ot the kidney action.
the fact
were unnatural and Irregular, despite
medicines. Finally
that I was continually using
and
procured a
[ heard of Doan’s Kidney Pills
The benefit I derived
»ox at the City Drug Store.
Mrs. J. H. Gilbette and Gabriel Rannelle
BEACH.
The LINCOLNVII.LK
'rom their use was entirely satisfactory.
were among the excursionists to Bangor
“The Elms” were
at
arrivals
the
so
week’s
and
Last
kidneys
relieved
were
tains and aches
Sunday_Mrs. Mildred Thomas and child
with any Andrew Scarlett from Newark, N. J.;
itrengthened I have not been troubled
of Rockland are visiting relatives in town.
It was several Joseph Knowles of East Orange, N. J.; Mr.
or weakness since.
regularities
Miss Barbara McLeod of Everett, Mass., is
used this remedy and I and Mrs. George A. Clark, Mrs. Lawrence,
,-ears ago that I first
of it.”
a guest of Miss Florence Dearborn....Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
Hattie
Georgie
Rogers,
lave never changed my good opinion
Misses
60 cents. FosChandler Coombs and children are guests
For sale by all dealers. Price
Zola of Waltham; and Mrs. Palmer of
for
Miss Elsie Walker,
at “Juniper Lodge”
er-MUburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents
West Somerville, Mass—Capt. and Mrs.
he United States.
who has been a guest at the “Fir Wigwam,”
R. A. Coombs are receiving congratulations
take
no
Remember the name—Doan’s-and
has returned to her home in Brookline,
on the birth of a son, August 3rd.. Mr. and
, ither.

[HARRY

CASH

If you wish things charged it must he at regular prices.

Regular Prices $9.00 to $12.00,
now

after.

\
i

mean

—WILL BRING=

Outing Suits,

Red Tag Price

we are

prices herein quoted

the stuff it

Red Tag Price 98c.

Some Belfast People Have Learned How to
Get Rid of Both.

handy

coat

$12 00

Men’s Mackintoshes now.$1.98
$3 00 and $3.50 Outing Pants, Red Tag
Price now. j$o ^

than $2.00.

Special

weath-

A

Light and dark
colors. For-

.-79c

Special lot of Boys’ Suits, ages 3, 4, 5,
for $3.50
6. Many of these suits sold
and $4.00, none of them worth less

Special

stormy
er.

Suspender Garters for Boys now.30c.
Boys’$ 1.00 Soft Hats now.
49c.
Men’s latest sytle Stiff Hats, §2.00, 2.30
and $3 00 quality now.$1.29,1.69 and 1.9s

Important to mothers

$1.50

STY LISH

coat, in either
p 1 e a s a nt or

Kazoo

Price.

)

and

r%

of

raincoats

White Duck Pants now —..
Men's Odd $1.50 Woolen Vests, Red Tag

sold for

ORONO’S PUBLIC PARK.

Special Lot

....

$10 00 and 12.00,

Red

j

..

Short Top Coats
Formerly

Special lot of Men’s 50c. and $1.00 Stiff
Bosom Fancy Shirts now.35c
Men’s $2 00 and $3 00 Fancy Vests. Red
Tag Price.$1.95 and 98c
Men's and Boys’ Straw Hats at HALF PRICE
Men’s and Boys’ Jersey Sweaters
89c and $1.19
Special lot of Men’s and Boys' 50c Golf
and Eton Caps now...
Men’s and Boys’ Braces now.13c
Boy*’ $1.50 Base Bell Suits now .08c
Boys’ 50c. and $1.00 Wash Suits now..
49c
Special lot of Boys’ Knee Pants, ages 4.
5 and 6 years. 19c, 3 pairs for 45c.
Boys’ 50c. and $1.00 Knee Pants, all

52

—

Tag Prices,

Red

j

------------—_

$11.95. $12.95 and 13.95

i

■

V'our choice

Even their unrivaled garments are ofnow without reservation by us.

Tag Prices,

the Best 50c. and 75c. ^Iii

black, black and white.

fered

Red

Buys

with white

’

tributed their best efforts to our stock.

|

■

Your choice of these Fine Shirt

known tailors in America.

lot

rt

materials in these suits embrace

j

six acres of valuable land i u the center of the
village for the use of the town forever as a
public park, with permission to use a portion as a site for a public library when the
town may build one.
The gift is made by the heirs of the estate
of the late Kben C. Webster and Paul D.
Webster, and the grantors are J. Fred Webster, Aldeu P. Webster, Eben Webster Judd,
Maud W. Haskell, Almond C. Judd, Mary
W. Milliken, Charles M, Webster, Marion
P. Webster and Henry Webster. The land
comprises a number of lots bordering on the
east side of the Stillwater river, running
south from the county road a considerable
distance along the river bank and bounded
on the east by Penobscot street. The laud is
valued at about $20,000.
The new park is already a beauty spot, being bordered by fine old elms with a thick
growth of willows on the river bank. Verylittle improvement will be needed to make
it one of the most beautiful parks in the
State. The Alpha Tau Omega and the Sigma Chi fraternity houses of the University
of Maine face the new park, and their value
will be enhanced by the assurance that the
lots will never be built upon.

to

Chicago

f

Oroxo, Me., Aug. 2. The citizens of the
town were delightfully surprised yesterday
when deeds were presented to the selectmen
for acceptance and signature of a tract of

THESE

—-BUYS-

there fronts and up to

yesterday were considered splendid values at
$10, $12.50 and $13.50,

:

Store!

GOOD,

plaids. Ilair cloth stay-

has

“V\ here Did You Get It Gentlemen?”
is the title of a series of articles Charles
Edward Russell is writing for EveryMagazine, and in which lie will

BUYS

$2.65, $2.95

mixtures

grey

;j,

$5.95

Made from the stylish

ITS DEAD.

Backache and kidney ache are twin brothers.
You can’t separate them.
And you can't get rid of the backache until you
cure the kidney ache.
If the kidneys are well and strong, the rest ot
the system is pretty sure to be in vigorous health.

Own Stock

at This

$1.45.

irguisuiuu

and restriction, while a matter of iirstclass annoyance to the railroads, does
not, after all, extend very far beneath
the surface. A few years of carefully
applied corporate good manners, extending from the president right through
to the station agent, will do much to
smooth over the sources of popular
clamor.
Moreover, the most radical
appearing steps are not necessarily permanent; London has just withdrawn
sharply from her own municipal socialism after a thorough experiment, and
the Chicago voters set
themselves
against tire local municipal street railway ownership before the Mueller purchase certificates were declared unconThe Granger legislation
stitutional.
of the seventies was worse than the
and 1907, but it had a
of
1906
legislation
very brief career of harmfulness, and
even when we allow for the worst of all
the effects of this indiscriminate State
legislation—the discouragement it offers capital for new development—we
must surely believe that those who see
permanent trouble in store for the railroads are looking at the path too close
to their feet, forgetful of the immense
promise of the future.

Our

Bargain Day

a

79c.,

Suits

cally than the government, what’s the day.

Here is another view of State ownership from an article on “Tendencies of

AKD

Young flen’s

some
But so

use?

Sacrifice Of

LATE SEASON FORCES OUT EXTRAORDINARY CLOTHING BARGAINS! CONTINUED BAD WEATHER
\h ,,
over-accumulation of Summer Goods obliges us to offer our finest goods at these prices. ON THURSDAY, AUG Is
h
I
we shall place on sale hundreds of Spring and Summer Suits for Men, Young Men and Boys.
Garments that for finem-s,
and fashion have never been surpassed at double the price we ask. The new prices we shall place on a RED TAG, and
to each suit; the former prices are on the regular size ticket, and will not be changed whatever. So that you can
readih
the saving at a glance. Every dollar’s worth of Summer Merchandise must go. To make it go. and to give you th>
advanir
we have slashed prices right at the moment when you need Summer Clothes and Furnishings.

cidentally, run up a national debt of ganized for the work. They endeavored t
thirty times,its present amount. get the revenue cutter
and aisc
long as private enterprise is able engaged a diver, and Woodbury
after uimdvoidable
to furnish these things more economidelay both arrived on the scene last Satur-

Mv examination of the Belfast High
school Imu,ding gave me the impression
that it b defective in the following particulars:
,,
it b not provided with suitable
ist.
of
fire,
case
in
for
facilities
protection
ventilation is inadequate.
cud. T
:: i.
I :, window areas are insufficient.
We intended to liave given with this

Merciless

Men.

Every Day This ITonth

Events have proved that the sym- Already there has been a
shrinkage in
Last Thursday the body of \\ il’ianj
pathy for the Armenians, so universal a incomes and many business proposiVeague, oue of the six young men drowned
short time ago, was misplaced, and that tions are
being curtailed. Here is a in l’euobseot Hay July 9th, was dragged
these people are to be classed under the note of v. arning from The Standard, a
up from the bottom not far from the locaThe
head of “undersirable citizens."
very able insurance journal, on the tion of the sunken yacht. The same day

article from theXew York Herald, in “Results of Paternalism:-’
the pants worn by Laurent D. Hail of Hananother column, will be read with inPaternalism is apparently an expen- ger, the only survivor, which he had taken
terest in this connection. The Herald sive luxury, for while in the United off while struggling in the water, were
is not a yellow journal and its state- States, where individual enterprise has brought to the surface. Friday three more
reached its highest development, the bodies were brought up on trawls not far
ments may he relied upon.
national debt in 1U05 amounted to #11.01
from the sunken yacht by George and Sylper capita, in New Zealand, which is vester
Morey, who have been working since
We hope that all who are interested committed to a
policy of paternalism,
in our public schools, and that should the debt per capita for the same year the accident sweeping the bay in two motor
boats with a trawl between them. The
include all public-spirited citizens, will was S34S.10. Among the paternalistic
experiments of the Australasian colony bodies were in a good state of preservation
read the report of Hr. A. G. Young, has been a State lire insurance
depart- and were easily identified as Frederick
secretary ot the State Board of Health, ment which it has been running at a Ringwall, Roy Palmer and Harry J. Dugan,
unsanithe
of
rather
borne
course
the
or
loss,
on the sanitary,
by
public. If A reward of $50 for each body will be paid
some of our so-called reformers could
tary, condition of our school buildings. succeed in
the Morey brothers. The two bodies missinducing Congress or the
This report was made after a second State
to put their “re- ing are those of Raymond Smith and Amos
Legislatures
The search for the bodies
visit to Belfast. After his first visit forms” into practice, the people of the 1’. Robinson.
Hr. Young wrote Air. C. S. Bickford, United States might also secure insur- has been conducted at the expense of sym•bairnum of the school committee, un- ance, transportation, telegraph service pathetic and public spirited citizens of Banand what not at less than cost and, ingor, who at once subscribed $700 and oras follows:
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and continues the entire month of August.

W. CLARK & CO., MAIN STREET
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Mass.Miss Margaret Crosby of Bangor,
at
Wheaton ’08, is visiting Miss Ilallett
Miss
present_Atherton II. Tucker and
are
Minnie Tucker of Dorchester, Mass.,
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wellington L.
Ilallett at the “Fir Wigwam”....Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse M. Dean of Boston, Mrs. Herbert C. Cleveland of Whitman, Mass., aud
Miss Grace Alden of Milton, Mass., are
gnests at Mrs. Lillian Wooster's. ...C. ID

CLOTHIERS,|
Cars\\ell is

a

guest

at

“The h

weeks....Clinton Thomi
11
day with his brother, Nil1
at the Tarbell cottage-• -Mt
two

I). Wheeler and son Georg•
Mrs. Isaac
w'ater left

who is ill in

Mathews—MtMonday to join
a hospital.

Dr. and Mrs. K. E. Freeman
Dr. F. E. Freon
street.—Hock land Star.

visiting

a

j

THE NEWS OF* BELFAST
rI'RUSHERS’ NOTICE.
of Tlie Journal

are on

sale at the

tees:

At the

post office.
At the post ott.ee.
suiiimis.
At

i:t.

the

store of

I.

H.

W.

store of I). J. Dickens.
ami M. J. Dow,
ail. Searsport
iiitliovized agents to receive subI advertisements.
a an Journal Publishing Co.

s

■

ill has been making extensive
he Kevere House veranda,

-m
•

noise on the street
iiitomobile'? Answer: a kid’s exmore

uses

The Boot and Shoe Workers’ Union have

appointed committees for their observance
! of Lafjor Day an'dTthe arrangement s*"are
progressing favorably. The program will
be announced later.
The Belfast Locals will run an excursion
to Castiue Friday,1!August 9th.
The boa
will leave Dickey’s landing at 12.30 pTm.
Fare for the round trip, 33 cents.
The
Locals will play the Castine ball team.
Among the nominations by the governor
Tuesday were the following: John A. Patterson, Belfast, agent to prevent cruelty to
animals; Frank A. Xye, Searsport, eorouor;
Fred W. Brown, Jr., Brooks, dedimus jus-

tice: rharies P. Hutchins, Freedom, trial
juatice; N. I). Boss, Lincolnville, notary
arrier Horatio H. Carter is taking
public.
vacation, and Walter,!. Clifford
Poor's Mills. Mrs. M. A. Saywood of
tilting.
Thorndike was the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
-mith arrived last Thursday in his J. F.
Sheldon last week_Joseph Shea has
i.uteen with a fare of fresh fish, returned to
Boston but Mrs. Shea will re>d dog fish very numerous,
main a while longer with her sister, Mrs.
.11 he a food aud apron sale in the
Edmund Walton of
Henry Wentworth
-t church vestry tomorrow, FriRockland visited Mr. and Mrs. F. T. Went—

uoon at

BO

o’clock,

—

ich that was sold by ticket at
Eaton’s was drawn Monday by
icCrillis of Chelsea, Mass,

plex Roller Hushing Company
a 7-foot picket fence around their
with gates to be closed at night,
tilled

ith Teddy bears in Fred
n's dry goods store last week was
leading: “Don’t feed the bears.’’
se

till be

w

food sale in the Baptist
-try next Saturday at 2.30 o’clock,
public is invited to patronize,
a

Pitcher’s Pond lias been
dig
season, the Biddle and Drexel
isiesboro making a satisfactory
■dr recent visit.
at

Mnfortb lias moved from the
White house on Bay View street,
i to Miss Ann Jackson, aud is
the corner of Union and Com■

vets.

K memorial window in the
formed church will be dedicated
in with the meetingof the Waldo
teran Association in East Beli. in., Thursday, August 15th.
wheel at the plant of the
a Electric C ompany on the east
■n permanently set, the new 225
or boiler installed, new shafting
other improvements made.
motor

■
■

ntial, who is marketing among
ice some
tine potatoes which
iifh skin, dug out a “freak" the
1 was one half white and one
lilt'

ciuui)

urimfu.

win' has been haying ten
: ilie city the past two weeks,
Sunday, He says they have
...■ weather ami made hay when
i see the fog wreaths hanging
i,

I

Spiritualists at Maple
utnpgruuud announced for last
1 not take place because of the
as
the meetings at Temple
of

tig

"gin next

week it will lie indefi-

ef

Hallowed boys including
ddard, Leonard White, Arthur
"it Aldrich, Kenneth Fuller, Altnd Harold Fuller plan a vacation
at Nortliport,early in September
idard will chaperone the party.
give notice that it is time to
winter's eoal.
Prices are the
year, for orders received now
hut are subject to change after
''ce advertisements of the Swan
o. and the Iteifast Fuel A Ilav

•liers

t

County Veteran Association,
"ii the Vaughan shore
in East
\ng. loth, it will be a picnic din‘in

I

and clams will be furnished,
bring their drinking cups. If
fair day, Sunday excepted,

"
a

'll

■x;

ues.

Secretary.

prevented the excursion to
steamer Castine last Sunday,
mher went to the wharf hoping

n

o on

r

•-

so

that the boat could go and

pleasant there would have
party. The Castine left in the

"11
■•

for liangor.
slip has engageevery day up to and including
l b
Tuesday, August 1.1th, she
an

excursion

to

Jiirigo Island

Methodist Sunday school.
i the other day that there are
rs in Iteifast than at
any time
rosby Inn was burned. There
e been
many more had they been
•lire accommodations.
It is little
ivertise when the season is half
people generally have made their
"iits for the summer. This should
■i mind another year.
Those who
liPil

nr

imfiirniaViofi

rnnmc

fi-\

ho are prepared to give table
uId make it known in the spring.

w

Helen Bird was the hostess of a
occasion last Friday ei'ening,
had a few guests in honor of her
is Kditli G. Folwell of Isola Bella,
took up the first part of the evenwhich an impromptu musical
"li
Miss
Marian
enjoyed.
Mrs. Herbert E. Drinkwater, Miss
Bird, Mrs. Howard L. Whitten
Amy E. Stoddard participated,
evening’s enjoyment closed with
ege songs, with Miss Folwell at
■

-ant

1

is made of the publication
form of the history of Camden and
written by Reuel Robinson and
installments in the Camden Ilera volume of 040 pages with 33 ilis and
is a valuable addition to
istorical literature. This reminds
Hie second volume of Hon. Joseph
■"Hi’s History of Belfast, completrecords of our city for a full century,
'"published. It was completed and
r,,r the printer before Mr. WilliamPath, but a sufficient number of
''inis to warraut its publication
t been secured.
'"cement

i

ottrell came from Boston last week

diving outfit to examine the bottom
Hie Eastern Steamship Co.’s wharf,
"iiiden in swinging around the wharf
Miuck and damaged her propellers.
Hi ell spent a good part of last Satur•l!>

!

worth last week
Joseph Banks has had
another ill turn hut is somewhat better.

nnder water.
He found the bottom
dt mud in which stones from the size
'el to good sized boulders were imp'd
The sewer outlet had not been
l!,‘d, as when built it was deflected
guard against the steamers strikWhere dredging had been done near
u f the mud had filled in almost to a
w ith the
undredged portion. It is ex"d that after Mr. Cottrell makes his re1,1 Hie
steamship company will have some
H-’ing done. Mr. Cottrell returned to
by Sunday night’s boat, but Mrs.
'"•Hell, who accompanied him, remained
,|f a
short visit.

A search and seizure was made at the
Commonwealth Hotel during the evening
of August 3th by the Sheriff and Deputy
Ellis.
The officers found ISi quarts of
whiskey, some rum and several bottles ol
lager. The present proprietor, Guy Gray,
was taken before the Police Court the following day and given the usual sentence,
from which he appealed, furnishing bail in
the sum of S200 for appearance at the next
term of Supreme Judicial Court.

Attention, Farmers.
Wednesday,
Aug. 14th, at 2 p. m. at the Belmout farm ol
Horace Chenery, Professor Arthur W. Gilbert, Assistant Ui^fessor of Agriculture
at the University of Maine, will give a
demonstration on Soil Management. The
demonstration will he free, of course, and is
given for the benefit of farmers, and all
who can possibly do so should not fail to attend.

There will be no postponement oti
of the weather, as in case of rain
a large crowd can be accomodated in the
cow barn.
account

The recent lawn party on the grounds oi
the new (Dutch) Reformed church, by the
East side Tennis Club was very successful
and netted a nice little sum which will be
expended in grading tiie grounds around
the church. The Grand Army Memorial
window will be dedicated Aug. 13th, the
Waldo County Veteran Association meeting on that day, and two other memorial
windows have been ordered, one for the
Ladies' Aid Society and the other for the
Unity Sew ug Circle. The church will be
formally dedicated Oct. 9th, with appropriate exercises.

Josephine,
built at Belfast fur the coffee trade, is loading stone at Clark's Cove f«»r Philadelphia
shipping items.

The bark

Unclaimed letters remaining in the Belfast post office for the week
ending Aug.
8tb:
Mrs. Arthur Eastman, Helen E.
Mrs.
G.
Poland,
Alden Uawkes, Miss Janey
H. Shorey, Mrs. 0. P. Shaw, Mrs. Carrie

Arline Walton.... Fred Holmes has received
order for a ear load of staves to be
shipped to Indiana. Mr. Holmes is having
a blower installed in his mill which will
carry' the sawdust aud small refuse some

Wright, George Angel, Chester Foss, U. H.
Harvey, F. A. Lane, Frank Meuse, .Harry
Russell, A. Sandslands, F. E. Smith, Carroll H. Warren, C. H. Webb, J. A' Wood.
The painting of the
buildings on Lewis’
wharf and the building opposite the
railway
station, now occupied as a clothing factory,
is such an improvement that it is hoped the
owners of other buildings in the vicinity

distance from his buildings.

and

Mrs. E. A. Sproul and daughter, Louis*
arrived last Sunday to spend s
:ew weeks in town.W. J. Wentworth is
the
Hitting
hay for Mrs. Iluldah Ramsay.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Goodwin were called to
| heir old home
in Palermo to attend the
Jurial of the little daughter of Mr. and Mrs,
E. C. Rowe, July 30th....Mrs. West P. Jones
] las gone to spend a few days with her mother. Mrs. Thompson, at Ualldale.Mr. ami
Mrs. Allen Goodwin spent Sunday in Lib‘rty, the guests of Mrs. Hattie A. Clough.
.Solomon Palmer is cutting the hay on
1
he farm of the late Charles Oxton,

New Advebtisements.
Ilarry Clark
& Co’.s Red Tag Sale is an annual event of
much interest apd profit to buyers of clothing and furnishing goods. This sale is now
on and will continue through this mouth.
Every day will be a bargain day, aud every
article in the store is marked in plain red
This is a cash sale aud when
figures.
goods are charged it will be at regular j
prices. See special offer to out of town
This is the second week of the
buyers
clearance sale of Fred A. Johnsou, Ma-'
sonic Temple. The sale thus far has been
a great
success, bat there are still bargains
galore. Goods are moving so fast at the
prices at which they are offered that shoppers should call early
The Staples Piano
& Music Company ,54 Main street advertise a
sale of pianos for the next thirty days at
prices far below the regular prices. Twentydifferent makes are included in their stock,
and they invite special attention to the
Gables Grand received Tuesday, aud to the
Storer & Clark Interior Player.
A free
nmsicale is given at their warerooms every
Saturday evening, to which music lovers
and the public generally are invited.
Miss II. M. Black, Main street, announces
her annual mark down sale of Crown
waists. See prices quoted in her advt.
The W. O. Alden house and stable, 23

the water front will follow the example set. Red ochre and oil are not expensive, and many see this section of the
city who do not see the residential and business sections.
on

lohuson,

The directors of the Home for Aged
Women wish to acknowledge the following
gifts: Mrs. Ansel White, Miss Annette
White, Mrs. G. A. Quirnby and Miss Lauriette Wadlin, $1.00 each; a large Bible from
Mrs. Calvin Iiervey; The Daily News from
the Bangor Publishing Co., and $25.00 in
goods from Mr. and Mrs. George E. Evans

X
Af

^

That

Itched Constantly—Scratched Until
Blood Flowed Suffered 10 Years
Doctors and Medicines Were
Fruitless—Tries Cuticura and Is
Completely Cured

a

j
j

guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. AY. Nickerson
Mr. E. II. Nickerson recently had a launch
Dance at Cunningput into Swan Lake
ham’s Hall tomorrow, Friday, evening.
—

—

—

Catarrh in this section of the

country than all other diseases put together, and
until the last few years was supposed to be inFor a great mauy years doctors procurable

nounced it a local disease and prescribed local
remedies, and by constantly failing to cure with
local treatment, pronounced it incurable. Science
lias proven catarrh to be a constitutional disease
and therefore requires constitutional treatment.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the only constitutional cure on the market. It is taken internally
in doses from 10 drops to a teaspoonful. it acts
ilirectly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. They offer one hundred dollars for any
case it fails to cure.
Send for circulars and testimonials. Address
t. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

to its

strong board
MENT, we feel

or

“When I was about nine years old
email sores appeared on each of my
lower limbs. I scratched them with a
brass pin and.
shortly afterwards
both of those limbs
became so sore that
I could
scarcely
walk. When I had
been suffering for
about a month the

heal,
scaly
eruptions appeared
began

that

bank

no

Waldo Trust

a

CONSERVATIVE MANAGE’

can

render GREATER SAFETY

to

Company, Belfast.

interest in

^ % interest

4%
Savings,

severe

]<*-Maine Central Railroad

!
:

No. 7 MAIN STREET,

OR

i -LAND

-^OLD
Foi Lilt- Sc;t

MARK DOWN SALE

!

i

Train service and

NOW

0

Special

1.50

2.37

1.49
•*

1.75

3.75'

2.75

4.25

|

2.98
*•

4.98

room

for

I

Organs and Pianos
will satisfy you.

1

j

tiT'Call

aud see Them.
1

j

L

PERRY, CIGAR MFR
East Belfast.

i

|

we

our

Shoeing and Jobbing

offer five second hand
at

prices that

I All those indebted to the linn of DAMON
A: FIELD are requested to settle as soon as
! possible.

f
|

t

MASON £ HAMLIN ORGAN

*

PACKARD ORGAN

l. l. mm,

Sf

LGRING & BLAKE ORGAN

ISTODART

WYour patronage is solicited.

I
I

I At FIELD, ROGERS & DAMON'S.
m
■k

upright PIANO

_

Call and see these

or

I

...THE...

City

I

National Bank, Belfast,
4*

BELIEVES IN THE PEOPLE.

I

|
I

M

tf;vj

waxted

V
V

of

proval

J

1J

,w, %
Economical homes"y
for many

*4

Piano to Buy

n.

The

*

H. f. miller

|

y^rs.

n

PIANO

♦

J

is

of

one

the

economical
pianos made, because the test of
time has proven them worthy the
hi-h approval bestowed up mthctu.
They give perfect and lasting satisfaction.
Send for catalogueof this and other
makes

4>

♦
♦
♦
♦

J
J

|Jr

most

PITCHER’S

l

*

♦

J

i
X
>
*
*

♦

*

BELFAST, i

MUSIC STORE.

*

**■ *

-*-*

TIIKSK

*« ,-*•

*

—*

UIGAKS would cost you from

$3.50 to $4.00 per IOO if bought
at any store in Belfast.
A few
thousand “samples’ while they last at
$2.00 per IOO.

Apply
mediately.

|

\
vh$
those

The Most

1

I'KRRY CIGAR >1 Kit.,
Hast Belfast.

I

write for

prices, at

I

■

jPg^^r

EMERSON square PIANO

____

*************************

3.98

We are prepared to do all lduds of

NEW PI-

$2.00

Burnham
| Ai r. in Portland 11
4". o -l Orchard Beach ij.20.
! Returning, leaw Old Orchard 5.ini p. m Portlaml 5.50 p. m.. arrive Belfast about 11.00
j.. m.
53?"* Ticket* good on special train only.

I have bought a half interest in the firm
of DAMON & FIELD on Beaver street, and
have moved to Belfast to enter the shop.

TALK f

to

300

♦

-NOT-

Fare

Portland and
Return.

$2.00

Thorndike _7.41

j Unity.

J

To make

Ittfturn.

Beitast.7.00

♦

BARGAINS

Varied Attract Urns uu

City Point _:.nr»

2.98
“

5.50

iuui

fares as follows
Fare to
Old Orelur l m l

aaa

$ .98

2.00
2.50

ORCHARD*^

Baliiiu^

BY SPECIAL TRAIN.

IN THE FAMOUS

$1.25 WAISTS,

—

SUNDAY, AUGUST 11,

Crown Shirt Waist.

!

MANEUVERS

-AND Ti>—

-ANNUAL-

j

THE

WAR

ANNOUNCES THIS WEEK HER GREAT

Sold throuRbout the world. Potter DruR &
Chcm. Corp., Solo Props., Boston, Mass.
^■Mailed Free. Booklet on the Skin and Blood.

ANOS

Aft

department.

itching that,

until I became
accustomed to it, I would scratch the
sores until
the blood began to flow.
This would stop the itching for a few
days; but scaly places would appear
again and the itching would accompany
them. After I suffered about ten years
I made a renewed effort to effect a cure.
The eruptions by this time had appeared
on every part of my body except ray
face and hands. The best doctor in my
native county advised me to use arsenic
in small doses and a salve. I then used
to bathe the sores in a mixture which
In addigave almost intolerable pain.
tion I used other remedies, such as iodine,
sulphur, zinc salve, -’s Salve,
—-Ointment, and in fact I was continually giving some remedy a fair trial,
never using less than one or two boxes or
bottles. All this was fruitless. Finally
my hair began to fall out and I was rapidly
becoming bald. I used -'s -f
but it did no good. A few months after,
having used almost everything else, I
thought 1 would try Cuticura Ointment,
having previously used Cuticura Soap
and being pleased with it. After using
three boxes I was completely cured,
and my hair was restored, after fourteen
years of suffering and an expenditure of
at least $50 to $00 in vainly endeavoring
to find a cure. I shall be glad to write
to any one who may be interested in
my cure. B. Hiram Mattingly, Vermillion, S. Dak., Aug. IS, 1906.”

j

j

in check

<£

where the sores had
From that
been.
time onward I was
troubled by such

Rent,

buys ioo
5c CIGARS

\

but jmall

Aldeu house and stable. No. 23
! Washington street, Belfast. Call on
C. II. SARGENT.
44 Cedar Street.
Belfast, Aug. l, 1907.—3W32

j

a

TOTAL RESOURCES $760,000.

W. O.

Merriam_j

With

depositors.

than the

BY THREE BOXES OF
CUTICURA OINTMENT

sores

of directors and

—

For Sale

jr

Recognize

Bank’s first duty is

a

—

—

|
|

The

active, happy.

Capital of $50,01)0"Surplus over $30100,

j

■

—

rosy,

ALL DRUGGISTS; SOc. AND $1.00

We

SCALY ERUPTIONS

—

more

plump,

r-—-\

—

j

There is

A

It contains Cod Liver Oil, Hypophosphites
and Glycerine, to make fat, blood and bone,
and so put together that it is easily digested
by little folk.

A

MONTVILLE.
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Adams, who haye held
positions in the Ferris Industrial school
>f Marshallton, Del., are at home oil a
uonth’s vacation....Miss M. A. Randall of
Cugusta is visiting her brother, G. F. Ran1 all....Mr. ami Mrs. C. M. Howes spent
ast Saturday and Sun ’ay in Jefferson with
■e'atives
The Prescott reunion meets
with Mrs. Nancy Colby Saturday, Aug. toih.
are
kl:
cordiallj invit -d.

of New York for the lawn party, which will Washington street, are for rent. Enquire
of C. II. Sargent....S. W. Olson publishes
be given at the Home Wednesday evening,
; a card of thanks....
Bay horse pacer for*
August 21st.
sale. Address Look box 151, Milltown, Me. j
It was currently reported about town last
Bargains in piano’s at 'J he Fashion, i
week that Wilder S. Grant of Belfast and AdCall and see them or write for prices.*
oniram J. Grant of Northport and their sis- j
Fred Atwood, Winterport, has a few bar- !
ter, Mrs. Willis E. Wight, had fallen heir i
gains in wood and iron beam plows, also i
through the death of a relative in Texas to j a new steel
plow.Farm for sale in j
$30,000 each. The relative in question was i Montville on
Ayers Ridge. Enquire on the j
Jeremiah Mudgett, an uncle, who visited
place or of Dr. E. A.. Porter, Pittsfield, Me.... i
Belfast some years ago. The only other heirs j
The deposits of the City National Bank of |
!
1
are the children of another nephew now deBelfast
increased $40,000 during July.
ceased, and who live in Hancock county. The Four
cent is paid on savings ac- ;
per
news is said to have come from one of these
counts.. .Arnold Turner and Alvesta E. |
children, who is looking the matter up. W e j Barker of North Searsuiont
publish a !
founded.
well
the
report may prove
hope
card of thanks-Mrs. A. L. Mudgett lm*
The bay steamers were in trouble last ! just received from Buckley &
Jennings, I
week.
Thursday the Rockland broke her j New York, importers and jobbers of dry
crank-shaft and was tied up here for re- goods, a full lineof fall samples, with which
pairs, the Castine taking her place on the she will be pleased to call on customers_!
Bucksport and Camden route for that day. i See advt. of Maiue Central excursion to
Friday the Castine went to Camden and Portland and Old Orchard Sunday, August
Vinalhaven on au excursion and the Stock- 11th,
by special train-L. L. Rogers has
ton, which had been running on the Bel- bought a half interest in the firm of Damon |
fast and Castine route, took the Rockland’s AField, Belfast, aud moved to Belfast to ]
route, and the Castine, Islesboro and Bel- | enter the
shop. All kinds of shoeing ami ;
The j
fast trip was done by the Silver Star.
jobbing done.
Golden Rod has completed repairs and resumed her route aud it is expected the SWANVILLE.
Mr. and Mrs. House of Dorchester, Mass., j
Rockland will be on her route again tomor- j
have been the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Gold- |
row.
smith_Mr. and Mrs. Everett Chase of
Vandalism. Last Saturday night or i
Mass., were the guests recently of
R^xbury,
Wilof
Sunday morning the house
Edwin
liam H. Thomas, 66 Union street, was Mr. and Mrs. 11. M. Chase—Mrs.
The house is Small and Miss Edwiua Small are both imsmeared with red paint.
proving_Mr. and Mrs. II. G. Applin, Mrs.
two stories and is painted white with green
blinds. The front and ends of the house R. A. Lufkin and daughter Beatrice are the

j

It makes them

T

—

The recent death of his wife
at Augusta.
no doubt
aggravated and intensified his
mental trouble.

pale children is magical.

w

iOtITH

—

Sylvanus G. Cottrell, who had shown
symptoms of insanity for sotnp time, became
so violent last Saturday that he was committed to jail for safe keeping until the
municipal officers could act on his case. At
a hearing Tuesday he was adjudged insane
and has been taken to the insane hospital

and will load coal there for an eastern port.
Sell. T. A. Stuart, Harford, Stockton
Springs for New York with lumber, made a
harbur here Thursday and sailt-d Sunday for
her destination.The six-masked
sell Mertie B. Crowley, to be launched
and the end of the stable toward the street
August *24th from the yard of Cobb, Butler were daubed and
spattered half way up the
A Co., Rockland, is chartered to carry coal
second story windows. The blinds and the
from Newport News to Boston on' her
front door received like treatment. City
maiden trip
Sell. American Team has Marshal
Hammons was called to to the
chartered to load paving at Frankfort for scene
Sunday morning and it is hoped to
New York ...Last Friday a report wasTn
discover the offender, or offenders. Mr.
circulation that sell. C. P. Dixon had been Thomas is a veteran of the Civil
War, haviost with all hands.
The report was coring enlisted in 1861 aud served until he lost
rect, but the schooner, formerly the bark C. a leg and was discharged. He is not known
P. Dixon, was lost nearly a year ago. to have an
enemy.
Many people visited
She sailed for a West India port and was the scene of this act of vandalism
Sunday
never heard from
Capt E. S. McDonald and there is general indignation at the outis at home for a few days while his schooner,
rage.
the Annie B. Mitchell, is on the railway at
North Belfast. The annual fair and
Rockland for repairs. She is also to have a
sale of fancy articles will be held in the
new mainmast.Capt._Albert__Smith has
church Tuesday evening, Aug. 13th. A
bought a schooner and gone to coasting, musical and
literary program will be given
lie goes to Rockland this week with wood
and ice cream w ill be sold. Admission 15
and will bring lime back
Seh. Lizzie
cents ; children under 10 years, 10 cents. If
Lane which discharged a cargo of coal at
the fail will be held the next pleasthis port, is at Lewis’ wharf having her stormy,
ant evening— Mrs. Helen Stephenson and
topsides*calked....Sch. Nil Desperandum
children of Lawrence, Mass., and Dexter
is loading lumber from Dustan’s mill at the
Wiley of Houltou paid a visit to their parDuplex Roller Bushing Co.’s wharf for
ents, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Wiley last week,
Quincy, Mass.Sch. Penobscot arrived and
returned to their respective homes Frii Aug. fltli, iigbt, from Rockland, where she
Mrs. Laura Wiggin of Low ell,Mass.,is
day..
a
j discharged cargo of coal, and is at the visiting her mother,
Mrs. E. C.
i Pendleton Bros.’ yard for minor repairs
Mrs. F. C. Gay and children of Brooklyn,
The Penobscot and the Charlotte T» Sibley,
X. V., and Mr. and Mrs. W. X. Brier of Dealso in port, were built here for the Jack! troit Mich, and Miss Carrie Brier of Boston
sonville trade, which once employed quite a
are spending their vacation at the old home
ileet, and were commanded, respectively, stead with their
mother, Mrs. !i. S. Brier_
R.
Carter
and
by Capt. George
Capt. Thus. Miss Jane Xoi of Hartford, Conn., is visiG. Bartlett.
ting her friend and fellow teacher, Miss
—
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LORD’S

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.
ORGANIZED
THE STORE FOR MONEY SAVERS
BELFAST,

High Street,

ROBERT F. OUNTON, President.

MAL>E

leftist.

JWILMER

J. DORMAN, Treasurer.

HERBERT T. FIELD, Assistant Treasurer.

*

DEPOSITS, JUNE 1, 1907,
■

$1,382,744.98

■

RESERVE.

...

100,000.00

->»»•««»«»«*»«»««-

I
I
I
I

tells them what it does with their
money. A full list of the Bank’s Invest.

I
I
I

ments is

8

It takes them into its confidence and

I

always

open to their investi-

ITS DEPOSITS INCREASED

I

Dividend No. 1, December 1, 1868,
Has |ust received from BUCKLEY 8
JENNINGS of New York, Importers
and Jobbers of Dry
line of Fall Samples,

Goods, a
including

Dividend No.

78,

at the rate of

full

June

4 %

■

TOTAL.DIVIDENDS PAID TO
DEPOSITORS TO DATE,

IMPORTED FRENCH SUITINGS, IMPORT
ED FRENCH SERGE, ENGLISH MAD
SILKINE MOHAIR, SILK VOIL, STAND

Tiiis Bank is now

paying

$867.79

3, 1907,
$25,766.60

$1,240,546.28

its “Sth semi-annual dividend at the rate of

^ OJQ
ARD HIGH CREPE DE CHINES, all col
annum, and we confidently expect to maintain this rate in the future. All
per
FANCY
ENGLISH CORDOVA CLOTH
ors,
dividend interest is immediately credited to the accounts of the depositors, and
FRENCH VELOR, FANCY CLAN SILI C
if uncalled for at the time will draw interest the same as the principal sum.
PLAIDS, ALL WOOL ENGLISH DELAINES *
The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious oversight of. its
ALEXANDRE SILK CHIFFON, FANC (
Trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the patronage of its presentSCOTCH SUITINGS, LINEN SUITINGS
depositors, and will be pleased to open new accounts with any prospective de
TENNIS FUNNELS, In all colors, HEATH
positors within or without the State.
ERBLOOM TAFFETA, WHITE WAISTINGS
IRISH POPLIN, SCOTCH TARTAN
Deposits received and placed on interest the first of each
■

I
I

$40,000 During July.
4 %

is Paid

op

Savings Acconnts

I
I
M

PUI

MADRASS.

No advance in price from last year
on Dress Goods.

Thanking my customers for tbolr pa
ronage I would bo pleased to call c
them with my Now Fall Samples.
Talophono 169-4

i.

j

Also a full line of TABL E month.
LINEN, JAPANESE DRAWN WORK, ban 1
Deposits In this Bank are exempt from taxation.
made, CENTER PIECES, Including DOII
IES In all sizes to match. These linen
are made in Belfast, Ireland, for Buel
T RUST EES:
Isy 8 Jennings, In oxoluslve designs.

61 CEDAR ST.

ROBERT F. DUXTOX.
ARTHUR I. BROWX,

"4%

JAMES H. HOWES,
BE* D. FIELD.

FRED O. WHITE,

MARRIEDJN

“Uncle Abner's”

HASTE.

b
I

uight before my wedding day!
night so full of hours—were
hours so full of dreary minutes,

The

"Was
ever

ever

that seemed to crawl after each other
through its dead, cold gloom?
At last, utterly tired out, I fall

asleep.
One, two, three, four, five, six, seven,
..eight heats of the tall old clock on the
stfcir-head, outside my door, I jump
wildly’to jdv feet.
“At nine o'clock, then,” he had said.
I had only ond hour—only one hour
to be Xorah Glennie. By the time that
■

clock struck ten, I should be Xoraji
Mapleson— a wife, a true-,wife to a
true hushaud.
I re-arranged my dress with feverish
haste, and only stop to drink a cup of
milk ere I leave the house, only just in
time to catch the country train as it

passed

country

our
Once more

his.

We say

station.

my hands are clasped in
no
word: only hurry

through
sleepy streets till we enter
the dingy office, where, by some strange
method, we are made man and wife.
All is a dream to me.
I
wonder vaguely where are my
bridesmaids, where are my father and
mother?
Bah! Why of course they
are dead, long, long ago.
I have only
an uncle, and lie is lying bedridden at
the

Xorlington Farm.
The only tiling that seems real
is the shining ring on my linger.

to me
1 look
draw my old
leaving’ the
Glennie had
and out of

j

yi
IJ
\

V]
dl

could do to my “dear love.”
During the day my old uncle is taken
much worse, and lie will let no one be
near him but me.
William comes in
and out of the room, but I am tied to it
all day, till toward evening uncle falls
into a deep sleep and X can safely leave
him with his nurse.
Xt was a rambling old house, Xorlington Farm, and it had been my only
home now for nearly seven years, all of
which time William Mapleson had lived

j

as my uncle's steward and helper uu-:
der the same roof. It had been a hard, I

self-denying life for him, perhaps, but!
for me—or rather bis love for me—he
j
would never have borne it. Till lately I
the hard old man had never discovered !
our love; and when he had, there was
no more peace for us under the same
roof.
He had raged and stormed, declaring that no niece of bis should mar- I
William
ry
Mapleson, on pain of disinheritance.
Mine was
ure.

always

Perhaps

a

weak,

timid nat-

some women

(I

was no

longer a young girl; my thirtieth birth-;
day had come and gone,) would have ;
actively resented his tyranny, and as-1
serted their individual rights.

1 could !
1 was in his power, for when my
not.
parents died he had taken me in, a penuiless girl, and from that time given
me. in his peculiar, hard way, all that I

j
j
j

needed

live-not but what some’
they fully earned such 1
I scarcely ever looked at It ill I
to

would have felt

keep,

that

way,

I had been weak and helpless, alone
in the world, not very strong in health,
when he had come to my father’s funeral,and after paying all expenses,had

said: “now go up and pack up
your kit. You must come with me to
Noriingtou Farm. Can’tsay, I'm sure,
what old Betty will say, but there’s
nothing else, as I see, to t>e done. Remember, my girl, 'tis not a lady’s life I
am offering’you, but I suppose you are
not too line a lady to know what work

simply

means?”
If I had been then, all was corrected
by now. During those seven years I
have worked hard and lived hard. Yet
there are those who say old Peter Glennie is worth half a million of money.
My golden week of happiness is gone,
but," although William is gone, I am
strangely content. I do not regret the
step 1 have taken. Since the morning
after my marriage my uncle had been

better and quieter.

Old Mr. Baines,

the lawyer, had been with him a full
hour that morning, and old Jenkins
had been called into his room to sign
his name to some document, together
witli the hired nurse.
“He’s a miserable old man,” she said
to me the same day. “I suppose it’s his
will we signed. What a grudge he seems
to have against marriage. He growls
continually in his sleep about fools get-

ting married.”
“Ah!” 1 said; “he

was never married.”
“No,” she laughed. “I should not say
one was the loser by that, either.”
He had called her at this moment, and
I was left alone to overhear a conversation between old Jenkins and Betty,
who both being deaf, were talking over
the same matter in the kitchen.
“Ab, well, Betty, it’s a hard day for
the farm when William goes away; and
how’ll the old master do wi’ anew steward at his toime o’ life, I wonder?”
“He knows what he’s about, never
you fear. Do’ee think for a moment
as how he don't know a’ letting him go
is the only way o’ preventin’ a marriage
between he and Miss Xorah? Ha! ha!

ha!”
As I hear her cunning old laugh at
my expense, I sit hugging my love to

my heart. How little she knew

we were

from the same physical disturbances,
and the nature of their duties, in
many cases, quickly drift them into
the horrors of all kinds of female
complaints, organic troubles, ulceration, falling and displacements, or

perhaps irregularity

or

suppression

and everybody in Hope and
many in the adjoining towns for that
matter, joined .in making the celebration an unqualified success.
The celebration was held under the auspices of

WILKESBARRE, SCRANTON AND JEDDO LEHIGH

*uo

-PRICES-

Wilkesbarre

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound

or

Scranton, delivered and put in,
at wharf, per ton,

Pea Coal, per ton,

=

demagogues

to whom due

An Endless Chain.
Jones for a bubble wagon yearned,
Though he was short of cash;
And so he did not hesitate
To take his chances rash.
Prosperity was in the air,
The crops were waving high;
He put a mortgage on his roof
A motor oar to Duy.
Another brand of poverty
Came marching down the pike,
And Jones to his dismay perceived
His pocket it would strike;
He proved himself a financier
From whom none held aloof,
• And mortgaging bis auto then,
In turn he saved bis root.
—McLaudburgh Wilson, in New Tork Sun.

Kodoi Dyspepsia Cure
Mb—to what

you eat*

=

=

A DISCOUNT of 25c. per ton from above

prices allowed

on

delivery of coal.

^

7'^

=

=

^

delivery.

all settlements made within thirty (30

first-class, finely prepared and guaranteed satisfactory to
given to delivery outside city limits.
«g“Special

Our COALS

are

all

POCAHONTAS STEAM COAL,

j,u

patrons in weight

our

attention

m ,i

MARYLAND CO.’S GEORGES CREEK r
CHARCOAL,
WOOD OF ALL KI

HAY AND STRAW,

Telephone 220.

!

Yards foot of Spring Street.

FREEnnir.

j

their honu‘4n Seursport_M
But few farmers have finished haying,
tremely rare in the few people who
Charles Merrithew, who are
George Selwyn Kimball, Bangor’s live to such a ripe old age. He was the
there has been so much rain_Mrs. Frank
town, have gone to Boston f, ;
famous author, has built on Harhmond liveliest and jolliest figure at
Holmes and children of Somerville, Mass.,
yester- MORRILL.
K. S. Ilarriman spent Friday
street. Bangor, a handsome
residence, day’s birthday party and nobody among Rev.
are visiting relatives and
friends....
Miss Mr. Herbert Bunker
audMrs. WesleyWiggin from Whitinsand his new home which fittingly bears all the hundreds
ami faun
present was younger
and
nephew are visiting her are occupying (
the name of Far View, was on a recent in spirit than he.
ville. Mass., has been spending the past week Happy Bangs
i
apt. J. ]’. stow
Knowles
father,
Bangs....Mr. Linscott and The summer
evening the scene of a delightful ocwith her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Silas Storer
Hell
visitors are here 1,
witui/cu ivn; urn iu enlist \\

casion, when

his invitation the BanAssociation met there for
on

gor Literary
its 41st anniversary. Mr. Kimball was
the first president of this association
and after a residence of 30 years out of
the State it is highly gratifying to.'his
myriad friends hereabouts to know
that he has returned to his native
city
to make this his future home.
The
ladies were included in this invitation
and the members and their wives showered congratulations on Mr. and Mrs.
Kimball, upon their being established
in such a beautiful home.
After a season of social converse,
and participation in a
sumptuous repast post prandial exercises were held,
Vice President Charles S. Pearl offici-

the Civil War broke out in 1861,

—

—

...

■

j

\

“Pease, mania, pease, tiss me dood night.”
My blue-eyed babe with sunny curls
Stood pleading, ’twixt her sobs and tears.
1 said: “I can’t kiss naughty girls.”

HUMPHREYS’

I led her to her snowy cot,
“Pease, mama, pease,” she sobbed again.
“I won’t be naughty any more,”
I left her, all her pleadings vain.

Veterinary Specifics cure diseases
of Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs and
Poultry by acting directly on the sick pabts

I bad been reared in Spartan school
And deem’d it duty to coutrol
With rigid rule, nor never knew
That love with love should sway the soul.
1 heard her sob, my mother heart
With yearning filled to soothe and cheer.
Yet I refrained, and in her sleep
My baby still lay sobbing there.
’Twas midnight when I felt a touch,
A fever’d hand lay on my brow.
My white-robed baby pleaded still,
“Pease, mama, pease, 1 tau’t seep now.”
All through that agonizing night,
Delirious, she moaned in pain,
The little broken heart still plead
For kisses that I gave in vain.

TROY.

without loss of time.
A. A.? FEVERS,
Congestions,
Tnfiamma*
> tlons. Lung Fever, Milk Fever.

cubes

B. B. > SPRAINS, Lameness,
cubes ) Rheumatism.

Injuries,

THROAT, Quinsy. Epizootic.
5 Distemper.

C. C.) SORE
cubes

WORMS. Bota, Qruba.
E. E.) COUGHS. Colds, Influenza.
cubes > Lungs. Pleuro-Pneumonla.
P.

Inflamed

F.) COLIC, Bellyache, Wind-Blown.
) Diarrhea, Dysentery.

cubes

G.6. Prevents MISCARRIAGE.

| KIDNEY * BLADDER

DISORDERS.

At dawn, the angels hover’d near,
She nestled close and smiled and said:
“I won’t be naughty any more,"
And in my arms my babe lay—dead.

1.1. > SKIN DISEASES. Mance. Er.ptlou,
CUKIsi Ulcer,. Graoe, Farcy.

And 1 am old, the passing years
Have brought no comfort in their flight,
My heart still hears that sobbing ory—
“Pease, mama, pease, tiss me dood night."
—Kate Tbyson Marr, New York.

flOc. each; Stable Case, Ten Specifics, Book, Ac.. $7.
At druggists, or sent prepaid on receipt of price.
Humphreys' Medicine Co., Cor. William and John
Streets, New York.

J. K.
cubes

| BAp CONDITION, Starln. Cut,
f Indigestion, Stomach Staggers*

XT BOOR MAILED PRBB.

to

County Correspondence.

bride^from

tators and

Per ton

LEHICH 25 CENTS PER TON EXTRA.

Mrs. Harriet Maddoeks of Skowhegan,'
no less
than 46 years ago; and speaking of war,
Me., is visiting relatives and friends in
“Uncle Abner’’ remembers distinctly town
Mrs. M. A. Say wood of Thorndike
when the British came into Camden
visited relatives in town last week_Mr.
during the war of 1812. He was then a and Mrs. Ed. Sheldou are at home from Howyoungster of six years, having been
born three years after his native town ard, R. I., on a short vacation.... Mrs. T. X.
was incorporated.
For over 20 years in Pearson with her invalid mother is spendearly life he was a school teacher iu ing a few weeks at the Mears Cottage at
various towns in Maine and lie has
Xorthport Camp Ground-Mr. Eddie Rich
survived most of those who were his from Rockport visited friends and relatives
pupils. During his early life he served in Morrill, Waldo and Belmont last Saturday,
Hope for many years as a town official, Sunday and Monday....
Roy and Stanley
having been town clerk as long ago as
1831 and in subsequent years selectman Brown returned to Massachusetts last week.
The Ladies’ Aid Society netted about
and school committee man. For six
years he was a commissioner of Waldo $40 at their sale and ice cream social last
county and for two terms, in 1841 and Thursday evening.
ating felicitously as toastmaster. Hon. 1845, he represented Hope in the LegisHenry Lord gave many interesting lature and is undoubtedly the sole sur- LIBERTT.
reminiscences and was fo'llowed by Hr. vivor of those who assembled at AuSir. 11. A. Brown, formerly of this town
H. A. Robinson,
who contributed a gusta during those winters to make a recent graduate of the University of Col-‘
gem of poetry entitled “The House laws for the State of Maine. Thus he orado with
degree of B. A. in education,
That George Built.” Rev. Mr. Whit- lias the distinction of being botli the
j who has just completed the work for the
comb spoke interestingly of tbe
early oldest member of the Grange and the : degree of M. A. at the close of the Univerdays of this society and Mr. Kimball oldest ex-member of the Maine Legis- i
I responded feelingly when called upon. lature. His only failing seems to be sity of Colorado summer term, has been
George French of Boston was also that he has always been a Democrat, elected principal of the High school in the
present and made appropriate remarks. but there is yet time for him to out- city of Rawlins, Wyoming. Rawlins is
His Honor Mayor Woodman also added grow this unfortunate habit.
situated iu the southern part of the State
to the-interest of the occasion
Now, passing the 100th milestone, on the Union Pacific railroad between Cheyby his
felieitious words. On motion of Secre- clear ot mind and able to walk
to
daily
enne and Salt Lake City iu a splendid fanntary Blanding a vote of thanks was ex- the postoffice for the newspapers’ of
tended to Mr. and Mrs. Kimball for which he is a constant reader, “Uncle ing and cattle and sheep raising section and
is the county seat of Carbon county and the
their bounteous hospitality.—The In- Abner” Dunton is a
figure such as few
dustrial Journal.
towns in Maine or elsewhere can boast fourth city in the State iu population. It is
of, and the people of Hope honor them- said to be one of the most prosperous, grow
THE BLUEBERRY INDUSTRY.
selves in honoring him and in making ! ing, and nourishing cities in that section.
his birthday the occasion of a general Mr. Brown wil. deliver a course of lectures
The financial importance of the blue]
celebration and reunion. August on
pedagogy at one of the Wyoming teachberry industry is very difficult to esti- picnic,
will be a day long remembered
1,
1907,
ers’ institutes oefore he begins his work in
mate, even at the present time.
In
tue people of Hope, and its sister I
by
Maine the canning of blueberries is
towns may well envy it the opportu- September.
j
largely in the hands of a few leading
to participate in such a birthday ISLESBOKOpackers. The largest of these factories nity
party.—Kennebec Journal.
!
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Parker Steveus are in
has a daily capacity of TOO
bushels, and
the average annual output is 8300 cases
town for two weeks.
Mr. Stevens was reOLDEST GRANGER.
of two dozen cans each;
cently appointed president of the Lehigh
representing
0250 bushels of fresh fruit. The aver- Oldest
3Ien Fast Sixty In Danger
Living Ex-member of the Maine Valley Transit Co., and on leaving here
age price per case for the canned fruit
takes up the duties of his new office with
Legislature.
More than half of mankind over sixty is
81.00, in other words, the value of the
l.
Under the aus- headquarters in Allentown, Penn.Mrs.
years of age suffer from kidney and bladder annual
Me.,
Hope,
Aug.
disorders, usually enlargement of prostate not far product of this one factory is pices of Hope Grange, I\ of II., there Eben liabbidge is visiting her mother, Mrs.
from 815,000. The number of
This is both painful and dangerilauds.
hands employed in the various factories was celebrated in this town today the G. D. Pendleton-Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Penjus, and Foley’s Kidney Cure should be
centennial anniversary of Hon. Abner
would aggregate about one
taken at the first sign of danger, as it corhundred, Dunton, who enjoys’ the remarkable dleton, Jr. of New York, with daughter
rects irregularities and has cured many old
but including the
are spending their vacation at the
rtiere
are
pickers,
distinction of being the oldest Granger Harriet,
men of this disease.
Mr. Rodney Rurnett, from luoo to 2000
men, women and chil- in the
world, as well as the oldest living old home—A most enjoyable evening was
Rockport, Mo., writes: “1 suffered with en- dren employed in the
blueberry picking ex-member of the Maine Legislature. spent last Thursday evening at the lawn
larged prostate gland and kidney trouble
lor years and after taking two bottles of industry during canning season. About
The town celebrated its own centen- party given by the 2nd Baptist church. The
Foley’s Kidney Cure I feel better than 1 830,000 is distributed among the pickers nial anniversary three years ago, but grouuds were prettily decorated with Japaeach
have for twenty years, although I am now
year.—Bangor News.
that event was almost of a local char- nese lanterns. Cake, Ice oream and home11 years old-.”
acter compared with today’s jubilee, at i made
ft vj141U yuftSTJUN SETTLED.
candy were sold, netting about 5 to.
Which nearly every town iu Knox comi- ....Mrs. Horace B. Babb and her two sons
THE HAYWOOD VERDICT.
was
There
officially represented.
The vexed question of the glue fac- ty
are in town for the summer.Mrs. Simare 19 subordinate granges, with a total
The trial and the verdict must be a
tory, which has been troubling South- membership of about
mons Moody was called to Boston last week
and
all
of
1500,
sad blow to an army of Socialist agita- west Harbor the past three
years, has them sent large delegations to do honor by the illness of her husband. Capt. Moody
tors and demagogues who were looking been settled. The factory, which lias
to their centenarian brother.
is reported better at this writing.The
for a martyr to their cause and thought figured in one of the longest and hardThe forenoon feature was a parade Zigzag Club gave a food sale at the Casino,
that they had found one in Haywood.
est fought suits in the county, with the
led by the Camden Baud, in which each
When the trial began the Judge was
hotel proprietors aud cottage people
Ryder’s Cove, Thursday evening, the prohad a float or decorated buckdescribed as “a corporation tool;” the arrayed orpoue side and the owners of grange
ceeds to go toward repairing the sidewalk.
board.
J.
A.
Anuis
had
an
elaborate
jurors were “puppets of plutocracy;” the factory and some of the townsto New York
float, on which rode 50 children dressed .F. S. Pendleton returned
the “vultures and vipers” of Wall people on the other, has been closed
by
morning.
iu
Monday
white.
Rev.
E.
W.
Treble
of
Charlstreet were demanding the blood of the an injunction which has
just been isinnocent in order to rivet tighter the sued by Chief Justice Emery, which ton, Mass., was marshal of the day, hav- SIVANVILLE CE.NXER.
shackles of capitalism upon the limbs closes the factory between June 25 aud ing for aids Josiah H. Hobbs, George
Mrs. Auna White of Winterport is visitE. Grant and X. F. Barrett. Mr. Dunuf labor. Every Socialist and trades- September 15. This injunction is
per- ton rode in a carriage drawn
ing her stepson, H. P. White, for several
two
by
unionist in the country was asked to
manent, and settles on<5e and for all the blooded horses owned
by II. M. Bean, weeks_Albert Datum has had his house
believe that Haywood could not have a vexed question. The
factory will be the well-known Camden shipbuilder.
newly painted on the outside—Mrs. Anna
fair trial; that be was to be hanged re- permitted to run during the
remaining
Payson of Hope and Aubrey W'hite and Mrs. II. P. White spent last
gardless of the evidence; that he was to months of the year, and the compro- W.Henry
Dunton of Boston presided over the
be the helpless victim of a judicial mise will probably suit all parties.
Thursday with Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Clements.
literary exercises at the Union church. ....Mrs. Everett Leufest is working for
murder because he dared defeud unionAddresses were made by Hon. R. F.
Mrs. E. II. Nickerson.Miss
ism.
Georgia Rumsellers Upset.
Dunton and Hon. John R. Dunton of Mr. and
at the home of
Yet a "corporation court” took utSenator L. M. Staples of Wash- Ethelyu Moody is visiting
Belfast,
most pains to safeguard all of Hay31. Chaos reigns ington, Gilford B. Butler of South her uncle, E. A. Robertson-Mrs. Mary
6a.,
Augusta,
July
wood’s rights and privileges. A "cor- in the
liquor traffic in this State today, Thomaston and Thomas A. Hunt of Robertson, who has been with Miss Louise
poration Judge” charged the jury since it is a foregone conclusion that Camden. Original poems were read by Cunningham for some time, is with her
of
the
defendant
in
favor
strongly
the hill providing for absolute prohibi- F. W. Smith of Rockland, A. W. Dundaughter, Mrs. Dick Brown of Belfast, who
emphasizing the fact that—
tion after Jan. 1, will be signed by ton and Rev. E. W. Preble.
is sick....Eugene Lampson and
Under the statutes of this State a Governor Smith before the end of the
Jouesport are visiting his grandparents,
person cannot be convicted of a crime week. Dispatches from Savanah and
Mr. and Mrs. Jenuys....Mrs. Auna Maria
Preble Goes to Asylum.
upon the testimony of an accomplice other cities tell a story of financial loss
unless such accomplice is corroborated that runs into
West of Frankfort visited her sister, Mrs.
many millions. Augusta
by other evidence which of itself and will lose $2,500,000 in property values
Bath, July 81.
Sidney K. Preble, Beal, last Friday.Mrs. Webb is quite
without the aid of the testimony of ac- and license taxes.
Columbus will lose charged with the murder of Norris W. well again. Mrs. Beal has ridden out severconnect
the
defendtends
to
complices
Atlanta’s loss will almost Heath at Bowdoinham, Saturday, May al times but is not gaining as rapidly as her
heavily.
ant with the commission of the offense treble that of all other
taken from Auburn jail to the
whiskey selling 11, was insane
friends could wish....Mr. and Mrs.
charged, and the corroboration is not places in the State.
State
asylum Wednesday by many
Gilmore of Stockton and Mr. and Mrs.
Chas.
sufficient if it merely shows the com1.
Sheriff
H.
on
an
It was stated here
Purington
that the Deputy
of Monroe visited Mr. and
mission of the offense or the circum- railroads have offeredtoday
to transport order from Justice Whitehouse of the David Wingate
stances thereof.
breweries and stills to other States free Supreme court, issued on motion of Mrs. II. P. W’hite last Friday—The farmof
of
A jury composed
“puppets
of freight charge.
Florida and Ala- Preble’s counsel. He will be examined ers say that not since modern machinery
plutocracy” packed to convict Hay- bama are the States to which the as to his sanity until the time for his was invented has there been so much hay
all
the
after
carefully weighing
wood,
whiskey interests will move from trial before the Supreme court in this standing so late in the summer as now, and
evidence in the case, decided that lie Georgia.
city the latter part of August. Preble about all that has been cut is more or less
In short, the “pup.
was not guilty.
aftd Heath lived near together. The
former is 15 years old and the latter damaged by rain. Poor hay will be the
pets of plutocracy” brought in the
“TISS ME DOOD NIGHT.”
rule next winter.
same verdict as the “unofficial jury” of
was 18.

process of law lias so flatly given the
lie?
If socialism really was on trial with
Haywood, then socialism is convicted
of being an ass.—New York World.

(°n ,eve|)
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Pinkham’s

Socialists.
What becomes of the “conspiracy?”
What becomes of all this cheap socialistic buncombe designed to delude the
weak-minded and sow the seeds of a
class war? What becomes of the agi-

Coal

THE BELFAST FUEL i HAY CO.

citizen,

the local grange, and the fact that
Uncle Abner became a member of that
organization only a few months ago is
everywhere
sufficient evidence of the activity and
HISUIMBI
Utowiviue lUUt UV1UO
|
interest in public affairs which he
l
the record for the largest number of
_,
possesses ag he rounds out a full ceu“»“*1 ourea of female U1b Is
MRS. A. M. HAQERMANN
tury of life in the old town where he
was born and where most of his
many
years have been spent. All the 19 subordinate granges of Knox county joined
made from simple native roots and herbs. For more than thirty years
in honoring the oldest member of their
it has been’helplng women to be strong, regulating the functions pergreat order.
fectly and overcoming pain. It has also proved itself invaluable in pre“Uncle Abner’s” birthday.party was
paring for child birth and the Change of Life.
made a general ’town picnic and jubilee
Mrs. A. M. Hagermann, of Bay Shore, L. I., writes:—Dear Mrs.
}|
j
in which everybody participated, and a
Pinkham:—“I suffered from a displacement, excessive and painful
sort of Old Home gathering which
functions so that I had to lie down or sit still most of the time.
brought back Hope’s long absent sons
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has made me a well woman so
and daughters from near and far.
that I am able to attend to my duties. I wish every suffering woman
There was a long parade and appropriwould try Lvdla E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and see what relief
ate literary exercises at the church.
it will giv^ them.”
j
And what a happy thought it was to
have this reunion and celebration
Mrs.
Standing Invitation to Women
center around the life of the town’s
Women suffering from any form of female illness are invited to write
only centenarian, a man in whose long
Mrs. Pinkham. at Lynn. Mass, for advice She is the Mrs. Pinkham who
and active career there has been nothhas been advising sick women free of charge for more than t^ehtj
ing except what has made him honored
rears, and before that she assisted her mother-in-law Lydia E. Pinkand respected by ail who have known
ham in advising. Therefore she is especially well qualified to guide
him. For many years Mr. Dunton has
siok women back to health.
been known throughout his section of
the State, and in more distant sections
also, for a remarkable mental acutemarried under her very nose, as it were. AT AUTHOR KIMBALL’S HEW HOME. ness and physical agiiity which is exVUBV

Your Winter’s

Buy

In the town of Hope August 1st, over
in Knox
county, there was celebrated
the largest and most unique
birthday
party ever held in Maine. It was nothing less than the celebration of the
100th birthday of “Uncle Abner” Dunton, the town’s oldest and best beloved

nervousness, irjl causing baokache,
rltability, and sleeplessness.
jyi
Women
/
should re-

at it in a kind of fear as I
kid glove over it before
house into which Xorah
gone a few minutes ago,
which now h white, startled woman
was issuing—Xorah Mapleson.
“Hou’t he so distressed, my darling!
lton’t look so, or I cannot hear it!”‘
We should have parted, and kept true
1 draw a deep breath. He takes my
faith to each other, if my strength had
hand firmly and lays it oil his arm as lie
not been weakened when that good ofhurries me through the streets hack in t
fer to him to go to Canada had come so
the direction of ttie railway station.
Then he had prayed me to
“Mine—mine forever! Ido not fear I suddenly.
him before he started, so that if
the future now!” is all my husband J marry
mv uncle died I might at once come to
says; hut there is a world of’love in his him as his wife. And now William was
eyes.
The ship had sailed, and I was
Poor William! in a week's time he gone.
but happier far than if I had dewill he on the ocean, and we will have alone,
nied him his prayer. All through the
for
parted
many
months—perhaps week I had not been out of the house.
years.
Of this he seemed to take full care by
1 get out of the train alone, as he is
me near him by every pretence
going on some business two stations keeping
he could think of.
further on; then tie will come hack for
The ship had sailed only one week
the rest of the week to the farm.
when my uncle died suddenly; and then
“Before you go into the room, wife,
on the day of his lonely funeral came'
darling, you will take it off?” and he the
reading of the will. I came down
touches my finger, on which the bright
with my wedding ring exposed for the
new wedding-ring glitters.
first time. It was noticed at once. Miss
“I cannot!” 1 say shuddering.
"It
Glennie and Mr. Baines looked aghast
is unlucky to remove a wedding ring?”
at me. The doctor, who had attended
“But, my darling, his sharp eyes will
my poor old uncle, looked horrified, as
well he might, knowing that it meant
The train eoes on. and 1 am alone. I
disinheritance to me if I married.
see his face looking at me frum tlie winOld Betty’s eyes had a wicked gleam
dow. alarmed and anxious, but I nod
in them as she said: “Perhaps you didn’t
reassuringly, and be smiles.
and William Mapleson, that
It causes no remark that I have been know, you
would lose everything if you marout so early this morning, for every- you
ried?”
thing lately is so upset by reason of my
“We did not care to think of it,” I
uncle’s illness and William’s near desaid. “I should have sailed with him
parture. Then, again, there is only old had not
me with—your
Betty in the kitchen; and perhaps', she master.” my duty kept
scarcely knows I have been out: and if
At that moment I could not say “my
the nurse who lias been called in to atold Betty looked so malicious.
tend my uncle knows, she, doubtless, uncle,”
“And so,” she said, “you have gone
thinks X have been in town on some
and lost a fortune—lost a fortune to get
household errand.
married?”
About my ring. I must bide it; but
I cannot describe the insolent sneer
I cannot take it off.
1 hurry up into
with which she hissed out the words.
my room, and hurriedly turn over the
“I made his will the 27th of this
contents of an old musty dressing case,
that had been my father’s. Where can month, my dear lady, decreeing it so,”
said the lawyer, and added, “When
it be?
That old garnet ring, with the
were you married?”
queer groove in it, that I reel sure will
“On the 20th, Mr. Baines.”
let this thin wedding ring slip into it,
The old gentleman stared at me, then
and so keep my secret from prying eyes.
With hot, trembling lingers I'tiud it; it rapidly read the short will. I was to
does exactly as I thought it would do. be disinherited of more than half a
With that broad old ring always on. million of money if I married from that
date—so it was worded.
X need fear no discovery.
X'one but
But I was married the day before.
should ever know that under it

myself
lay another, the tiny circuit of gold
binding me stronger than iron bands

ALL WOMEN
SUFFER

Birthday.

Troy friends of William Gilkey, formerly
of this town, have received tidings of his
death, which occurred at his home iu Grant’s
Pass, Oregon, July 17, 1907. lie was boru
iu Troy, Maine, September 4,1821, and was
the last of his father’s family. In 1852 he
married Miss Nancy Smart of Troy, who
Of their family of nine
survives him.
children seven are living. All were born
in Maine, but are now living in Western
homes_Mrs. A. L. Woods, after spending
a few weeks in Harwich, Mass., arrived
last week to join her husband at the old
home here....Mrs. Mary Bagley of Pittsfield is a guest at Lorenzo Garcelon’s....
Mrs. Sarah L. Rogers and Mrs. Noble of
Mr.
Pittsfield visited in town last week
and Mrs. Arthur Robbins of Plymouth,
Mass., have been visiting their sister, Mrs.
L. J. Sanderson—C. A. Stevens of Syracuse, N. Y., arrived Monday to join his
family at M. V. B. Mitchell’s—Miss Zue
Myriok is visiting in Monroe. Miss Vena
Myrick, who spent some days in Freedom,
—

returned home Monday....K. F. Day of
Portland, Oregon, has been the guest of his
sister, Mrs. B. H. Ward, the past week.
They started Monday to visit friends in
Farmington and Lewiston.

»

family have arrived to arrange for the fall
at the Academy.Winifred Hodge
has returned from Charlemont, Mass.,
where she has been visiting a schoolmate.

term

Mrs. Gustavus Bellows has returned
from visiting her sister’s children in Lewiston— The Ladies’ Circle enjoyed a lawn
party at the G. A. R. hall last {Saturday af—

ternoon.
SEARSHONT

AH the cottages are opened am:
Alumni and ilersey Retreat a;-

previous years....The schooll
was damaged
by lightning
ago, lias been repai-ed.
storm the attendance atchun
last Sunday
The farmers
hard work to make their
hu>
damp weather—Mr. Meil Gram
ed the store near steamboat whir
ice cream, fruit and confection,':
—

!

!

1

Rev. and Mrs. Edward Cunningham of
Brooklyn, N. Y,, are the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. W. L. Bickford.Trot. H. E. Cobb
of Chicago is passing the month of
August
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. I). Ii. Cobb.
Mrs. Cobb will go to the Adirondacks and
will visit Searsmont in October, when the
early frosts have dispelled the danger of
I have found a tried and tested civ* f
her enemy, hay fever....Mr. and Mrs. 11.
matiim! Nota remedy that will 5:111:2
M. Ripley of Melrose, Mass., are
guests of j distorted limbs of chronic cripples, n
growths back to flesh again. That is
the McFarland sisters_Miss Helen Beebee of Pemaquid is visiting friends in | But I can now surely kill the pains ar.
this deplorable disease.
town. .A large number of our people attendIn Germany—with a Chemist in tv
ed the Hope Centennial celebration last
Darmstadt—I found the last IngrNeal
is
which
Dr. Shoop’s Rheumatic Rem.dy
Thursday-Henry
doing a good |
business with his buckboard and parties ; a perfected, dependable prescript
find it a great convenience.... Miss Lida 1 that last ingredient I successfully ir.-at
Wentworth of Natick, Mrs. Freedom Went- j Many cases of Rheumatism: but no\», 1.
cures all curable eases of
worth and Masters Russell and Alden of 1 formly
much dnw.ded disease. Those siwii
Waltham, Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs. \ wastes, found in Rheumatic Blood, >•
Geo. Luce—Mrs. Marriner’s ice cream
and pass away under the action <'f:
parlor is well patronized every Wednesday freely as does sugar when added t
And then, when dis Ived, these 1 ci.
and Saturday evenings_President Bragfreely pass from the system, and t!.don’s lecture was very interesting and was
Rheumatism is gone forever. There
enjoyed by all who were present.Rev. real need—no actual excuse to suffer
Edward Cunningham of Brooklyn, N. Y., out
help. Wo sell, and in confidence r
will preach at the Methodist church Sunday Aug. 11th.

5

Rheumatism
>>

(

:.t

|
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j
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Br.

MONROE.
l lie Clement

s family reunion will lie lieM
the town hall Thursday, August find. It
is Imped that all the relatives will make a
special effort to attend this year and will
come prepared to furnish something for the
entertainment-Mrs. Frank Moore and
children from Franklin, Mass., who have
been visiting her relatives, Mr. and Mrs.
John Moore and Miss Lizzie Moore, have
gone to Searsport to visit her parents and
other relatives.Miss Azubah Myrick of
Troy spent last week with her friend Miss
Ethel Chase-Mrs. Evio lliers, daughter
and grandchild from Massachusetts, are visiting Mrs. lliers' sisters, Mrs. Fred Parker
ami Mrs. K. \V. Mayo
Fred Dolloff of
Gardiner is visiting at his uncle’s, Albert
Durham’s-William Chapman of Springfield, Mass., is visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Lewis Ritchie-Master Amos Conant gave
a birthday party to his young friends one
day last week-Scott Larrabee died last
week, aged about 114 years, lie was a hard
working, industrious man. While haying
for Charles Tasker he was thrown from a
load of hay, striking on the back of his neck
and injuring the spine.
The body was
paralyzed and he lived live days, remaining
unconscious nearly to the end.
His death
seems particularly sad as he leaves a wife
and two small children to mourn their loss.
Mrs. Annie Ferry and children from
Medway, Mass., are visiting relatives in
town.... Rale Thnrlougli, who had a shock a
few weeks ago and has been dangerously ill
since, is thought to be a little better at the
present writing, llehas been kindly looked
out for by the Masonic Lodge and the
Knights of Pythias-Frank Littlefield was
thrown from a hay-tedder .Saturday and
badly shaken up, but was fortunate not to
receive any serious injuries_Mrs. J. II.
Lufkin has gone to lioston to be with her
daughter, Mrs. Frank Henderson, whose
son Harold is ill.
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Rheumatic Rem dy
R. H. MOODY. BELFAS
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Do not

purchase any Timothy See.:
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SANDYrOINT.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Stowers and children
of South Weymouth, Mass., are in town,
the guests of his parents, Capt. and Mrs.
J.P. Stowers.Mr. Alfred Black and
daughter, Miss Lelia, of Everett, Mass., are
spending their vacation here.Mrs.
William Temple and sou Ralph of Philadelphia visited relatives here several days
last week....W. A. Young of Boston arrived recently- for a visit of several weeks
his family-Rev. T. 11. Derrick and wife
of Andover, Me., are occupying the upptr
tenement of the Rice cottage for two weeks.
Mr. Derrick's mother from New York is
with them... Mrs. Tyler and Miss Tyler of
Boston are boarding at Mr. C. A. French’s.
....Mr. and Mrs. Lauriston Smith of Los
Angeles, Cal., who have been visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Smith, for
several weeks left last week for California.
....Mrs. Mary Blair of Hartford, Conn.,
and Mrs. Lelia Libby of Chicago, who have
been visiting their parents, have returned
to their homes....Miss Ora Libby of Prosspectvisited here last week....F. R. Daggart, Esq., of Brooks is here on business_
Miss Florence McLain of Bostou is boarding with Mrs. II. H. Morin....N. C. Partridge is steward of stmr. Rockland of the
Bucksportand Camden line.Mr. and
Mrs. George Darling of Providence, R. 1.,
who arrived here in their yacht, have gone
to Boston fora while....Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Littlefield and
son John of Brewer
spent Sunday with relatives here_Mr.
Astle and family, who have been here for a
month, have returned to their home in
Uoultou
Mrs. John Littlefield and Miss
Jennie Perkins of Boston, who were here
recently, have gone to Penobscot for a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Loomis Eames have returned

Low

grade Timothy

l>e

j

purclm
cents per bushel less than
good
can

\

Do not take any that will test 1.
cent pure.
We

j

are now taking into store a cai h
thy that tests DS» per cent pinquality Red Clover, Alsyke Ur.
Hungarian.

We have-j Row Seed
ley for feed.

33, 35, 37
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Beltos’

8-2.

LIVE STOCK

r. L.

Burnham,'"

LlnbY,

-ANl)

AMERICAN

—

HOUSE, BOSTON,

Weekly shipments of live stoek

MA

i-

Market.

Cars leave Belfast every M.
ing and Burnham Monday noon. I>m.
croft every Saturday morning.
I

consignment, promising you promj•;
factory returns with the party's
dress I sell

your slock

to.

Write

<

directions and my weekly market H-i i«

>

Prohate Court held at Belfast.
for the Countv of Waldo, on tin
July, A. D. 19(57.
1 UHELII S 1). COOSE, creditor
Keene, laie of Stockton Sprint
County of Waldo, deceased, havni:
petition praying that Walter.I. Civ.n
appointed administrator ot the estate
ceased.
Ordered, That ttie said petitionergivall persons interested hy causing a «■•!'>
order to he published three weeks
The Republican Journal, a newspapei
a* Belfast, that they may appear at ■<
Court, to he held at Belfast, within ai
County, on the 13th day of August, v. I *
at ten of the clock before noon, ami show
any they have, why the prayer of said
3w3»>
should not be granted.
At

a

GEO. E. JOHNSON

;

*

i

1

Atruecopy. Attest:

Chas. P. Hazeltink, Reg

WANTED
COMPETENT WOMAN as lielpei
Girls’ Home, Belfast, Me. Must lacook. Apply at the Home or to the sen
2e
MRS. E. L. BRACK 1 I
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used perfume to such an extent
caused a man to exclaim,
who by us so proudly just

'-,v

3f Charities and Corrections
>
October.

person

went
v a

CONFERENCE
to

A CHRISTMAS OUTING.

belHeld in
ITS

Colognial Dame!”
Woman's Home Companion.

A call for a State Conference of Charities aud Corrections to meet in eithe r
Lewiston or Auburn about Oct. 21 has
been signed by a number of the prominent
people of the State. At the
National Conference of Charities aud
Corrections held in Portland three years
ago scores were present from all parts
of Maine. At Philadelphia last year
Maine had 30 delegates and at Minneapointment cured me of eczema olis this
year 12. Many unable to get
The cure
i. ved me a long time.
conferences
to "these national
icnt”—Hon. S. W. Matthews, away
Labor Statistics, Augusta, have asked that there be in Maine as in
:.er
other States a State conference where
the philanthrophic people of every form
bill.
a
use kicking against
gas
of belief aud opinion can exchange ideas
two feet, while the gas bill has
and come to know each other.
.sand.—Norristown Times.
So the churches of Auburn and Lews
the bowels, promotes easy iston have invited those interested to
veuieuts, cures constipation— meet in one of tlieir cities to
organize a
Ask your druggist for
-gnlets.
conference which shall meet yearly.
•cuts a box.
dolabout
one
million
As Maiue spends
A good deal depends on the forlars a year for her charities and correchabits."
mal lv
tions it is important for the workers
■I know it. When 1 was a baby
along different lines to meet together
: paid a woman to wheel me about
The expenditure for
to compare notes.
been pushed for money ever
the unfortunate and delinquent citizens
lioseieaf.
is about the largest single item for
suffer five minutes with croup
which the tax payers money goes. It
\
Dr. Thomas’ Electric Oil at
is expected that a very large number
,.:'s like magic.
of the keepers of the almshouses, the
•Do you think the doctor is going boards of overseers and their secretaMr". Jones?”
ries, the selectmen who administer relie may, if I can only follow orof the
d me’to drink hot water thirty lief, the directors and officers
private relief societies, the neighborDu e every meai, but I'll be blamed
,rd work to drink bot water fur hood workers, the district nurses, the
workers for children, for fallen girls,
:.tes."—Harper’s Weekly.
those in charge of the public hospitals,
1 of a man would you like for
insane asylums, institutions for the feewidower. ble minded, the deaf and the blind, the
ler a bachelor or a
alar which.”—Illustrated Bits.
keepers of the State's prison and county jails, the probation officers and all
For Over Sixty Years.
others interested in such matters, will
Well-Tried Remedy. be at the
ami
conference, besides a large
soothing syrup has been numberof
public spirited citizens. The
ver sixtv vears by millious of
of
various almshouses have
the
their children while teething, keepers
It soothes the child, a chauee to compare notes as to ways
: success.
gums, allays all pain, cures of economizing and of securing better
aid > the best remedy for Diar- care for those with them. Men from
Sold by all over the State are interested in the
easant to the taste.
everv
part of the world. question of the indeterminate sentence,
Its value is iucents a" buttle.
“How l-.as it succeeded where it lias |
Guuranteed under the Food
been tried? What are the objections
j
Act, June 30tb, 1900, Serial
raised
against it?" People want to hear j
1098.
botli sides impartially presented.
worse? to wear a wig or to
The probation work has been a great i
;eeu
lonely hairs carefully
smooth white surface of your success in many cities where it has been ]
tried.
What are the objections to the j
—I’eoria Herald-Transcript.
extension of the probation system? !
nrtorsed by the County.
The child labor problem has aroused j
••
popular remedy in Otsego
Both sides of this t
the best friend of my family," national attention.
the pub- i
M
Dietz, editor and publisher question should be laid before
Journal, GilbertsvilJe, N. V., lie. The philanthrophic workers feel
New Discovery. It has proved they can make tlieir work more efficient
t.
ble cure for coughs and colds, by learning from each other's experi: t work of the worst of them.
ence, feeling that all interested in phil.-ep a bottle in the house. 1 anthrophic work in the State should
the most valuable prescripknow each other better, so that the co; Luna and Throat diseases.” |
operation may be closer. The Maine
never disappoint the taker,
liy .w Drug store. Trice 50c and | Central has already arranged reduced i
; bottle free.
rates for transportation for delegates. j

BY F. H. BURYESON.

—

A Christmas eve in the early eighties!
The day had been cold and clear, with a

blood
you down—makes you
o;im for organic diseases. Buri Bitters purifies the blood—cures
_builds you up.
Is there no sigh of the train ?”
igont—“Don't worry; your ticket
>:ty-fivedays.”-Fliegende Blaetruns

fifty-mile northwest blizzard churning
the waters of New York Bay.
I was

,.
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turea
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m

tugetner one mgm
in a manner polite,
a cigar ?''
led, “Stop the ear:

me

The

Limit

of

a

Life.

medical scientists are
the conclusion that the geu1 limitation of human life is
vli,« ilie attainment possible
meed knowledge of which the
possessed. The critical pe-

duration,

its

mimes

seems

to

,uid 00; the proper care of the
■this decade cannot be too
1. carelessness then being
Nature’s best helper
vitv.
Kleet’ric Hitters, the scientific |
that revitalizes every organ
Guaranteed by E. H. Moody,
_ed a new musical critic. Will
: oreak him in?,’ said the man-

'■nteswen.
Know”

s, a prominent business man
.‘that Kucklen’s Arnica Salve
>-vt aud surest healing salve ever
sere, burn or wound, or to a
,i\

I've used it aud know what
: about.”
Guaranteed by R. II.
mggist. 25c.

understand that you are
in the country?”
me—“Yes, so far I have. The
a -.ve borrowed everything else.”
Home Companion,
•1

u.-e

lu^ular

as

the

Sun”

old as the race. No
.-:ng and setting of the sun is
•miliar performance in the uinit :» the action of the liver and
•i
regulated with l>r. King’s
Guaranteed by R. Ii.
Rills.
Mlggist. 25C.
>i<>u

as

honest he wouldn’t steal
admiring friend.
thought much of the pin test,”
Mi s Cayenne. “Try 1 im with an
—Answers.
is
the

an

so

Memorial to

ho have stomach trouble, no matight, should give every possible
Iigestiveorgans, so that the food
•>ted with the least effort. This
■.e by taking something that con-

I

digestive properties—some:\‘ "Joi.
For Indigestion aud Dys■’«!(,! is a preparation of vegetable
-mains the very same juices
a
healthy stomach. It digests
-at
Sold by R. H. Moody.
“Has your wife a good cook

*

:u—“I don’t know; I have not
hue morning."—Pioneer Press.

i

I

1

open ami the skin clean
a
cut, burn, bruise or
Witt’s Carbolized U itch llazel
'-s the pores and heals quickK. 11. Moody.
pores

M

have

B
K

B
■

wedding trip, in the motor)

1

*

we must settle down now.
kiss each other once every

S}]
K

i. you must

Ill?

i.

a

ye

1

|

t
a

.ly.

w

"

9

9

•■■■

9

a!

j

Jacob

—

j

Abbott.

Wholesale Grocers.

dustrial Journal.
Ouh Clubbing Offers. Owing to the
crowded condition of our columns we have
had to discontinue the advertisements of
clubbing offers, and will present them
briefly here. They apply only to subscriptions paid in advance; and w lien payment is
made it should be stated what premium, if
any, is desired. It is also necessary to say
that none of these publications are mailed
with The Journal or from this office. We

as

to

make it

Little Early Risers don’t sicken
small Pills, easy to take. Sold by

<

H

■

the

lie needs exeroise; she sits stiil

tuucb,"
set her a silk skirt.”will that help?”
'tep moving so
-Houston Post.

■

9
9
9
9
<9
9
9

or

ioves our baby, rosy, sweet
warm,
places on her neck and dimples

''

“v

a

•S

exaggera-

'as so thin and cross, used to cry
Hi pain—
-" ve
her Cascasweet, now she’s
’■
bold by R. H. Moody.

Jl

a
a

|I

iiei arms.

a
*

*

an

ask her her age,
-hues?”—Bon Vivant.

9

j§

tig she tells you is
ever

■

a

prominent dealer of Yining,
been selling DeWitt’s

adder Pills for about a year
better satisfaction than any
'id.
There are a dozen people
ive used them andthey give perlion iu every case. I have used
1 with liue results." bold by

i

■

j

Thurston & Kingsbury,
Bangor’s
wholesale
grocers, have recently had
finished off at their wholesale establishment on Broad street, a modern and
finely equipped extract room which is
used in connection with the manufacture of flavoring extracts for which this
firm is rapidly gaining a high reputation. Thurston & Kingsbury manufacture about 26 different flavoring extracts and of many of these four diferent grades are produced. Their extract of vanilla is not exceeded by any
of the famous brands in quality and
purity and they use only the finest grade
of beans in its manufacture.—The In-

"I liave

/

m
a

Bangor’s

let me drive then;
wly."—Fliegende Bladter.

I

fl
9

I

mg,
ii

■

|

Old Home Week will have several
features of especial interest for present
and former residents of Farmington
this year. The chief of these are the
reunion of the students of the Farmington Academy, the dedication of the
bronze tablet on the front of the Jacob
Abbott house and the perfecting of an
organisation for the prts rvation of the
house and grouftds at Fewacres, as the
home of the famous historian was call
ed. Ills son, Rev. Edward Abbott of
Cambridge, Mass., will be present to
represent the descendants of the late
Mr. Abbott. The exercises will take
place Wednesday, August 14. Thus
far *1,659 has been contributed to the
fund for the purchase and preservation
of “Fewacres” and *500 more is needed.

a!

i

I

vision engineer of maintenance of way
of tlie Philadelphia division of the Baltimore and Ohio railroad. From June.
1891, to April, 1893, he was division engineer of maintenance of way of ttie
Pittsburg division, same road. From
April, 1893, to Dee. 1. 1895, lie \yas roadmaster of the New York division of the
New York. New Haven and Hartford
railroad at Stamford. On Dec. 1. 1895,
and until July, 1898, Mr. Elweil was
division superintendent of the New
England railroad, and from July 1,189S,
to Feb. 1, 1991, lie was superintendent
of the Norwich division of the New
York, New Haven and Hartford railroad with headquarters at Norwich.
Oil Feb. 1. 1901, Mr. Elweil came to
this city as assistant superintendent of
the Shore line division. On May 1, 1902,
lie went to the Air Line-Northamptou
division as superintendent, and on Jan.
20, iyf'4, lie returned to this city as superintendent of the Shore line division.
M r. Elweil is considered a capable railroad man and is well liked by his subordinates.—The Day, New Loudon. Conn.,
July 25th.

led the city editor ; “I'll bring
phonograph this afternoon."—
h\erbody Should

Capable Railway Man.

Charles Clement Elweil, superintendent of the Shore line division, was horn
July It'., 1855, at Belfast, Me. He was
graduated from the Maine state college
Afat Oroao, with the degree of C. E.
ter being employed in the United States
lighthouse service he entered the railway service in 1882 as assistant enginee'r on the New York and New England railroad, since which time he lias
been consecutively connected with railFrom August, I.-84. to
road affairs.
March, 1891, he was assistant engineer
and roadmaster of the W ilmiugtou aud
Northern railroad at Wilmington, Del.
From March to June, 1891, lie was di-

nent

•in

1

V,

“Whom is that man throw
,t.lf:-ss to?”
gbert—“Must
be you.
He’s my
1
"l, you know!“—Yonkers Statesman
>'ei repent of
eating too little, “was
1
-en rules of life of Thomas Jelfer
'"'it of Hie United States, and th<
in
every one without exceptiot
hot weather, because it h
1
■""1, even in small quantities, to bi
when the blood is at high tempera
'■1 this
season we should eat sparing
"periy. We should also help th(
i' much
as possible by the use of
t"1 For
Indigestion and Dyspepsia
* ll
rest the stomach by digesting th«
Sold by R. H. Moody.
’linn

Again
is what Mrs. Loc|
Stovall, of Tilton, Qa,
said after taking
Kodo! for Dyspepsia. Hundred*
of other want

—^wemen

have to pay for these publications one year
in advance, and they are then sent from
their respective offices to our subscribers.
Our clubbing offers are as follows for one
year’s subscription paid in

—

adjance:

The Journal and Farm & Home.*2.00
The Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.545
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine.. 2.10
The Journal and New Idea Magazine.. 2.10
The Journal and Tri-Weekly Tribune.. 2.80
of Julia Wasd Howe, the Brooklyn Eagle asserts that President Roosevelt
is now “The Battle Him of the Republic.”
But for the matter of sex, Mrs. Carrie Nation doubtless feels that it might have Ben
Hur.—Richmond Times Dispatch.

Speaking

1

art

being rej stored to perfect
health by this remedy. YOU may b*
weil if you will take
it

Indigestion causes
nearly all the sick-

—

For

Dyspepsia

Bill Taylor stood leaning against th i foddering.

Tample.

^g^F

Trundy’s Liniment

enables the stomach and digestive organ*
to digest and assimilate all of the whole-

Will afford instant relief for headac
ai ac'io,
toothache, backache, cures fneutnatism. neuralgia. lumbago, corns, burns, bruises, sore thro.it,

food that may be eaten. It nouriehee
body, and rebuilds the weak organ*

seme

the

restoring

health

and

t- and
pains around the liver, swelling of
V i\* mtlammatnm and propains of ail kinds.
vents p -ismiing
F«»: externa use ou >
Price
i» rrtmdy,
Ma l«* by
25cents at R 11. MoihIv
Siockton >ptuig'. Maine.
lyi :•<
■

Kodet

strength.

relieves indigestion,constipation,dyspepei*
sour risings, belching, heartburn and el
stomach disorders.

>

WANTED

Digests What You Eat
Relieves indigestion.
•oar stomach, belch*
lag of p*». e*r

FOR

SR F

Prepared

at the L*froratory ofE C.DeWitt
A Co., Chicago, U t j

RY

R

»f

Women between 18 and to years of age to \.*rk
as attendants m the Medfietu Iu*ane As>: un .it
o miles fr<mi Boston.
Mcdfield Junction. 'U"
Wages uicrcase with leugth ot service A op.
tunffv u> become a tiatueil nurse. Addre-s
DR. EDWARD FRFNVH.
MedfleM M-ss

I

I

|

Moonv

I

“T. & K.”

FLAVORING

EXTRACTS

*

STAND THE HIGHEST TEST.

THEY

CANNOT

EXCELLED.

BE

MANUFACTURED BY

THURSTON & KINGSBURY, VnVbWT
BANCOR, MAINE.
FOR SALE BY RETAIL GROCERS.

Excursion

llentt Rhenmatic

RUTH

STEAMER

o i l

FOR CHARTER AT REASONABLE RATES

Daily Line Bantjor
Apply

to

Northport.

original of the compound Rheumatio
The original formula has been purchased and the oil is being prepared by the
The

Oil.

to

ORRIN J. DICKEY. Excursion Manager
Phone 331-12 Brooksville &
Bangor, Maine.

Bangor 3. 3. Co.

Blended Rheumatic Oil (ompuny.

22tf

WM. O. POOR & SON, Agents,

WE

BELFAST,

WANT
Try

it.

MAINE.

50 Cents.

Price 15, 25 and

YOUR

Belfastlron & Metal

SUBSCRIPTION
JOURNAL. \Ywant you to take advantage of our come
To

THE REPUBLICAN

COMPANY

bination with THE NEW IDEA WOMAN'S
MAGAZINE. We have already announced
that we offer the two

Wiil pay cash price for all old metal and r ig*.
40 cent* per i»><* for iron;
eat per pound tor
rags; highest price paid for rahhers mid metal*
Telephone or send a postal raid T«>
PIUKNIX IIOl'sK s l* VHI.K,
tfl3*ltv
Belfast. Maine.

together for $2.10.

Regular Subscription Price $2.50.
Sample copies of New Idea at

this

office.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.

COTTAGE LOTS.

Belfast, Maine.

Any size from a few
All have shor** fronts.

HAMLIN'S

hundred

all sizes and pi le

*s.

ttoUK iciwf
B Ifutto
tils. |
a id
ur us

\ ivwViv n
a
m i
tv
Send tor ’*.» »u

Saturday t’ove. F u** vi.-vi oi mv
also nave a large lisi ef
i\ pi »j»
Real Kst

Insurance Agency,

ite A

K. S. IIOI.MKS
it .Itelfist. He

SEARSPORT

STOCKTON SPRINGS, MAINE,

Forms of Insurance.

Writes all
with
at

I

he b*«t

the fttandnnl

MUTING AND PLUMBING.

SURETY BONDS for Cashiers. Contractor*
Steam. Eum tc •«, Stoves in I Stove K*|»%lr«
Tlu Plate, mimI Sheet Iron Work.?

and Truatces.

Telephone Connection.

9tf

STAPL KH'HUN'K. SEIKHPOKT, MAINE

tyrftl

FOR SALE

GEO. W. STODDARD, D.D.S.

Belfast, Me

1

Kodol

MARCELLUS J.D0W

1 Masonic

wemee

It deprives the system of nourishment and the delicate organs peculiar tc
women suffer
weaken, and become
diseased.
have.

$37,000.

DENTIST,

that

ness

follows:
Keginning at the northwesterly corner of the
railroad store lot (>o called) a: a point u the intersection of Cross street and Federal street to a
point opposite the center line o? an alley between
the first and second tenement houses east of the
railroad store, so-called; thence south, tohowiug
the center line of said atley. to a point ten feet
from the southe ist corner of the porch of said
first house east of the said railroad store; thence
southeast on a H ie parallel with Cross St aforesaid. to the Ke-n lot, so-called; thence southwesterly on said Keen lot to said Cross street;
thence northwesterly l»y Cross St., to the place
of beginning.
Also beginuii : at a stake and stones on the
south side of Belmont avenue, at the northwest
corner of land formerly owned by William L.
Hayford; thenc south, at right angles with said
Belmont avenue thirty rods to a stake and stones
at the corner of land late of Arabella hersey;
thence west at right angles five rods; thence
orth at right angles, twenty rods to Belmout
avenue; theuoe east by Belmont avenue five rods
to the place <>t beginning.
Also beg lulling at a stake and stones at the
southwest corner ot a lot conveyed by Axel Hay
ford to Harriet Webber, by deed dated August
u. 1880; thence ?outh on the line of said Webber
lot eight rods; rhenee east by said Webber lot
five rods to laid of Arabella Hersey; thecce
south of said Horsey lot thirty-six rods to stake
and stones at th line of the Monroe lot. so called;
thence west, p.ftllel with said Belmont avenue,
tweurv icds to a stake and stones; thence north
at right angles twentv-two rods and three feet,
to land formeri\ owned by E. J. Morison; thence
east at right angles five rods; thence north at
right ai.gies tvw nty-tworods to Belmont avenue;
thence east by Belmont avenue, ten rods to the
place of beginning, with the buildings thereon.
Also begmnirafat a stake and stoue on the
south side of Belmont avenue, at the northwest
corner of lots Vo. ll. according to the survey
ami plan of Phi o Hersey; thenca south at right
angles with sa d Belmont avenue 4* lods to a
stake and >lom s at the line of the Mo iroe lot,
so-called them- east parallel with said Belmont
avenue. «'•£ rods to the center of a contemplated
street; thence n wtli. following the oentei line of
said eontemplat d street. 44 rods to Belmont avenue; thence \v«--t by Belmont avenue 6j rods to
place of beginning.
And whereas the condition of said mo-* gage
has been broken, now therefore, bv reason *f the
breach of the condition thereof l claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
C F. U rTLEFIKi.D.
Rockland, July is. liH»7.—3W30
as

STRONG

1

light."
Harper's Weekly.

at once to
—

■

CHARLES C. EL WELL.

have

A Prominent and

Notice of Foreclosure.
Whereas, Sarah M Rust of Rockport. Knox
! county, Maine. t»y her mortgage deed dated tho
fifth day of Jannarv, 1897. and recorded in the
Waldo Registry of Deeds. Book 245. Page 262-263,
conveyed to me. the undersigned, one undivided
third of the certain parcels of land, together
with the buildings thereon situated in Belfast.
Waldo county. Maine, and hounded and described

__

••

s

of a crew of sixteen which had
just been put on board the Putnam
Bell, a Belfast (Me,) full-rigger, anchor*
ed in The Narrows, off Stapletbn and
bound for London, with wheat in bulk.
The old man had requested the shipping master earlier in the day to have ence with nor’westers iu those
parts air to the door and out through the
as put ou board that evening, as he
told me that there would not be a great lower register.
wanted to get under-way next morndeal of wind left by sunrise.
The dairy house, built of cement
ing on the last of the flood tide, and
A little after four o’clock we had her blocks, is attached to the southeast
cor-,
before the favoring northwester died
hove short, and as the tide was still ner of the stable. The milk will be
jut.
in
we were sent to get our taken from the cow and at once removThe Putnam Bell was an old-fashion- running
coffee. I went to the galley door for ed to the pouring room. Here it passes
;d three skysail-yarder of about two
the pot and found the “doctor,” a big
through pipes inserted in the wall to an
thousand tons burden, double-chanuelThompson street darkey, busy doping it adjoining apartment wholly separated
;d, with a long poop extending forward with
As
I
“long-tailed'’
from
the stable.
sugar.
brought
>f the mainmast.
She looked like a
it into the forecastle the steam
After being sterilized the milk is taken i
issuing
romfortable old hooker, full-bowed and
from the spout saluted our nostrils with to another room, where the separators
j
iquare sterned, her lines and the mas- the familiar
bug smell of “bootleg."
remove tlie cream as required and pre- [
sive curving of her run indicating that
However, it was a cold moruing and pare it for market. The dairy building
ihe was a good sea boat and probably a
no tire in the forecastle, and most
any- will be equipped with the latest dairy
air sailer. I noted with dismay, howthing hot to drink was welcome, so with machinery.
ler, that all her spars were scraped the
help of a little applejack which I
The stable is separated from the storjright from truck to mast-coat, but the had saved
I managed to make a potful age barn
by a wall built of cement
10ft coal smoke of New York had of stiff
toddy for myself and Barney. I blocks from the foundation to the
jlackened them considerably.
hauded Barney his share, and as I did eaves. All the roofs are of slate. The
“Here, old chap," J said to myself, so, he
whispered to me: “If I should outside walls of the entire structure
•is where you will be blowing your
get into trouble with Taylor I want you are finished “pebble dash," composed of
ingers scraping these dodgasted sticks to do what you can for
me, aud I’ll do gravel fixed in cement and stuck fast
while crossing the rond."
the same for you. Let us two stick to- to the wood or cement beneath. This
These observations were made while
gether. I have sized the others up and gives a fine appearance and is equally
teaming alongside in the tug. As soon there isn’t a man among them who'd
put proof against both fire and water.
is I got over the rail I shouldered my
up a decent light to save his life.” I Boston Globe.
jag and made a beeline for the foreaud
we
shook
hands
promised,
to ratifv
castle, so as to get a “sooner’s” option the
pact.
Hay Fever ami Summer Colds
>n a top bunk with a window attachAt tive o'clock we were called out to
Victims of hay fever will experience
nent, if such a thiug were to be had.
pass the hawser to the tug. It was now great benefit by taking Foley’s Honey ami
Luck favored me, for I struck a bunk slack
water, and we hove up the anchor Tar, as it stops difficult breathing immediwith a deadlight directly overhead, and
and
her neaded for the Ship Chan- ately and heals the inflamed air passages,
itted with a rude shelf on which my nel. got
After we got around liomer Shoal and even if it should fail to cure you ,t will
left
half
a
rredecessor had obligingly
give instant relief. The genuine is iu a
we set the topsails and foresail, and by
K. £1. Moody.
i bar of blue-mottled soap and a New
the time we were abreast of the Hook yellow package.
restament as a reminder, I suppose, we had
all the muslin on her, bar the
“Are you happier now that you own your
:hat cleanliness is next to godliness.
and spanker. Then we catted home?" asked the solicitous friend.
\fter divesting myself of my Sunday- crossjack
aud fished the anchor, and when this
“Of course," answered Mr. Meekton, j
to-to-meeting fogs and putting on a red was done we were past the
is a proud satisfaction in having my t
lightship, “there
ilavre shirt and bucko cap, I proceeded and the
own place.
But occasionally I can’t help
blew her whistle for us to
tug
oi
manner
0 rig up my Duns alter tne
haul in the hawser. The sun was now- longing for the time when my wife kicked
to the landlord for repairs instead of comlailormen from time immemorial. Then
up aud the wind had fallen to a live-knot ing to me.”—Washington Star.
[ lit my pipe and took a survey of the
breeze or so. At eight-hells all hands,
premises and the men with whom I with
the exception of the man at the
“Ah ! pretty lad>,” said the fortune teller,
could have to mess, work and in a genwheel, went to breakfast, which con- “you wish to'be toid about your future husual way rub elbows for the following sisted of
lobscouse, hardtack, and some band ?"
j
:wo or three months.
“Not much," replied Mrs. Gailey. “I've
mnrp “hiint.lpcr
It was the usual crowd on a tough
to learn where my present husband is
After breakfast 1 and Barney strolled come
when he’s absent.”—Philadelphia Press.
i'ankee deep-waterman, eleven nation- into
the carpenter's shop to have a yarn
uities being represented. With the exwith "Chips,'' whom we found to be a
Meeks—“I laughed at my wife when she
;eption of a Russian Finn and a New- St. John's man. He told us that the old first took up physical
culture for a fad."
foundlander, who had been my fellow man was sort of religious and owned
Seeks—1“Win don’t you now?"
joarders on shore, they were all strang- the
Meeks—“I dassen’t."—Brooklyn Eagle.
larger part of the vessel, and that
ers to me.
A few were still busy fixing
I
the second-mate, a youth of twenty-two
ip their bunks: some were turned in or
Mr. Kurios—“So Miss Marian is your j
was "the sou of the man
thereabout,
of
ill standing, sleeping off the effects
t sister ? Who comes after her ?”
owner.
“Black" Bill Taylor, it elde;
Small Brother—“Nobody now, but pa
:he Cherry street
Christmas booze; aging
appeared, was distantly related to the says the first feller comes after her can have I
jthers were raising pandemonium by
captain, and w as slated to take charge her."—Topeka Daily State Journal.
roaring out sea shanties, aud freshening of the vessel after the
expiration of the
;he nip from a big black bottle after
present voyage. I noted Barney cock“May we have the pleasure of your com-1
?very chorus. Still others were swap- ing his ears when he heard this and saw pauy this evening, Colonel?" she asked.
ping yarns or mapping out a good time a wicked gleam Hash from his dark eyes. The*Colonel drew himself up haughtily and |
About
in the "Highway” in London.
of ort'euded ;
Just then two-bells were struck. “Turn replied, with every evidence
the only one besides myself who was to"' i
“Madam, I command a regiment. ;
heard the second-mate shout, and dignity:
—Kansas City independent.
aot doing anything in particular was we
went on deck.
the man who had pre-empted the bunk
There was just enough wind left now
Baby Camel—“Mamma, can i have a
next to mine, and to him I instinctively
to give her steerageway, and wtiat there drink ?"
turned for relief from the turmoil was
had hauled more to ttie northward,
Mamma Camel—“Shut up! Why, It was
around me.
so that the first thing we did was to only five weeks ago that 1 gave you one.”
He was a tough looking customer of brace the
on
the
port
yards sharp up
the old packet-rat type, and apparently
Being stylish consists largely in having
tack. Then we had a good hour's watchforty-five or fifty years of age. Of tackle drill, swaying and stretching the nerve to wear costly things which do
not look reasonable until you are used to
stock', powerful build, his muscular,
from chesstree to truck. them.—Peoria
Herald-Transcript
thickset neck aud large, hairy hands everything
Next, the decks were swept fore aud
Ills
betokened enormous
strength.
as it was freezing too hard to wash
aft,
Mark Twain, who has been living on royhair was thick, bushy and black, and them
down. The ropes were coiled up i
alties all his life, is now hobnobbing with
bis face was ail but covered by a heavyand temporary lashings put on the | them.—Baltimore Sun.
but
now
of
the
same
beard
color,
slighly anchors, for we were
yet too near the
grizzled. Somehow I found myself cast- land to take them inboard. Then, being
I
had
where
FOR SUMMER COMPLAINT.
mind
about
in
ing
my my
as it was Christmas Uav aud the old
previously seen him, for his face was man “sorter 'ligious," as the cook refamiliar to me. Putting my hand under
and
Cramps
marked, the watches were set. 1 was Dysentery. Diarrhea
my mattress I pulled out a bottle of the first man
and
Cored
by Simple Remedy.
picked
by
Taylor,
there
applejack which I had concealed
the next, which, knowing the
At this season of the year, every
for use next morning and walked over Barney
mate as I did, boded no good to us,
home should have a bottle of Neuraltoward him.
seemed
at
however,
it,
Barney
pleased
gic Anodyne in the medicine-closet so
"Merry Christmas to you. shipmate," and I made
up my mind to keep my
that when anyone of the family is
1 said; “here, take a swig of this."
trimmed anti my knife sharp and
lamps
diarrhea.
with
dysentery,
taken
“Same to you, me boy. and manyfor action. As it was not yet
handy
happy returns of the season,” he re- seven-bells, it was the port watch be- cramps or colic, this reliable remedy
hand
to
relief.
at
am
from
I
be
give
at
will
right
you.
plied: here's looking
low, and Barney aud 1 therefore hied
There is nothing else .known that so
Rockland aud my name is Barney Cof- ourselves
to the forecastle for a smoke
fin; what's yoursV"
quickly eases pain, and restores natuand to get ready for dinner, the strong
ral conditions to the stomach and bowI told him. “Collin'?” I said, refleca mile
smell
of
which
could
be
scented
dose or two of Neuralgic Anoels.
tively: “did you know Dan Coflin, who to windward, for it was pork and pea- dyne Ataken
at the first symptoms will
was killed by the mate on board of the
and weeks of suffering, persave
days
soup day, according to the Government
life itself.
even
Circe last summer'?"
haps
scale, in honor of the day we also got
The value of Neuralgic Anodyne is
“Know him'?” echoed Collin: “why lie
these
comsummer
a “Blackball” pie.
limited to
not
Did yon know him'?"
was my brother!
for the remedy is invaluable
plaints.
[TO BE CONCLUDED.]
I told Barney that I was on board of
for all aches and pains in cases of neutoothralgia. headache, rheumatism.
the Circe when his brother was killed
ache. bruises, sprains, cuts. etc.
in a fight with “Black" Bill Taylor, the
I will mail you free, to prove merit,
A large bottle costs but 25c. and is
mate, but that the tragedy happened in samples of my Dr. Shoop's Restorative, ami sold by dealers everywhere with the
Rook on either Dyspepsia, The Heart
understanding that the money will be
my watch below, so 1 could not give my
refunded if the Anodyne does not do
him any more details than lie already or The Kidneys, merely symptoms of a all that it claims to. Made by The
ailment.
Don't make ttie common
I mentioned, however, that l deeper
knew.
Twitehell-Cliamplin Co., Portland. Me.
error of treating symptoms only.
Symptom
was present at Taylor’s trial at Norfolk, treatment is
the REst'LT of your
treating
and heard him acquitted on the plea of ailment, and not THE CAUSE,
weak rrz—mrr—_i
self-defense.
nerves—the inside nerves—mean
! Stomach
©eu-ueieuse, muiiieieu u»nucv, ucrc- ; stomach weakness, always. Aud the Heart,
I'll self-defense the murdering ; and Kidneys as well, have their controlling
iy;
hound when I—say, give me another or inside nerves. Weaken these nerves, and
j you inevitably have weak vital organs.
nip from that bottle of yours."
Here is where Dr. Shoop’s Restorative has
After having put himself outside a made its fame.
No other remedy even
stiff's boatswain's nip and a half he claims to treat the ‘finside nerves.” Also
leaned toward me and, in a low voice, for bloating, biliousness, had breath or
that in all the financial transactions In the U.
said:
complexion, use Dr. Shoop's Restorative.
S. but 6 °Jc Is done with currency, the other 94
“‘Black’ Bill Taylor is mate of this Write me today for sample and free Kook.
% being done by means of checks and bank
Wis. The Restorative
Dr.
Slump,
Racine,
hooker.”
drafts? If you do not already keep a checkis sold by J. 11. Montgomery, Se.irsport; If.
I was startled at this information, If.
ing account start one now and you will realize
Moody, Belfast.
for Taylor was a desperate character
from its convenience and safety why above is
and a notorious bucko, and I had testitrue. If you are not familiar with this sysfied to that effect at his trial in Xorfoik.
BARN COST
tem come to us and we will show you. The
“Whew!” I said, “we're in for a devil
we
before
get State College Has Finest in Massachusetts.
of a time, all right,
across.”
we’re
now
The new barn at the Amherst Agrifresh
so
wou’t
be
he
“Oh,
bound for England. All these buckos cultural college, just completed at a
Besides, cost of S37,tX)0, illustrates the progress
are in fear of British courts.
something may happen before we get of scientific agriculture.
will give your business, ^whether large or
The chief end sought is the producthere.”
small, careful attention.
To
At this Barney looked at me in a hard tion of milk of the best quality.
prevent the recurrence of the disastei
sort of way. Then he whispered:
EPOSITORS IN THIS BANK ARE
“Say, mate, don’t let this go any which caused, not only the loss by fire
further. Keep what I have told you tc of the whole barn, but also the burning
■'
ABSOLUTELY SAFE FROM LOSS
of the whole herd of cattle, especial
yourself. You will know why before
care has beeu taken to make the buildwe get to London. Taylor doesn't know
me
ing fire-proof. The storage barn, 144 CAPITAL $50,000.00.
me, and I don't want him to know
until I get ready for him. .My name on feet by 01, has three stories and a basethe articles is not Coffin, nor anything ment." The entrance is by an elevated
SURPLUS AND PROFITS $40,000.00
driveway to the top story.
like that, so just call me Barney.”
ORGANIZED 1881.
Here the teams bring the hay’ which
I assented, feeling a vague apprelien
is thrown from the wagon to fall into
sion at becoming an unwilling party tc
I had no com
the mows, having a capacity of 30C
a vendetta of the seas.
Bil
tons. Here also will be placed an en
puction on the score of “Black”times
silage cutter driven by electric power,
Taylor. He was a murderer many
cheater which will carry the ensilage to the
over, although he had thus far
DEALER IN
I therefore resolved to be silos. These are built of cement, are
the gallows.
neutral, so far as possible, particularly located on the north side of the barn DRY AND FANCY GOODS
and will hold S00 tons.
as Taylor seemed abundantly able ti
In the east end of the barn are the
take care of himself.
in
anchored
vessel
and LADIES’ FURNISHINGS
A Government
granaries and the root cellars The first
lloor is reached through a door opening
shore of us struck five-bells. 1 suggest
ed to Barney that we turn in and liavt on the north side of the barn. Here are
BROOKS, MAISE.
the hay scales and offices and facilities
a snooze, as we were due to get under
We have a new line of Ladles* Muslin
By thii for preparing the fodder and grain
way at three in the morning.
rations for the herd. The large base
Underwear and other White Goods direct
time the chantie men had tired of sing
ing and there was comparative quiet ir ment affords plenty of storage room foi from the manufacturers at prices as low a«
1
wai
minutes
a
few
In
and
barn
vehicles
forecastle.
the
machinery.
anyone will give.
I
The stable consists of a wing, 130 feet
stretched out in my buuk and musing
We have a genuine Heat her bloom for peton the events of the day. I now under
by 42, attached to the southeast cornel ticoat* which other dealers charge 40 cents
stood why Barney’s face seemed fa of the main building. The ffoor is ol a yard for. Our price 30 cents.
miliar to me. It bore a noticeable like cement laid over broken stone, so as tt
We carry Suesine Silk.
The ceil
secure dryness and warmth.
ness to that of his dead brother, al
£7~Call for Ladies* and Misses’ Footwear.
though Barney was a larger man tliai ings and walls are plastered and finish
After vaimy tryiug t< > ed with a hard, smooth surface. Then
Dan had been.
find a way out of the mess 1 had unwit are stalls for 04 head of cattle. Th<
tinglv got mixed up in, I bee ante drows; stanchions of the latest design are niadi
and fell asleep.
of irou and wood and so hung as to al
At three o clot'k sharp the tug cam s low the animal great freedom of motion
The cow will stand on an elevatei
alongside and tooted her whistle. Al I
hands were turned out to man the wiud floor, her fore feet supported by eartl
lass. There was a general rummagini [ or sawdust placed in a little depressioi
3m
around for a hair of the dog which hai 1 in the cement. Her feed will be put ii 1
Telephone IT1-2
bitten us the day before. Greetings o f a cement trough before her and iuto tin I ---—
m
ag WANTED at
“Merry Christmas" and “same to you,' same trough ruuning water will llov
Ono
M
ofllee.
etc., were exchanged, and one by on i within her reach. Two rows of stall
the DuslW W W
to
we filed through the narrow door an 1 will face each other with ample roon
W
Apply luimediately.
made for the forecastle-head. “Black'
between for the attendants to do th !
■
one

..

The stables are drained into cesspools
It has simply GOT TO BE GOOD VARpin rail abreast of the starboard fore
rigging, with his arms crossed over his and the manure will be placed in a re- NISH that will stay on a floor and hold its
man
as
he ceptacle hung on a trolley, which will looks at all.
chest, eyeing every
closely
came on deck.
1 noticed a puzzled ex- carry it to a heap in the adjoining yard
Scratching, stamping, moving furniture
pression come into his face as his eyes on the west.
across it, sweeping it, washing it,
every one
Perfect ventilation is secured by two of these
I fell upon Barney, and the scowl he gave
repeated tests is endlessly seeking a
me as I came within range of the lantern different
systems, making use of both soft spot or si weak place in the floor’s finish.
“Chips” was holding convinced me that a natural and an artificial draft. The
It IS good Varnish if it’s KTANIZE.
I had not been forgotten.
windows behind the cattle are hung on
After we got on the forecastle-head hinges placed at the bottom so as to
J
and had the windlass brakes shipped, allow the sash to
open at the top, leavLook for this
Barney struck up “Sally Browu," and ing an aperture of six inches through
we began to heave iu the sixty or more which outside air
Trade-Mark on Caa.
may pass overhead to
fathoms of chain she had out. It was the ventilators in the ceiling.
still blowing fresh and freezing hard,
Ducts are built in the walls and heatbut the teeth had been drawu from the ed so as to develop a current of air from
the
and
gale by
night frost,
my experi- the outside which shall force the foul MASON & HALL, DEALERS.

EKCorsioi Steamer Gastioe.

I offer for sale tlnn week at my ‘■table in Searsat a very low figure, the following: Oi»«*
double horse jigger—two Inch axle; one single
horse Jigger, both nearly new; one six passenger
1
canopy top Bar Harbor buekboard with brake;
one extension top eamage with brake, newlypainted; one second-hand State prison punt For charter by day. week or mouth nt reasonable
wagon. Also pair black gelding colts, five years rates. Apply to
old, weighing 2300 pounds. Just from the wrest and
General
the last of the lot. Also several second-haud
L- W.
horses and harnesses.
Lewis Wharf, Belfast.
Telephone 3, King 13.
2ma7»
Wharf connected by telephone.
WM. E. GRINNELL.

port.

—

General Excursion Business.

I

COOMBS,

Manager,

SEARSPORT LOCALS.
Dr. Edward Calderwood of Boston was
in town Sunday.

Benj. H. Mudgett of Belfast
Monday on business.

was

iu town

Mr. and Mrs. George L. Hammons called
friends in town Saturday.

on

Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Prescott of Malden,
are in town for a two weeks’ stay.

Mass.,

William Watt and mother of Boston are

visiting Mr. and Mrs. Melnot F. Wentworth.
Miss Ellen Faruham of New York is in
town, the guest of Miss Jessie C. Nickerson.

Eugene Porter has the frame up for a
dwelling house for T. L. Decrow at Long
Cove.
Mr. and Mrs. Loomis Eames, who have
been visiting in Sandypoint, returned home
last week.
Mr. and

spending a
Saturday.

Mrs. Charles E. Adams, after
week in Boston, returned home

Miss Margaret Morse of Dorchester,
Mass., arrived Monday and is at Mrs. C. A.

Webber's.

George Coleman arrived Monday from
Dorchester, Mass., and is at Mrs. C. A.
Webber’s.
Mrs. Eugene L. Cook and Mrs. Hartshorn
of Belfast were iu town Monday calling
on friends.
Capt. John F. Closson and son of Waterville are in town, guests of Capt. and Mrs
John Closson.

Floating

audience. The program consisted of solos
The trio by Mrs.
and chorus singiug.
Butuarn. Mr. McElhiney and Mr. RobertThe service was
fine.
son was particularly
uuiler the direction of Mr. Robertson, witt

Miss shute as organist.
The Ladies’ Aid Society of the M. E
church will hold their annual summer sals
of aprons and fancy articles this, Thursday,
Cooked food, candy and ic(
afternoon.
tea
cream will be on sale and afternoon
The sale will be followed
will be served.
bv
local
the
in
evening
entertainment
an
by
Tottalent, assisted by Messrs. Gilbert and
ol
man of Boston and Miss Lncile Curtis
Georgia. Admission 25 cents.

Augusta,

Castine July 31st beLocals and the Searsport
victory for the Tigers by
Score by innings:

Do you like it? Then why
be contented with it? Have
to be? Oh, no! Just put on
Ayer’s Hair Vigor and have
long, thick hair; soft, even
hair. But first of all, stop
your hair from coming out.
Save what you have. Ayer’s
Hair Vigor will not disappoint
you. It feeds the hair-bulbs;
makes weak hair strong.
1

Schrs. Mentor and 11. M. Read, lumbei
laden, sailed last week from Cape Jeliisoi
dock for New York.

123450789
Searsport.1 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0—10

Castine.1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 4— 7
Batteries, Havener and Cook ; McKinnon
and l’erkins. Empires, Crockett and WalkHome
er.
>corers, McClure and Bartlett.
Three base hits, Webber
run, McKinnon.
and Perkins. Two base hits, Stuart. Strike
out.', Havener 15; Perkins 8.

_

f

Mass.

are

Mrs. Laura M. Burton is now improving
quite steadily. Her numerous friends hope
her gain may prove permanent.

COA T and SL IT DEPT.

BEST PRINTS 4 3-4c.
1000 vards more best dark prints, in pieces
from 2 to 10 yards each—colors Indigo blues
and steel grays—absolutely fast colons and
worth seven cents per yard. £

Over -200 Shirt Waist Suits. Jumper Suits.
Eton Suits, \ tu:- Dresses. 1* nam.t Dresses
Nilk Dresses. Rain Coats ami skirts marked
down for mis August clearance sale, sizes
32 to 44.

DIMITY MUSLINS 5 1 -2c.

PERCALE DKESSKs of verv best
quality material, white grounds with damry
stripes, checks and dots. Regularly $2.2f>.

3-41*.

150 yards figured r.imity muslins, worth 8 to
Colors junks, blues,
10 cents per Yard.
greens, black and white, only.

Ml’SLIN DRESSES.
muslin. Regular price

Nearly 300 yards dainty mercerized dimity
muslins, iS inches wide and guaranteed fast
color.
Original price 25 cents per yard.
Colors blues, pinks and vellow,

Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Snell of Malden
Mass., arrived last Thursday, via the Whitt
Mountains, to spent! the month of Aligns:
I with his mother, Mrs. Sarah Snell, in bii
| childhood’s home.

1

Parties from Stockton attended the pres
entation of “Mrs. Temple’s Telegram'
Wednesday and Thursday evenings in Un
ion Hall, Searsport, and all werepleasei
with tlie entire performance.
The ladies’ I. W. Club of Cape Jellisoi
has voted to contribute .®‘.’5 toward the coil
stmetion of the firemen’s building at Capt
Jellison, to be used for their hose carriage
etc.
The house is to be l“xiu feet.
The members of the Ladies’ Aid Society
held a special meeting Monday evening witl
Mrs. James Treat to make final arrange
incuts for their Thursday “Sale” and Enter
tainmeut. Our neighbors are busy to-day
Miss Melvina A. Patterson has arriveii
from Washington, D. C., to spend lier-an
uual vacation with her brother and wife
Capt. and Mrs. Frank A. Patterson, at tin
We extend the hand oi
the old homestead.
welcome to our old friend.
Mr. Howard Frye of Scituate, Mass., af
ter a week’s visit with his paternal aunt
Mrs. Frances S. Bridges, left last Saturday
for home, by the Boston boat. Mr. F. is tin
third son of Mf. Charles W. Frye, so wel
remembered in this, his boyhood’s" home.
Mr. aud M iss Hill from Brookline, Mass,
are boarding in our village for a fortnight
They have each invested quite extensively
in real estate in town within the past twt
years and are deeply interested in Stockton
Miss Hill has a summer cottage at Camden
Small has sold her place or
Cape Jellison to Mrs. W. W. Mitchell ol
Cortland for a summer home.
At piesem
Mrs. Mitchell has rented the house and i:
boarding at “The Stockton.” Mrs. Sinai
has gone to make her home with her soi
and family in New Hampshire.
Mrs. Harrison

Mr. aud Mrs. L. 0. Norwood and litth
sou left Sunday for a carriage drive to Un
ion, their old home. They will spend Mr
N’s vacation in that viciuitv. He is the civ
il engineer having in charge the office of tbi
N. M. S. K. K., in our village, under orderi
from eugineer-in-chief, Moses Burpee.
Dr. anil Mrs. Herman G. Uichborn lef
their summer home here last Saturday for
sojourn at Kandell’s Camp, iu the woods o :
Maine, where they will be joined by a parti
of Boston friends. They will have one o'
the cottages of the place, taking their meal;
at the hotel, in the heart of “Maine’s bij
woods.”

?leasure

Mrs. Everett S. Grant of New Haven
Conn., accompanied by her youngest daugh
ter. Miss May Helen, arrived the middle o
last week and is the guest of her sister
M rs. E. F. Staples, for at least a fortnight
‘Why not make the visit a month ii
length?” say numerous old friends in he
native town.

Jefferj

Uaeh<

Castanet Dance
Geibe
Water Sprites
Hellei
In the Boat
Kerr
Antoinette Webber
Capt. Oscar G. Eaton, a former well known March from the Opera “Carmen”
Low
shipmaster of Searsport, now secretary and Butterflies
Gurliti
general manager of the E. D. Leighton Co., Spanish Dance
Gurlit
shipwrights and calkers at East Boston,
Henriette Gilkey
has been appointed surveyor and inspector
Cradle Song
Paril
for the Boston Insurance Co, and also for Flirtation Dance
Browr
the insurance company of North America
Antoinette Webber
since January, 1907.
Keverie
Athertor
Saltarella
Clart
The Seaside base ball team of Belfast and
Henriette Gilkey
the Searsport Tigers played a very interest- Good Cheer
Olstei
ing game of base ball last Saturday after- Village Inn
Olstei ;
noon at Mosman Park before a large audiBrave Little Warrior
Krogmani
A feature of the game was the
ence.
Nettie
Bunker
absence of kicking on both sides. The umOlstei
Hop o’ my Thumb
piring of Mr. Darby of Belfast gave perHerbert Partridge
fect satisfaction. The score was 6 to 3 In
Garlant
Mary,
Mary,
quite
Contrary
favor of Searsport.
Marguerite Whittier
The song service at the Congregational Christmas Morning (with singing)
Garlant
church last Sunday evening was largely atGarlant
tended and much enjoyed by an appreciative Jolly Old Saint Nioholas

>

AMERICAS PORTS.

|

New York, July 31. Passed City Island,
sells. Susie P. Oliver, Jersey City for StocKllattie C. Luce, Pur! Reading for sauton;
j
[ gns; Aug. 1, ar, sells. Florence A., Bangor
via Providence; Nimbus, Feruandina; 2, ar,
j sob. Telumah, Ilyannis; sld, sell. Celia F.,
I Portland; 3, ar, sells. Frances, Charleston;
Annie Lord, Richmond, Maine; Merrill C.
liart, Stockton springs; Annie Ainslee, do;
Alien Greene, Stonington ; Jordan L. Mott,
Port Reading for Belfast; 4, ar, bark Rose
Innis, Brunswick for Perth Amboy; sailed,
sch. Jose Olaverri, Norfolk; 5, ski, sch. J.
R. ltodwell, Belfast; G, ar, schs. William
Jones, Stockton ; Andrew Nebinger, do; G.
: M. Porter, Calais; Young Brothers, Salem,
Mass.; Eugene Borda, Stonington, Me., via
; Providence; Fairfield, Jacksonville.
Boston, July 31. Ar, steamer Berwind,
Dyer, Guanica and Sail Juan, P. R.; Aug.
| 1, ar, sells, Fannie F. Hall, Bangor; J. Ches; ter Wood, do; 11. S. Boynton, Rockport;
tugs Lenape, Philadelphia towing barges
Paximos (for Bangor) and two others;
Bars, do. towing barges Mahanoy (for Camden), Eagle llill (for Bangor) and Tulpehocken; aid, sch. Gov. Powers, Baltimore;
2, sld, sch. Young Brothers, New York; 5,
ar, sch. Mary A. Hall, Harvey, N. B.; sld,
sch. John E. Develin, Baltimore:G, ar, schs.
Helen G. Moseley, Belfast, Ga.; Lucia Porter. Elizabethport; sld, sch. Maud Palmer,

1

yard.

1

Baltimore.

Philadelphia, July 31. Ar, schs. Nathaniel
T. Palmer, Portland; Rodney Parker, Stoningtou ;cld, schs. George E. Walcott, Bangor:
Augustus 11. Babcock, Portland ;ar, Ilrina
P. Pendleton, New York; 4, ar, schs. Inez
N. Carver, Jacksonville ; Mary L. Crosby,
New London; 5, ar, schs. George E. Klinck,
Stonington; Harold C. Beecher, High Island; sld, sch. Florence Leland, Portlaud;
6, old, sch. Brina P. Pendleton, Boston.
Baltimore, Aug. 5. Ar, sch. George W.
Wells, Portland ; cld, sch Medford, Boston.
Newport News, July 31. Ar, sch. Luther
T. Garretson, Newburyport; 5, ar, schs. Edward H. Cole, Boston; Mary E. Palmer,

Bangor.
Norfolk, Aug. 1. Sld, sch. Jacob AI. Haskell, Searsport; 4, ar, sch. Lucinda Sutton,
Searsport.
Savannah, July 30. Ar, sch. Clifford N.
Carver, Porto Rico; August 4, ar, hark Auburndale, Newport News; schoouer White
Washington, D. C., July 30. Ar, seh. Daylight, Kennebec River.
Carrabelle, Fla., July 30. Ar, sch. Auburn,
Havana, (to load for Boston).
Jacksonville, July 31. Ar, sch. Ralph M.
Hayward, New York ; sailed, sch. Fairfield,
Portland; August 3, old, sch. Wellfleet, Havana; sld, sch. Joseph W. Hawthorn, I’ortland; 4, sld, sch. Ralph II. Hayward, New
York.

Brunswick, 6a., Aug. 1. Ar, sch. Holliswood. New York ; 5, ar, sch. Edward Stew-

art, New York.

Fernandina, Aug. 1. Ar, bark Herbert
Fuller, New York.
Port Reading, Aug. 1. Cld, sch. Jordan
L. Mott, Belfast; 2, cleared, sch. Brigadier,
Saugus; 5, ar, sch. Mark Pendleton, New
York; cld, sch. Teluinab, Nurth Plymouth.
Sargentville, Me., July 25. Ar, sch. Melrose, Boston, (to load for Philadelphia).
Bangor, July 31. Ar, schs. James W. Elwell, Newport News; Eagle, Jersey City;
Elsie H. Bayles, Port Reading; Odell, Gay
Head; St. Leon, Boston; Nil Desperaudum,
do; sld, schs. Edward T. Stotesbury, Sargeutville and Baltimore; Mount Hope, Newport News; Grace Davis, New York ; Omaha, Milton, Mass.; Aug. 2, ar, sch. James
W. Paul, Jr., Newport News; sailed, schs.
James W. Elwell, coal port; Lyman M.
Law, do; John Douglass, New York ; Puritail, do; Grace Davis, do; 4, sld, sch. Izetta,
New York; 5, ar, sch. Susan Stetson, Bos-

Mr. J. II. Wardwell has moved into hi
new quillters in the annex to the Sanbon 1
store, where a news-stand and all period!
cals, stationery and confectionery of fin s
quality will be found at all times. Mrs :
Wardwell occupies the room in the rear o 1
her husband’s store as a dress-making shoy ■
where she will be found by her patrons.
Quite a company of our village ladies en
joyed a buck board ride to Swan Lake, Jul f
30th and dined at the hotel there. The din
ner served was very good in all respect)
and appreciated by the entire party, a:
though the clouds threatened showeri
no rain fell duing the homeward drive an 1 ton.
Halls Quarry, Me., July 28. Ar, sch. Mythe outing was delightful toall participaut
ronus, Portland.
Saturday, as Mr. Spellman’s tug boa t
Portland, July 31. Sld, bark Josephine,
Daphne left Cape Jellison for Castini • Clarks Cove ana Philadelphia.
some trouble in tbe engine caused tbe star!
Bath, Aug. 2. Sld, sch. Pendleton Sisters,
ing bar to fly back unexpectedly and strik 9 Philadelphia.
the engineer in tbe face, splitting his lip 9
Long Cove, Me., July 31. Sld, sch. Wm.
so badly that a return to shore was necei
Booth, Philadelphia.
Dr.
C.
E.
Britto
dressed
the
wouuc
•
sary.
Hurricane Island, Me., Aug. 1. Ar, sch.
which is doing well at this writing, Monday
Francis Goodnow, Rockland (to load for
New York).
Mr. and Mrs. C. N. Taylor of Wellesley
Frankfort, August 4. Ar, soh. American
Mass., were in town two days the pat i
week, coming in their automobile. Mr. T Team, Port Reading; 5, ar, soh. Abbie S.
is financially interested in our “Water Su| 1 Walker, New York.
High Island, Me., Aug. 3. Sld, sch. Helply Co,” having been tbe contractor wh ,
put in the pipes last year, and holds a larg 0 vetia, Philadelphia.
Georgetown, S. C., Aug. 5. Sailed, sch.
amount of shares in the stock of the con
He also owns considerable ret 1 Aetna, New York.
pany.
Castine, Me., Aug. 1. Ar, soh. Fred A.
estate in town.
Emerson, New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Elman Dickey, Jr., aooon
Buoksport, August 5. Ar, sch. William
panied by their four sons, visited his pai
Mathesou, South Amboy.
ents recently, returning after a few days t 1
FOREIGN.
their home in Bumford Falls, where Mr. I •
Concepcion, July 22. Arrived, bark Good
is a “train dispatcher." Later his fathe r
Baltimore.
News,
aud mother. Mr. and Mrs. Elman Dickey ■
Black River, Ja., July 29. Sld, sch. Herhope to have them for a longer tarry ii 1 aid, Chester, Pa.
Stockton.
Old schoolmates are alway s
Havana, July 26. Ar, sch. Henry Crosby,
glad to see “Ellie’s" genial face in town.
Mobile.
St. John, N. B., Aug. 6, Ar, seh. Harold
Dr. Freeman H. Griffin’s wife and tw j
daughters arrived in town last week an 1 B. Cousins, Riobmond, Va.
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now

Only 4c. yard.

E

I
ax

$11.50,

#1500

Fancy silk belts with go'd and
—25 and 50 cent value.

17c. per

ELEVEN

IIKESs

SOFA

$£>.50,

was

$25.00.

JACKETS were
now.

$10 00
Just

value for.
10

inch White Silk Gloves.
value for.

21 inch Brown Taffeta Lisle

p Hooks ami Eyes per card .....3c
Needles.. 3c
Linen Finish Thread per spool.3c

00

H
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Rj

Marcel llair Wavers.. 3c
Barbour’s Linen Flourishing Thread,

Hurtling; Cotton per ball....2c

H

50c. Tooth
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5.00 BLACK and Will!
SILK WAISTS

#1.20

I

|

s

Thirty black mercerized pea
tip to $1.‘25—choice
.S{u
Limited lot

marked down to

",

■

v

ash

\
I

<

petticoat'

j

HR

yard

25c. TOl BIST Rl (7//\

Dre»s Linen

to.35c yard

;

BLACK PETTlCO.x

#1.40

Thirty-six inches wide, warranted all linen
—suitable for waists, dresses and fancy

Powder./..10c

v

...

Gloves,

25c.

per skein.. ..2c
25c. Pearl Belt Buckles.12-lc

9

brown,

*.V'-s

»

35c. Crepe Chiffon Veiling
in navy, white and

■

••....

ON t; 90.0(1 LAWN
7.00
5.00 LA Cl'. WALS IS

Hun

^

50

•4

3.50

#1 75

value for.

close

**

80c

..

to

91.50 LAWN WAI*T>
4 00

...

18 inch Whitt* Gloves. 75c. value for 40c
22 inch Black Lisle Gloves, #1.35

only—wide
value, now.33c.

t!h

t

Lace and Muslin Shil l

LONG GLOVES REDUCED.

Regular

dozen

$2.i)iS, JM./.>,
Noir
I.HiS.
2.OH.

6.00

#2

l|9

an even

Was

now.^j

UK) pairs union Iluck Towels, size 171x33
inches. 15 cent value, now

;

WHITE PARASOLS.

qy

MISSES’SKIRTS, mostlv blue
$3.98, now.
y-

were

,'

colors.

or

$15 00 __f

SIX LADIES’ WHITE DECK SKIRTS
were $1.98.

50c. LINEN HUCK 35c.

t.

PILLOWS 4!>

did assortment

98c

.g^

r-

Twenty denim covered sofa

TEN LADIES’ WHITE DECK SKIRTS
were $125 now.

15c. HUCK TOWELS 9c.

inches wide

yard—marked down

__J-

Rl'BDERIZED COATS

mixtures,

18c.

m

KHAKI SUITIM.s
Twenty-eight

I,0W.$11.98

35c. INDIA LINON 18c.

~

25c. and 50c- Silk Bill,

<j*q ~q

NOTIONS.

I|

_■>'/.

Sold

TWO
GRAY
STRIPE
PANAMA
DRESSES Were $13 50, now.

260 yards Egyptian combed yarn, shere. India Linor, for waists, dresses and underwear.
Regularly 25 cents per yard.

WHITE HOSIER)

from..

stripe

$14.50

COVERT

TWO

and

g^* yttvd

linen buck.

S3. 79

was

now

Limited lot of 27 inch Arnold Mercerized
Taffetas in blues, browns and greens—12$ to
15 cents va lies for..

One piece
half dollar

50c

Three gray mixture Eton
$12.50, to close out at

ONE GREEN SILK

Arnold Mercerized Taffetas 9c.

;

■

in Hue gauze lisle and nwe ii.i,
sole and toe. splendid as>c>ni!

and black moTo close out at

now

Only 7c.

f"i :i:>r
l

Size-.so si ss
COKSET LACKS Jj yards i

S5.98

10e. LINEN CRASH.

now

Blue

$7.50.

ONE BLACK SILK LIKBSS

200 yards seventeen inch natural color linen
crash worth ten cents per yard,

j

35

ON Sl'ITS.

suits, formerly

wide.19c. yard

!

Pair*.

$5.98

200 yards new figured batiste, ring and
block patterns—blackf blue and brown..25
inches

7i

J3

1

now..gjr gg

JUMPER SU ITS.
hair. Kegular pi ice

25c. Figured Batiste 19c.

Kg
9

qg

5,50 and 6.50

Regularly $10.00,

!

MISSES' COKsET IV VI-Is

WOOL PANAMA DKESSES ill plain
gray, gray, blue and brown check mixtures.

Over .>00 yards dark shallies in reds, greens,
browns and blues—25 Inches wide.

j

ill
"l

so

Six

yards

ibex—100

tn

a

boxes

b"\. >•*,!'

r•

i.

bought special

\

a

!<>i

12 l-2c. box

i

Fred A. Johnson J

I} V

ADVER,TISE>R OF*

THE

I

$3.79

SERGE DRESSES. Black ami white
serge dresses (washable), two styles.
at S7.5U and S8 50. now

SHALLIES 4c.

;

1.10

quality white

COTTON CHEVIOT DRESSES ill black
and gray cheek mixtures.
Regularly $5.00,

yards 28 inch cotton voiles in blues,
browns, greens, reds and black. Worth 12£
to 15 cents per yard.
.8c

*

Size

—

200

1

Sizes.
hairs.

quality mastripes ami

now

I

hairs.

POPLIN dresses.
Splendid quality
mercerized Poplin
white grounds with
black dots. Worth $4.50 to §5 00,

COTTON VOILES 8c. yard.

|

_SHiPNEWS.

Good

$2.50,

I

Th

SI. 00 rallies
150

.$1.39

25c. Mercerized Dimities 15c.

15c.

CORSETS.
Extraordinary values m
fritting and Kabo <«>i--<

$1. 79

now
PERCALE dresses of good
terial, white grounds with black
ltols

J l-2c

■

Last week an error in type setting madt
the name of the agent for our \\ ater Supply
I Co., Frank Jackson, read Frank Jones, i!
our regret, aud undoubtedly The Journal’:
also.

!

shoppers

best bargains.

■

j

!

best'i.

SARSAPARILLA.

housekeeping, ( camping out ”) in a
portion of the house of the I>r.’s late parents, Mr. ami Mrs. Isaac II. Griffin, on
Maple street. They will remain through
August, the Dr. joining them as often as
his
practice will allow him to leave PittsMrs. E. F. Staples weutto Northern Maine
field. All hope to see him frequently.
Junction last week to meet her sister, Mrs,
Gentlemen representing the Clyde SteamE. S. Grant, on her arrival from New Haven,
Conn.
ship Co., of New York were looking over
the
shipping facilities at Cape Jellison, the
Mrs. Herbert Mixer and daughter, Mist
great potato warehouse, etc., last week,
Clara, have gone to join her husband it
the idea of establishing
with
a line of
Connecticut, where he holds a fine position steamers and
barges to take the place of
as a draughtsman in a large granite com
the schooners hitherto carrying the potapauy.
toes, the latter being unsatisfactory beMr. Everett Winship of Portland arrive! ! cause of length of time necessary to reach
the destination of the tubers. It is expectlast week to visit his aunt and her husband
Capt. and Mrs. Albeit C. Colcord, for severa ed that some steam conveyance will be
weeks.
provided for the winter business.
Owing to the weather conditions on July.
Mr. Jesse Forbell left last Thursday foi
the forenoou and
his home in Brooklyn, N. Y., after a visi : 31st, thick fog through
afternoon, the “Lawn Party and
early
of some days with Capt. and Mrs. Charle:
of
The
Ladies’
Sale,”
Young
Guild, to have,
C. Park.
been given on the grounds of Capt. A. C.
Colcord’s place, were from
i'? nua .Aicuiaim urn oiuuiuat
ui visi
necessity
her parents at Houlton. She is speudint changed to a “Sale” in Hichborn llall,
where the snug sum of SCO was realized, as
the summer with Dr. and Mrs. George A
the profits of the afternoon and evening disStevens.
posal of fancy articles, home-made candies,
Mr. and Mrs. S. Lillie of New York ar
hot pop-corn and fortune telling. Mrs. C.
rived Monday to visit Mrs. Lillie's siste;
E.
Hritto, in the role of Sibyl, was most
and her husband, Capt. and Mrs. Harry \V !| amusing in her line of tales and prophecies
Harrimau.
to her patrons. Thanks for the toothsome
Mr. R. H. Coombs of Philadelphia, Penn. | “hot popped-corn” were due to Mr. Albion
who devoted himself to providing
Goodhue,
;!
I spent a couple of days at Cape Jellison tin
that readily selling article in an anteroom.
past week, going to Bangor, July 31st, oi
The Ladies’ Aid Society will hold no reguhis way to Houlton.
lar meeting the present week, as the sale of
Mrs. Jane Lanphire is visiting herdangh
articles, aprons and Indian baskets
fancy
ter and husband, Mr. and Mrs. W. II. Reed
will be held in the afternoon in Denslow
Jr., in Old Town, where Mr. R. is employe! Hall. In the evening the comedy, “Mrs.
on the li. & A. R. R.
Temple’s Telegram,” will be presented by
the company which so acceptably gave the
Our merchants, J. G. Lambert, V*. J
drama last week in Searsport. It
amusing
Creamer and Mrs. Waller F. Truudy, an
a rare opportunity to see and hear Mr.
keeping a line supply of goods necessary ii 1I is
Kiehard
P.
Smith, Mr. J. H. Hradbury and
these hot summer days.
| Miss Florine Farr—professionals—in our
Don’t forget the “Bale of the Ladies’ Ait ow n home. I hey are supported by SearsSociety’’ this, Thursday, afternoon, and tin ! port amateurs. The play in Searsport was
drama, “Mis. Temple’s Telegram,’’ in tin [ for the benefit of the new band. Here the
evening at Denslow Hall.
performance will be under the auspices of
the Ladies’ Aid Society and the door money
Mr. Danforth, of the firm of Perkins J
will be divided equally between the cotuDanforth, which is shipping the spool ban
pany of actors and the society.
to Scotland from Cape Jellison, was in towi
! last week, leaving for Boston Thursday.

Hotkl Akbivals.

\

pri,^

A^grSr.5.,.tan..; 7

I

Mrs. C. S. Rendell and her niece. Miss
Harriet I). Ilichboru, called on relatives in
Searsport last Saturday.

This sale is our greatest triumph. Last week we announced our Great
Clearanc
and crowds came in quick response. They came, looked at the tumbled down
amined the articles and went home rejoicing in their fortunate purchase.
Don’t miss this clearance sale Ladies. Come everybody—good things are here f,
If you’re accustomed to trading elsewhere, came to this sale—our goods look
way. Come and get your share of the bargains. They are meant for all who can
while they last.
Don’t you need wash goods, a summer suit, a shirt waist, a Kabo corset, a due:
raincoat, a petticoat or a hundred and one other things ?
Many of our important offerings are not listed in this announcement; we d.u
fear of disappointment, as some of the lots have dwindled so. Early
wiT

—

At

j

THE SECOND WEEK.

The best kind of a testimonial
“Sold for over sixty years.”
M Made by J. C. Ayer Co.. Lowell,
Also manufacturers of
Am

Howard Colson and Sidney Berry of Capt
Jellison are sufficiently improved from the
measles to be out-of-doors.

jdcdk

Scraggly

Mr. 11. L. Hopkins spent Monday in Pros
pect for business purposes.
Miss Erdine Gay from Massachusetts ii
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jacksoi
for the present mouth.

at

CradleSong
Dancing the Schottesche
Henriette Gilkey

| My Hair is

STOCKTON^ SPRINGS.

The following out
of town guests registered last week at the
W. Savage, BosHouse:
James
Searsport
Mr. Henry B. Black, who has been spend- ton; M. E. llarriniau, Castine; Ned H.
Bosto
Childs, Waterville; J. O. Hayes, Belfast;
ing several days iu town, returned
E. C. Pendleton, E. W. Wilbur, Stockton;
ton Saturday.
G. 11. Davis, Belfast: W. S. Kenniston,
The many friends of Capt. Joseph W all- Rockland; R. F. McCabe, Bangor; D. E.
out r. who lias been sick, were glad to see
Clark, J. 11. Bootliby, Boston; FrankShatv,
bin, out again.
Portland; F. 11. Hart, Bangor; S. A. Lane,
Cooper, Boston; A. S. Burrill, BanGeorge F. Smith is having a new steel J. s. E.
s. Berry, Boston; Fred Cunningin
his
drug gor;
ceiling and electric lights placed
ham, Prospect; 11. B. Black, Boston; A. S.
stole on Main street.
Getchell, Providence; A. L. Kelley, S. J.
Mr. ami Mrs. G. A. Prescott of Malden- Robinson, Bangor; T. il. Deunison, Bosand
Mr.
at
week
a
for
are
iu
town
Mass.,
ton; Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Hill, East Corinth;
Mrs. J. B. Sweetser’s.
George L. Greenlaw, Marardis; Richard
Lailiu, L. M. Gowin, Ellsworth; F. P. Day,
to
short
a
trip
Mrs. Ella S. Dolliver made
A. \\.
Boston last week returning Monday with Bangor; R. B. Sargent, Sedgwick;
J. G, Pierce, Francis Dunvis, BosCarver,
her sou and his friend.
ton; G. H. Wick man, Trenton, N. J.
The ocean tug Carlisle was iu port Iasi
There was a large attendance of the
week and left with the barge Ashland in
chorus for the military sociable at the retow for Newport News.
hearsal last Monday night and excellent
Mrs. Hiram J. Smith and Miss Abbie F. progress was made. Interest in the enterSmith ot Ashland are visiting Mrs. lialph tainment continues to grow as new attracBryant, Keservoir street.
tions are announced, and all indications
point to a big success. One of the attracCapt. A. G. Closson of sch. Lizzie Lane tions
will be the Ladies’ Zobo Band of eight
was in town last week w hile his vessel was
which is sure to create a sensation.
pieces,
Belfast.
discharging coal at
The children’s chorus in their singing,
Marion Griffin of Boston arrived Sunday marching and tiag drill will be sure to draw
and is the guest of his parents, Capt. and many patrons. An orchestra is to be orMrs. Warren A. Griffin at Park.
ganized to play for the occasion under the
direction of Mr. N'ye. Among the specialSch. Frontenae, Capt. Coombs, finished ists in character songs will be “Reuben
discharging coal at Mack’s Point Saturday Green,” "Rastus Coon,” “Pat Hoolihan”
and sailed Sunday for a coal port.
and “Two Mod of the Olden Time.” There
in
Eugene M. Hall of Waltham, Mass., ar- will be singing by the “Country Choir”wili
1840.
A feature of the entertainment
and
to
the
moving
rived Monday to attend
be the appearance of the famous “Uncle
tuning of tbe'orgau at the M. E. church.
Josh Perkins’ Orchestra” from Ruckle,
Mr. and Mrs. Guy W. Dutch arrived last berry Corner, composed of the following
Saturday from Waltham, Mass., and are members : “Uncle Josh," “Amos Doolittle,”
with Mrs. N. C. Shute on Water street.
“Cy Sprueeby,” “Zeke Burdock,” “Silas
M,.
lln.m.a.1 T
Ct-Tirllai- avrivruri Fridnv i Waj back,” “Sam llasbin," “Uriah Turnip,
“Joe Mossback" and Hezekiah P
from Rockland. Mass., and is with her top,”
Bean. The date decided upon by the com-1
father, G. L. Norris on Norris avenue.
rnittee is Thursday evening, Aug. 29th.
Mr. Gefirge L. Norris, who has been visitFrye-IIA5KI.T0X. A very pretty home
ing in town the past ten days, returned
wedding took place July 31st at the resiSunday to his home in Rockland, Mass.
dence of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ilaselton on
Sell. Addison E. Bullard, Capt. Worden, lhirk street, when their daughter, Miss
arrived Sunday lrom Newport News with Elizabeth Jane Ilaselton, was married to
2.5o7 tons ol coal lor the Penobscot Coal l u. Walter Stanley Frye of Watertown, Mass.
The ceremony was performed by Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. Janies Wood and family of
Harry lliilof the M. E. church at Sp. m. in
Dorchester, Mass., arrived Monday and are the presence of a few intimate friends. The
at Mrs. Charles A. Webber’s on Park street.
single ring service was used. The bride
The steel ceiling in tlie Methodist church was given away by her father. The wed1ms been placed in position and a Boston ding nnueh was played by Miss Cleaves.
artist is now at work decorating the same. Miss Lena Gertrude Frye, sister of the
groom, was bridesmaid, and Mr. liertrand
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Merrill, who Totman of Watertown,
Mass., was best
have been vis ting in town the past week, man. The bride was charmingly gowned
returned to their h'-uie in .Jixrieid Monday. in white liberty satin with lace and pearl
cut eu traiue, and carried a
Mr. and Mrs. Roger B. Williams and son trimmings,
of white roses. The bridesmaid
Roger of Lynn, Mass., who had spent bouquet
was gowned in blue china silk with lace
Monhome
returned
Several w eeks' in town,
trimmings, and carried a bouquet of white
day
pinks. A reception follow ed the ceremony,
Miss Katherine Sampson, who has been I after which a w edding collation w as served.
on
M.
Nieliols
Ethel
The
of
Miss
the guest
Wa-1
couple received a large number of
ter street, returned to her home in Bath Fri- presents, consisting ot cut glass, silver,
china and table linen. Mr. and Mrs. Frye
day.
will spend about two weeks in town, after
Ernest Frye, who was in town last week which
they will make their home in Walto attend the Frye-llaseltou nuptials, retham, Mass., where Mr. Frye lias
turned to his home in Watertown, Mass., ; ment in the American Waltham employWatch
Monday.
Factory as a finisher. Their friends in
Sell. George McFadden, .Capt. -'leader, j Searsport wish (or them years of happiness
arrived with 1,510 tons of coal, duly doth, 1 and prosperity.
from Newport News for ’the Penobscot |
A Dramatic Success. “Mrs. Temple’s
Coal Co.
1 Telegram” proves, as predicted the dramSob. Mary F. Barrett, Capt. Sargent, atic success of the season ; in fact, the funfinished discharging coal Saturday at the niest comedy ever staged in Searsport. On
Penobscot coal nock and sailed Sunday for both nights a more than good house testified
a coal port.
J to the popularity of Smith and Hiadbury’s
and they certainly upheld their
Mrs. Fannie Fitzmauficeand son Edward productions,
The play was extremely well
of New London, U., arrived Monday and reputation.
Mrs. C. A. Webber on staged; oui amateurs covering themselves
are the guests of
with glory. Mr. Robertson seems specialPark street.
ly adapted to his role as Jack Teuipie, the
Mrs. James Taylor and children of Brock- English gentleman and his easy manner
and
and
arrived
delightfully witty conversation won
Monday morning
ton, Mass.,
are with Mrs. Taylor’s mother, Mrs. 1. C.
huge and hearty applause. Mrs. Xye as
“the woman in the case” played her part
Park, at Park.
admirably. Miss Florine Farr,who was the
Mrs. Alice Moore and children of Frank- leading lady in the
Quincy Adams Sawyer
lin Park, Mass., arrived Saturday and are Co. and is
spending the summer in town,
the quests of their Uncle, Charles Mathews, was dear as Mrs.
Temple, the perplexed,
on Main street.
and jealous frow of that gay gentleman.
Miss Lena G. Frye, Mr. Ernest Frye and The many serious complications resulting
Mr. Bertrand Totmau of Watertown, Mass., from one little “untrutlier” well illustrated
the old maxim,“Honesty is the best policy.”
were tu town last week to attend the FryeMr. Smith as Frank Fuller proved thefrieud
liaseltou wedding.
in need and his helping hand was certainly
Capt. Albert B. Colson arrived July 31, appreciated by the audience. IIis every
from Colon, S. A., where he has been em- appearance was greeted with repeated enployed since January as superintendent cores. Mrs. Putnam an the bonny “Heuglish dame” was immense She was well
for a New York fruit firm.
supported by Rupert Colcord, who did the
Wilbur J. Carver, Cadet at the U. S.
hen-pecked masher to perfection. Mr. I’.radNaval Academy t.t Annapoiis, Md., arrived bury’s conception of the butler
Wigsau was
Monday to spend his vacation with his well worth the admission ticket, his irresistmother, Mrs. Clara E. Carver.
ible smile proving as contagious as iu preDr. and Mrs. Lebbeus Curtis and Miss vious seasons. Searsport people are indeed
Lucile Curtis of iiephzibah, Ga., arrived indebted to Messrs, llraubury and Smith
last Saturday and are the guests of Mrs. and to the entire cast for a delightful treat.
We can but hope that another drama this
Harry L. Perry on Main street.
season is “Just what they’re going to do.”
Miss Henrietta M. Gerry, who is training
uLootocr uiv
unv/iiai.c.
nc
nave
me
for a nurse in the Trull Hospital, Biddeof announcing that Miss Guiila 0.
ford, arrived Monday and is the guest of
who
came
into
this
town
less
than
her mother, Mrs. H. ft. Young.
lorner,
two years ago and opened a musical studio
Mr. Maurice S. Dolliver, accompanied by on Main street, has met with deserved suchis friend Dr. W. J. Garvey of Troy, N. Y., cess as has been
proved by the recitals she
arrived Monday from Boston and are the gave on Thursday
July 31st and August 1st,
guests of Mrs. EllaS. Dolliver.
The first recital, given by the Misses
Miss Katherine Nickels, who has been Henrietta Gilkey and Antoinette Webber,
teaching school in Mattapau, Mass., ar- was unusually interesting, the selections in
rived Thursday and is with her mother, variety and style showing to excellent advantage the versatility, musical and techMrs. Lizzie Nichols, on Main street.
nical ability of the young pianists. The
Parse, Ward & Mathews, spar makers, manner of interpreting their pieces would
new
are at work making
spars for sch. have done credit to much older pupils. The
Fronteuae, now on her way to Newport recital Friday, which was the last for this
News, to be completed on her return to this season, showed a marked improvement
since the winter recitals, each number beport.
Mrs. John Williams and her granddaugh- ing executed in a highly creditable and
pleasing manner. Both recitals displayed
ter, Miss Inez Harrison, of Somerville, the
fine training which the pupils had unMass.,arrived last week and are the guests
and promised much for the uexi
dergone
of Mr. and Mrs. John Murphy ou Norris
season’s work will be resumed in Septemavenue.
ber. The programs, carefully chosen, wert
125 people weut on the excursion ou the as follows:
steamer Castine to Castine, July 31st, given Drolleries
Von Wiln
under the auspices of the Searsport cornet Waltz Petite
Gurliti
band. About thirty were unable to go as
Antoinette Webber
the steamer was limited to 125 passengers.
Balancelle
Uach<
Mr. and Mrs. William Hamilton of Boston, accompanied by William Rich, arrived
Thursday and are the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. J. L. Hamilton at Opeechee cottage on
Steamboat avenue.

Lucky

1

The Mother Goose & Co. operetta, given
the
by the Congregational society under
direction of Miss Louise D. Leib, with Miss
sucwas
very
Mildred E. Shute as pianist,
cessful in every way. The characters were
well represented, and much credit is due
Miss Leib for the admirable manner in
The society
which they were trained.
wishes to thank Miss Leib and Miss Shute
to make the
so
who
helped
and all
kindly
entertainment a perfect success.
The ball game
tween the Castine
Tigers ended in a
a score of 10 to 7.

Garlam
Sumner Small

Browi
Jennie Wagner
The Little Drummer Boy
Krogmani
La Jolie Duchesse Polka
Krogmani
Annie Gilkey
All About Some Tasks
Garlam
One, two, Buckle m>; Shoe (singing)
Marguerite Whitten
Garlam
America (with singing)
Rose of Lucerne
Garlam
Sumner Small
Olstei 1
and
Dolly’s Dreaming
Awakening
Emily Ross
Little FlswerGirl
Olstei
Olstei
Lullaby
Gavoite Mignonne
Gregl
Nettie bunker
On the Meadow
Kienze
Little Goblin
Sabatlii 1
Pronell Gilkey

Happy Go

FACTS
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BELFAST PRICE

BOKN.

Bowden. In Brooksville, July 14, to Mi. and
Mrs. Everett Bowden, a daughter—Rachel.
Wood. In Ellsworth, July 30, to Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred l. Wood, a daughter.
Sm ith
In Belfast, August 5, to Rev. and Mrs.
A. a. Smith, a son.

CURRENT.

Prices Paid Producer

Produce Market.

Told her grocer that If he refused to handle
"OUR-PIE” Preparation she would trade elsewhere. She knew she could make Lemon Chocolate and Custard pies better than the expert cook
if she used “OUR-PIE” as all the lugredieuta,
carefully prepared, are In the package ready for
Each package, enough for two
Immediate use
large pies, lu cents. Order a dozen today from
your grocer. Excellent also as a pudding sauce,
cake tilling, etc.

Hail Four Inches

j

••

Card of Thanks.
I wish to extend my heartfelt thanks and deep
gratitude to the pastor and members of the I
Methodist church and also to all others who
helped me in all tllese years of my wife’s sickness.
You have helped us in sympathy and have
helped us to bear our burdens. 1 am grateful for
all that you have done and for flowers at the
funeral. May God’s blessing be upon you.
•
8. WM. OLSON.

FOR SALE

Deep.

Livermore Falls, August 3. Crops
in this section of Androscoggin Connty
were seriously damaged by bail which accompanied the lightning and rain storm last
night. The damage is estimated at thousands of dollars. Charles Knapp of East
Livermore lost several aores of crops. He
reported the hail was four inches deep on
his farm. Seven aores of corn and all the apples on the farm of C. H. Babb were mined.

-AMD--

i

50a75 Hay p ton, I4.i>0;5i6.oc
Apples p bu.,
7
7 Hides p lb,
dried, p lb.
14
Beans, jpea,
2.0<»ifi2.25 Spring Lamb P lb,
40;tf*0
YeTeyes,2.00a2.25 Lamb Skins.
12
20&22 Mutton P lb,
i Butter p tb,
HAKK1E1).
40
i Beef, sides, p It*.
6;a8£ Oats p bu., 32 lb,
40
Beef fore quarters, 5£;u» Potatoes p bu.,
Ci.ifford-Aveky. In Prospect, July 30, hy
tar Hound Hog,
7£a8
Barley p lni„
Rev. Newell a. Avery of Wells. Edward I. C'lif12 Straw p ton,
7.00
Cheese p lb,
ord ot Winthrop and Miss Lulu Avery of Pros- Chicken p lb,
.'6a28
18 Turkey
lb,
3
1 Calf Skins, per ib. 13a 14 Tallow p lb,
fpect,
Collins-Bilungs.
10
In Stonington, July 23, Duck p lb,
20jVeal p lb.
Charles Milford Collins and Miss Lucy Mae Bil241
27
Wool,
unwashed,
Eggspdoz.,
lings, both of Stonington.
145115''Vood, hard,
4.00J£4.5U
; Fowl P lb.
Ekyk-Haselton. in Searsport, July 31, hy
20 Wood, soft.
3.00
Geese P lt>,
Rev. Harry Hill of the M. E. Church. Walter
Stanley Frye of Watertown. Mass., and Miss
Retail
Market.
Retail Price.
Elizabeth Haselton of Everett, Mass.
1.10
(treenlaw-CakVEIL In West Medford, Mass., ! Beef,corned, p lb, 8^al0 Lime P bbl.,
4
July 23, Matthew Y. Greenlaw of Rockpoit, Me., I Butter Salt, 14 lb, lSaJO'Oat Meal p lb,
5
and Miss Ethel Maude Carver of Rockland, Me.
72,Onions p lb,
1 Corn P bu.,
Cracked Corn, P bu, 69 Oil Kerosene, gal ,13a 14
Hofkins-Sopkr.
In Bucksport. August 1,
0
Corn Meal, p bu.,
69i Pollock F T>,
Calviu A. Hopkins of Orland and Miss Rose K,
12
l&aiDi 1‘urk k> A.
Soper of Bucksport.
j Cheese. t> tb,
1.13
STUART-Simmons. In Tenant’s Harbor, July I Cotton Seed, p cwt., 1.05 Plaster p bbl.,
3
Codfish dry, p lb,
31, Arthur Irving Stuart of Waterville and Miss
8<a9|Rye Meal p lb,
1.40
15 Shorts p cwt.,
Maude Kirk Simmous of Tenant’s Harbor.
Cranberries, p qt.,
6
Clover Seed,
16 Sugar p lb,
Flour p bbl.,
40
5.50a6.25 Salt, T. I., p bu.,
DIKD.
11. <J. Seed p bu.,
5
2.6o‘Sweet Potatoes,
4
13! Wheat Meal.
Lard, pib,
Calderwood. In Viualhaven, July 25, Cyrus
Calderwood, aged 89 years, ll months.
In the District Court of the United States for the
Case. In Rockland. July 28, George W. Case,
Knox District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
aged 85 years, 7 months, 14 days.
Dodge. In East Bucksport, July 20, Charles
In the matter of Charles )
|,,(llk.rilnt.v
G. Dodge, aged 77 years, ll months, io days.
Edward Britto.a Bankrupt! In B‘«lKruPtcy.
Grant. In Frospect, July 28, Orchard Granto:
To the creditors of Charles Edward Britto of
Prospect Ferry.
Stockton Springs, in the County of Waldo and
Pierce. In Belfast, August 5, Marla A., wife
district aforesaid, a bankrupt.
of George G. Pierce, aged 62 years, 10 moruhs
and 15 days.
Notice is hereby given that on the twenty
Paul. In Portland, July ll, Leander Melvii
seventh day of July, A. I). 1907, the said Chari* s
Edwaru Britto was duly adjudicated bankrupt;
Paul, a native of Rockpoi t, aged 44 years.
Palmer. In South Orrington, August 6, Ziland that the first meeting of his creditors will be
held at the office of Lewis F. Stairett. No. 407
pha, widow of Charles Palmer, formerly of BelMain street, in Rockland, in said district, on the
fast, aged 89 years, 1 month and 14 days. Funeral
at 15 Northport avenue, today at 3 p. m.
seventeenth day of August, a. I). 1907. at ten
Rowe. In Palermo, July 2,8, Ruthella Goodwin,
o'clock in the forenoon, at which time the said
daughter of Eugene and Olena Rowe, aged 1 creditors may attend, prove their claims, appoint
mouths and 16 days.
a trustee, examine the Bankrupt and transact
Sanford. In Camden, July 24. Martha A. San
such other business a.s may properly come beford.
fore said meeting.
Smith. In Burketville, July 28, George Smith.
LEWIS F. STARKF/rT,
Turner. In North Searsmont, August 5, MarReferee in Bankruptcy.
zette C., wife of Arnold Turner, aged 54 years, 7
Frank H. Ingraham, Rockland, Maine, ami
months and 17 days.
Isaac W. Dyer, Portland, Maine, Attorneys to
the Bankrupt
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BAY HORSE PACER.
Can pace a mile any day in 2.25; sound and
kind, not afraid of steam, trolley or automobile
Owner has |no further use for trotting
cars.
horses. Address
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Bo| 161, MLilltown, Me.
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Caskets, Robes
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Calls answered promptly eii'i.
Telephone at house and oftle.
Ambulance for moving the
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AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPH Si
and do developing, printing.
Films for any sue or make
room free to all.
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Hellasl

FARM FOR SAL.I
In Montvllle, on Ayer’s ltidge
Farm of the late Albert <v l'",:
75 acres, well divided Into tdla.
woodland. Good house ami bam
water, apple orchard, sehoolhousr
1) delivery from both Liberty ami 1
also a telephone In the house. Foi i*’
on the place, or of
DK. EDWIN A
Pittsfield,
tf32
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PLOWS!
Perns 1
A flue netv, steel plow.
A lew
the man and team-durable
Wood and Iron Beam Plows.
FKKD A I"
Wintering
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THANKS.

We sincerely thank all our triends
and sympathy during the
the death ol our wile and sister.

nesses

ARNOLD TUKBEii, B
ALVEBTa K BAlin

North Searsmout.
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